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Abstract
An analytic and experimental study of gravity and suspension influences on sus-
pended test articles is presented. A modular test article including deployable,
erectable, and rotary modules was assembled in four one- and two-dimensional struc-
tures. The two deployable modules utilized cable diagonal bracing rather than rigid
cross members; within a bay of one of the deployable modules, the cable preload was
adjustable. A friction lock was used on the alpha joint to either allow or prohibit
rotary motion. Suspension systems with plunge fundamentals of 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 Hz
were used for ground testing to evaluate the influences of suspension stiffness. Linear
and nonlinear finite element modeling of each structure provided analytical results
for 0-g unsuspended and 1-g suspended models. Ground and orbital test results are
presented and compared. Due to inherent nonlinearities in the structures, modes
softened and became more damped as input forcing was increased. Comparison of
1-g and 0-g test results revealed that the orbital response was generally softer and
more damped than the equivalent ground results. Further, the structural nonlinear
behavior was stronger in orbital tests, due to the absence of a suspension system
and gravity preload.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Edward F. Crawley
Director, Space Engineering Research Center
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern space structures have increasingly stringent performance demands placed
on them. Many proposed microgravity experiments are sensitive to vibration and
require well characterized vibration environments. Other space platforms have mis-
sions involving payload or substructure pointing. Knowledge of the structural dy-
namics of the spacecraft is essential to the success of such missions. Yet other space
structures support interferometric systems. Optical alignment and pathlength de-
termination are crucial to the usefulness of these systems. High performance space
structures need to be accurately characterized.
Because of such mission requirements, it is often necessary for a structure to
have certain specific modal properties. In order to accurately capture the open loop
dynamics of a structure, a high fidelity model is necessary. Once properly corre-
lated, an analytical model is invaluable to the successful execution of the structure's
mission. However, if the open loop qualities of the structure fail to meet the mission
requirements, some method of closed loop control will be necessary. Such closed
loop controllers are also sensitive to errors in both open loop natural frequencies
and damping ratios.
From the above arguments, it becomes obvious that accurate modeling of space
structures coupled with ground validation tests is necessary. However, problems
do exist - ground testing of flexible structures is difficult and nonlinearities in the
structure increase the modeling task. In order to address these modeling issues,
the MODE program was established by NASA at the Space Engineering Research
Center of MIT.
The objective of this research is to study suspension and gravity influences on
the structural dynamics of a modular truss system, by comparing the measured
response in ground and orbital tests.
The difficulty in ground testing space structures is due primarily to the effects of
gravity. Four classes of influences exist: the need for a suspension, the direct effect
on nonlinearities, the direct structural stiffening or destiffening, and the deformation
of the structure. The degree of influence depends on the stiffness of the test article,
inherent nonlinearities, and the geometry of the suspension. The specific objective
of the MODE program is to examine the first two influences.
Since any structure that will be free floating in space must be suspended on
the ground for testing, the suspension of the test article will have some corrupting
effect on the test results. Because any suspension system will have an associated
mass and stiffness, they will also possess their own dynamics. Four major classes of
suspension and suspension/structure modes exist: "violin string" transverse modes
of the suspension, axial modes of the spring elements in the suspension, the pendu-
lum modes of the suspended test article, and the plunge modes of the system. A
suspension system with a large mass relative to the suspended structure will have
a more pronounced effect on the test results due to mass coupling. All suspension
modes have the net result of changing the boundary conditions at the suspension
attachment locations. Therefore, it is desirable to have the least number of sus-
pension elements possible since reducing the number of supports will reduce the
suspension system mass. Also, fewer attachment points leads to fewer boundary
condition changes. For flexible structures, the test article must be suspended at a
sufficient number of points to avoid buckling of structural members or otherwise in-
fluencing their stiffness. Therefore, flexible structures will be affected more strongly
by suspension systems than will stiff structures.
One means of attempting to reduce the influence of suspension systems is to keep
suspension modes suitably separated from the modes of the structure, commonly by
atleast one decade. However, flexible structures frequently have fundamental fre-
quencies below 10 Hz and sometimes below 1 Hz. To obtain modal separation, very
soft, very long suspension systems must be used. Such a system will provide low
plunge and pendulum frequencies for the suspended structure. Due to the length
and stiffness requirements placed on this suspension system, it may be physically
impossible to manufacture or implement. For example, a structural fundamental
frequency of 1 Hz implies a pendulum frequency of 0.1 Hz which in turn dictates a
suspension length of over 80 feet. Transverse and spring axial modes of the suspen-
sion are harder to separate from the test article modes because they have not only
fundamentals, but higher harmonics, which will often occur within the test band-
width. In an attempt to keep the transverse and axial modes high, stiffer springs and
shorter suspension lengths (which then raises the pendulum and plunge frequencies)
are used. Obviously, great care must be taken in selecting a suspension system that
provides the least influence on a flexible test article[l].
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Nonlinearities within space structures further complicate the tasks of testing
and modeling. Deployable truss structures depend on hinges and latches for de-
ployment; these mechanisms typically introduce nonlinearities. Deadband stiffening
can occur when free play exists in a hinge joint. Accumulated microfriction from
multiple joints can contribute to softening of the structure and increased damping
levels. Rotary joints also contribute both softening and damping due to frictional
losses. Tensioning cables can potentially become slack, introducing another avenue
for nonlinear influences to enter the system. From these few examples, modeling
issues become apparent. Further, testing of nonlinear systems for modeling veri-
fication can be time consuming. Because frequencies and damping ratios change
with force level, several levels of excitation must be used to determine the extent of
nonlinear shifts. Typically, sine sweep tests are performed on nonlinear structures
since the excitation energy is focused on a specific frequency. Though lengthy com-
pared to random excitation testing, sine sweeps also allow forward and backward
frequency stepping. Nonlinearities that experience jump phenomena can be tested
using sweeps from both directions to more fully assess the jump behavior.
Although modal tests have been performed for decades on space hardware, only
infrequently have any tests been conducted in a 0-g environment to validate the
ground tests.
The specific goal of this research is: to perform several complete 1-g modal
tests using suspensions of different stiffness and mass; to conduct modal tests in
0-g during a Space Shuttle mission; to quantify the suspension and gravity induced
perturbations to the dynamic behavior using analytical models developed of the
suspension and nonlinear effects. The approach of this report is to make linear
finite element models of prototypical space structures, augment these models with
suspension effects to form modified linear models, and to validate these models
with modal test data obtained through ground and orbital experimentation. Since
the structures will be suspended to simulate free-free conditions in 1-g, suspension
influences occur, and modal testing will make suspension modes evident. These
modes can be expressed analytically and incorporated into the finite element models
to yield models of the suspended structures. By varying the suspension mass and
stiffnesses experimentally and analytically, proper inclusion of the suspension effects
can be validated.
The structural test article (STA) designed for MODE utilized a versatile set of
modules, allowing several configurations to be assembled. These modules included
deployable truss modules, erectable truss hardware, a rotary joint, rigid appendages,
and a flexible appendage. By assembling various modules, straight and L-shaped
trusses were formed and tested. Nonlinearities were inherent in the truss modules
and the rotary joint. Joint dynamics and tensioning cables within the truss elements
made nonlinear contributions to the system dynamics; similarly, the rotary joint
added friction and provided the potential to allow rotations.
Identification of the nonlinearities of the test articles will also be performed to
quantify the frequency and damping ratio changes that occur. These tests will use
swept sinusoidal inputs around modes of interest to excite the nonlinear elements
of the structure. In this manner, force dependent nonlinear characteristics will be
assessed. The presence of the measured nonlinearities will be reported, but detailed
nonlinear modeling and correlation with nonlinear experimental results awaits a
future report.
MODE (Middeck 0-gravity Dynamics Experiment) was funded by the In-Step
program in 1988. SERC at MIT was selected as the prime contractor with coopera-
tion from McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company, who supplied the structural
test article (STA). All other support hardware was supplied by Payload Systems,
Inc. MODE proposed to utilize the Middeck as a laboratory for performing dynamic
tests of scaled truss hardware.
The space data presented were taken during the Middeck 0-gravity Dynamics
Experiment flown on the STS-48 mission in September of 1991. Mission specialists
Mark Brown and James Buchli were assigned to the MODE team. With the assis-
tance of Brown, Buchli performed the majority of the test protocols. All scheduled
tests were performed during two days of testing. The efficiency of the crew allowed
time for extra protocols to be were performed. Upon retrieval from Edwards Air
Force Base, the hardware and data were returned to MIT for analysis.
Structural test articles, data sensing/acquisition, and test procedures will be
presented in the following chapter. Chapter 3 contains finite element modeling
discussion and results for two finite element packages and several models. Models
of each configuration were developed, and several methods for reducing the size
of the models were evaluated. A set of the reduced models were then used for a
suspension effect modeling study. Chapters 4 and 5 contain ground and orbital test
results, respectively. Ground test data for the four suspension systems utilized will
be presented for each tested configuration. Chapter 5 also contains a comparison




Hardware and Test Procedures
The purpose of this chapter is to provide detailed information about the structure
tested, the data acquisition system used, and the test procedures followed. Descrip-
tions of each structural module, their assembled configurations, and the suspension
system used in 1-g testing will be given. In addition, the signal conditioning system
and data acquisition system used to acquire the data presented in Chapters 4 and
5 will be described. Finally, the test procedures for both ground and orbital testing
will be discussed.
2.1 Structural Test Articles
Configurations
To assess the influences of suspension systems and gravity on the ground testing
of a flexible jointed structure, a Structural Test Article (STA) was designed and
instrumented. The STA is comprised of a versatile set of modules. The various
modules can be assembled to form several different configurations. A drawing of the
four configurations tested is shown in Figure 2.1.
The simplest arrangement is called the baseline configuration. For this struc-
ture, two deployable modules (i.e. modules which are capable of being deployed and
restowed by utilization of hinging joints and locking mechanisms) are connected in
the center bay with erectable hardware components (i.e. hardware that can be
assembled from individual components to form a truss section) to form a straight
truss. The objective of the tests of this configuration was to determine the im-
pact of gravity and suspension influences on a straight truss composed of primarily
deployable hardware.
A slightly more complicated configuration, called the alpha configuration, is
formed by replacing the erectable hardware of the center bay of the baseline with a
rotary joint modeled after the Alpha Joint of the Space Station Freedom. Figure 2.2
Figure 2.1: Four Test Configurations of the STA (From Left to Right, Top to
Bottom: Baseline, Alpha, L, and Flexible Appendage Configura-
tions)
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Figure 2.2: Alpha Configuration (Modules from left to right: rigid appendage,
actuator, deployable (adjustable), alpha joint, deployable, rigid ap-
pendage)
is representative of the straight configurations since the only difference between the
baseline and alpha configurations occurs in the center bay. Although this config-
uration still forms a straight truss, the additional mass and internal dynamics of
the articulating joint substantially change the behavior of the system. The purpose
of testing this configuration was to evaluate the influence of 1-g test methods on a
truss with a rotary joint.
A more complex configuration includes both deployable modules, erectable hard-
ware, and the rotary joint to form a planar truss called the L configuration. Due to
its shape and mass distribution, the L configuration was the most difficult to test
in a 1-g field. Figure 2.3 shows a photograph of the L configuration. Tests on this
configuration were performed to explore the difficulties of testing a planar structure
in a gravity field.
A fourth configuration adds a flexible appendage to the L configuration and is
called the flexible appendage configuration. A very flexible appendage was added
to the corner of the L configuration to study the impact of appendage modes on the
Figure 2.3: L Configuration (Modules from left to right: rigid appendage, de-
ployable, erectable, alpha joint, deployable (adjustable), actuator,
rigid appendage)
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structure in both O-g and 1-g test environments.
Modules
The four configurations of the structural test article are composed of several differ-
ent modules. These modules include two deployable truss modules, erectable truss
hardware, a rotary joint, two rigid appendages, and a flexible appendage.
Two deployable truss modules form the bulk of each configuration. These mod-
ules are hybrid scaled models of the proposed Space Station Freedom solar array
truss structure. Weighing approximately eight pounds, each section is four bays in
length with a nominal bay comprised of an eight inch cubic section. Each longeron
hinges at its midpoint (via a knee joint) and at its attachment points with the batten
frames. The batten frames remain rigid when the truss is collapsed. The hinge ar-
rangement allows the truss segment to fold like an accordion for stowage. Figure 2.4
depicts the partial deployment of one deployable section. Tension is maintained
throughout the deployable module by the use of pretensioned cables which run di-
agonally between the batten stations. When the longerons lock in their overcenter
deployed position, the tension in these cables reaches 25 lb. The cables are tensioned
to prevent possible slop in the hinge and knee joints from entering the system dy-
namics. The preload selected maintains local longeron "string" modes above 40 Hz
while locking the joints in a tight position. Typical preload on the longerons is 28 lb.
This loading is 50% of the estimated buckling load of the longerons and represents
a compromise between sufficient preload to prevent slop at the joints and exces-
sive preload which might destiffen or buckle a longeron. A single bay of one of the
two deployable modules includes a mechanism which allows for varying the preload
level in the wires. The purpose of this feature is to allow the study of preloading
on the joints and its influence on the truss system. Provisions for preloads of 25,
8, and 0.5 lb were incorporated into the truss design and were denoted preload 1
(PL1), preload 2 (PL2), and preload 3 (PL3), respectively. Preload 1 corresponds
to the same preload as in the wires in the nonadjustable bays. As the preload on a
bay is reduced, it is possible for the joints to become unloaded as the cables begin
to slacken. Both cable slackening and joint motion are expected to contribute to
changes in the truss behavior. Thus the deployable hardware consists of one module
with four bays in which the wire pretension is fixed, and one module which contains
one bay in which the preload is adjustable and three bays in which it is fixed.
Erectable truss hardware forms the next largest portion of the structure. Al-
though scaled down in size, the erectable components are identical to hardware used
Figure 2.4: Partial Deployment of Deployable Module
by the NASA Langley Research Center for their DSMT structure. Erectable hard-
ware consists of spherical nodes with 26 holes to which standoffs may be mounted.
Longeron, diagonal, and batten members terminate in lugs which slip into these
standoffs and are secured by tightening a locking collar. Erectable segments are
connected to the deployable hardware using standoffs incorporated into one end of
each deployable module (see left batten frame in Figure 2.4). Erectable longerons
and diagonals are connected to the standoffs on the deployable modules to form the
baseline configuration. Some of the erectable longerons were provided with spherical
nodes and standoffs to allow assembly of the L configuration. Erectable components
are shown in Figure 2.5.
Another module used in the test article was a rotary joint (see Figure 2.6). This
joint was intended to approximate the Alpha Joint proposed for Space Station Free-
dom. The module is constructed around two aluminum disks which are free to rotate
relative to each other on bearings. The disk assembly has Lexan struts terminating
in erectable-style lugs and locking sleeves to allow connection with erectable stand-
offs; the disk/strut structure is sized on an eight inch cubic section. Friction between
the two plates is adjustable through the use of a cam mechanism set by a tensioning
lever; the tight position is denoted as alpha joint tight (AT) and the loose position
is alpha joint loose (AL). The module weighs approximately 2.5 lb and mounts to
standoffs on either deployable or erectable components. The alpha joint was used
in the alpha, L, and flexible appendage configurations.
Rigid appendages have been added to the ends of each configuration to lower
the system fundamentals below 10 Hz. As detailed in Figure 2.7, these appendages
are dumbbell-shaped and can separate at their centers for stowage. Each appendage
weighs approximately 16 pounds.
A flexible appendage was added to the outside corner of the L to form the
flexible appendage configuration. This flexible appendage (see Figure 2.8) represents
the dynamics of a solar panel or other flexible appendage and has its fundamental
frequency approximately an order of magnitude below the truss fundamental. The
striations visible on the first and third masses are caused by velcro.
Configurations Tested
Combinations of the hardware modules allow for variation in wire tension, alpha
joint preload, and structural geometry. Three wire tension settings, two alpha joint
friction levels, and four possible structural configurations require a multidimensional
matrix for both ground and orbital testing. Table 2.1 contains the ground and orbital
test preload parameters. In this table, the 'PLI', 'PL2', and 'PL3' refer to high,
Figure 2.5: Erectable Hardware
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Figure 2.6: Rotary or Alpha Joint
Figure 2.7: Rigid Appendage
Figure 2.8: Flexible Appendage
Table 2.1: Ground and Orbital Test Preload Parameters
Configuration No Alpha Alpha Tight Alpha Loose
Baseline PL1 PL2 PL3 - -
Alpha - PL1 PL1
L -- PL1 PL1
Flexible Appendage - PL1 -
medium, and low preload settings, respectively. The baseline configuration was
tested at each of the three wire preload settings. For the alpha and L tests, the wire
preload was maintained at the maximum setting while both high and low friction
levels were used. For the tests of the L with the flexible appendage, all adjustable
levels were set to their largest values.
Detailed Hardware Description
The modules introduced in the previous section will now be described in more detail.
Material and mechanical data are given below for the deployable modules, erectable
hardware, alpha joint, rigid appendages, and flexible appendage.
Deployable Module: Each deployable module (see Figure 2.9) forms a four bay
truss 32 in long when expanded in the deployed configuration. When fully collapsed,
each unit is only 6.5 in long (stowed configuration). The deployment capability is
provided by longerons that are hinged at each end and in the middle. Figure 2.10
contains a drawing of a deployable longeron. Aluminum lugs at each end of the
longeron assembly are hinged to batten frames and epoxied to Lexan rods which are
in turn epoxied to an aluminum knee joint assembly. Where mentioned, aluminum
members are Type 6061 with a density of 3.1081 x 10-3', and a modulus of 10
Msi [2]. The knee joint located in the center of each deployable longeron allows the
longeron to fold over on itself for stowage. A partially expanded deployable segment
is shown in Figure 2.4. As each bay becomes fully deployed, the knee joint in the
middle of each longeron locks slightly over center, and is retained by a latch. A
release lever located on each knee joint allows the joint latch to be freed to allow
stowage of the segment. Figure 2.11 contains a drawing of the locking mechanism.
The batten frames remain rigid at all times. As shown in Figure 2.12, each batten
is composed of four lengths of Lexan rod epoxied to aluminum corner fittings which
receive the hinge lugs of the longerons. Figure 2.13 contains a photograph of a
batten corner fitting with its associated longerons. At either end of the deployable
module, the batten corners have interfaces with the same hole pattern as the nodes
-I'
Figure 2.9: Deployable Module (Fully Deployed)
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Figure 2.10: Deployable Longeron
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Figure 2.11: Knee Joint Detail
of the erectable hardware to allow connection with erectable struts. Figure 2.14
details this termination scheme.
Tensioned cables are used throughout the deployable module in lieu of rigid
diagonal elements. Each cable is made of stainless steel (0.047 in outer diameter)
and is terminated in a ball which sits in a spherical receptacle in each batten corner
fitting. Where referenced, all stainless steel is of Type 304 with a density of 8.7959
x 10-3 -, and a modulus of 30 Msi [2]. Figure 2.15 details the cable termination
scheme.
One of the deployable units has a single bay in which the tension in the diagonal
cables is adjustable. For this bay, the cable ends are connected to a multi-position
cam attached to a lever that could vary the cable tension. As shown in Figure 2.16,
the lever acts as a cam such that discrete angular positions of the tensioner produce
different tensions. Tensions of 0.5, 8, and 25 lb could be set in this manner. The
cables of this bay have flat aluminum tabs attached to them to allow strain gages
to be mounted.
Erectable Hardware: The erectable hardware of the STA is comprised of three
basic elements: struts, standoffs, and nodes. Struts act as longerons, diagonals,
and battens for the erectable trusswork. Each strut is a Lexan rod with aluminum
lug units epoxied to each end. All Lexan used on the STA is series 500, and is a
solid rod with a diameter of 0.3125 in. Series 500 Lexan has a density of 1.4038 x
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Figure 2.12; Deployable Batten Frame
Figure 2.13: Deployable Batten Corner Fitting
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Figure 2.14: End Batten Frame
Figure 2.15: Tensioning Cable Termination Detail
Figure 2.16: Tensioning Lever Detail
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Figure 2.17: Erectable Strut Detail
10-3.-, and an average modulus of 485 ksi (from manufacturer's specifications).
Hysol 9394NA epoxy was used for all bonded joints. A drawing of a strut is contained
in Figure 2.17.
Each lug assembly contains a modified screw and a locking sleeve. The head
of the screw fits into the receptacle on a standoff and the sleeve can be screwed
toward the standoff (it has a threaded mounting) to secure the joint. Early tests
demonstrated that finger pressure was enough to lock the sleeve to the standoff,
making use of a wrench unnecessary.
Aluminum standoffs receive struts and are mounted to aluminum spherical nodes.
Each node has eight threaded holes (#6-32) placed radially at 450 intervals around
its equator. Through each of the medians formed by the holes at the equator,
threaded holes were also placed radially at 450 and 900 latitude, resulting in a total
of 26 positions in which to mount standoffs. Figure 2.18 contains a drawing of
assembled erectable hardware. The standoffs are tapered at the node end to permit
any angular combination allowed by the node to be utilized, and are attached to the
aluminum nodes with a 6-32 stud bolt. A torque of approximately 1 in-lb was used
to mount the standoffs. Figure 2.19 contains a photograph of a single node with
three standoffs.
Alpha Joint: Figure 2.20 contains a view of the separated alpha joint halves.
Alpha joint rotation is permitted by the two central aluminum plates which are
connected at their centers by an axle, and at a radius of 2.75 in by 5.5 mm diameter
stainless steel ball bearings; each plate is nominally 6.25 in in diameter. At 450
intervals around each plate, Lexan rods are mounted such that the far ends of three
adjacent rods are bonded to the same aluminum mounting plate. From the opposite
side of this mounting plate, a single modified erectable lug assembly is mounted to
allow the module to interface with erectable hardware.
A two position cam-style lever system similar to the one used on the adjustable
Figure 2.18: Erectable Module Detail
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Figure 2.20: Separated Alpha Joint Halves
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Figure 2.21: Rigid Appendage Detail
tensioners is utilized to vary the clamping force applied between the two plates. In
this manner, locked (no rotation) and unlocked (rotation allowed) tests could be
performed.
For the purposes of stowage, the alpha joint could be disassembled. When as-
sembled, the two central plates are fastened to each other with eight captured thumb
screws (#8-32) which are mounted symmetrically at a radius of 2.5 in from the axle.
When the thumb screws are loosened, the two halves can separate. Once stowed,
the two halves nestle like spoons.
Rigid Appendage: Each rigid appendage is a composed of a two piece steel shaft
with cylindrical steel masses mounted at the far ends. The shaft has a square cross
section of 0.6 x 0.6 in and a threaded joint in the middle that allows the halves
to be separated for stowage; each mass (3.25 in diameter by 3.25 in long) remains
permanently attached to its shaft half. When assembled, a rigid appendage is 26.5
in long. Two captured thumb screws (#8-32) are used to mount the assembly to
the outboard end of a deployable module. Figure 2.21 contains a drawing of an
assembled rigid appendage.
Flexible Appendage: The flexible appendage consists of a flexible shaft with
three stainless steel masses mounted to it and terminates with a modified erectable
strut lug assembly. An 11.0 in glass-epoxy composite rod forms the shaft; the
rod material has a density of 2.0849 x 10-3•M, and a modulus of 1.0 Msi (these
properties were determined experimentally). The cylindrical steel masses are 1.125
in diameter by 1.125 in long. The masses are epoxied to the shaft with their centers
separated by 2.0 in. The inboard end of the shaft is epoxied into the mounting lug.
A drawing of the flexible appendage can be found in Figure 2.22.
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Figure 2.22: Flexible Appendage
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Figure 2.23: Typical Ground Suspension System
Ground Suspension Systems
For the ground testing of the STA, a soft mechanical suspension system was selected
to support the structure while approximating free-free boundary conditions. To
evaluate the effects of suspension systems, four sets of springs were used, each with
different stiffnesses.
A basic suspension system consists of coil springs and steel wire to hang a test
article from a rigid support. Figure 2.23 contains a drawing of a suspended test
article. The upper elements of each suspension component represent the springs,
and the lower elements represent the wires. In the figure, the uppermost left sus-
pension component utilizes two short aluminum beams connected by wires to avoid
interfering with the actuator which attaches to the top of the truss at this point. For
STA ground evaluation, four spring sets are used providing nominal system plunge
frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 Hz. The baseline suspension configuration uses the 1
Hz springs. Table 2.2 contains spring data for each system. Suspension wires were
made of high strength steel of 0.029 in diameter. A nominal overall spring-wire
length of 120 in was maintained.
To reduce the influence of a suspension on a test article, it is important to
maintain frequency separation between the suspension modes and the flexible modes
of the structure. Using the argument of modal separation, a minimum separation of a
decade between suspension and flexible modes is desirable. Since the test article has
a fundamental of approximately 10 Hz, the 1 Hz suspension follows this conventional
wisdom of a factor of 10 separation. To determine the beneficial or adverse effects of
Table 2.2: Suspension Spring Specifications
Suspension Wire Diameter Coil Diameter Coil Length Mass Preload
(Hz) (in) (in) (in) (lb) (Ib)
0.5 0.094 1.25 28 2.06 2.8
1.0 0.078 0.75 14 0.51 3.5
2.0 0.078 0.75 3.5 0.13 3.5
5.0 0.094 0.875 1.0 0.04 6.0
Figure 2.24: Nominal Suspension Attachment Locations
increasing or decreasing the separation, the 0.5, 2, and 5 Hz suspensions were used.
Eyelets were attached to each end of the suspension wires; the upper end of
each wire interfaced with a hook from a spring while the lower end mounted to
an extension tab with a screw and nut. The extension tab was simply a piece of
aluminum (0.25 x 1.25 x 0.0625 in) with holes drilled in either end. Each extension
tab mounted to one of the end holes in the deployable modules. Figure 2.24 contains
diagrams showing the nominal suspension attachment locations.
To minimize the pendulum frequency of the suspended test article, the length
of the suspension elements should be as long as possible. For a given spring length
and static deformation, the support wire should be made as long as necessary to
suspend the structure above the ground. Suspending the structure parallel to the
ground causes the system center of mass to be as far from the upper attachment
locations as possible. Each spring/wire assembly was 110 - 120 in long when the
spring was deformed.
Data regarding suspension system fundamental modes can be found in Table 2.3.
The spring/wire modes resemble classic violin string modes except that transverse
deflections in the springs drive the motion and the wires merely follow. In this sense,
the spring/wire mode is like a compound pendulum mode of the spring. Due to the
Table 2.3: Approximate Fundamental Suspension Modal Frequencies (Hz)
Suspension Spring/Wire Violin String Spring Axial
0.5 1.70 32.0 3.50
1.0 5.00 19.5 12.5
2.0 16.0 22.0 50.0
5.0 - 21.0 250.
extremely small size of the 5 Hz springs, no spring/wire modes were observed. For
the violin string modes, the wires experience transverse deflections. The variation
in violin string mode frequencies is due to differing wire lengths to obtain the same
overall suspension length. In the spring axial modes, the internal mass and stiffness
of the springs lead to internal dynamic modes.
For systems with a center of mass that is not located at the geometric center
between the suspension attachment points, some provision for leveling the suspended
article must be provided. Threaded eyebolts were used for the upper attachment
point, allowing vertical adjustment for leveling the system. The eyebolts screwed
into angle brackets mounted on an adjustable rail system that allowed horizontal
adjustment in the plane of the floor. With the mounting system detailed above,
configurations of various widths and lengths could easily accommodated.
2.2 Data Sensing and Acquisition
Sensors and Actuator
Several sensor types were utilized to measure the structural response to the force
input created by a single proof-mass actuator. Accelerations were sensed by piezore-
sistive accelerometers, deformations by foil strain gages, and the input force by a
load cell. All sensors employed full-bridge resistive networks, allowing common sig-
nal conditioning circuits. An umbilical was used to electrically connect the sensors
and actuator on the structure with the signal conditioning circuitry.
Excitation was provided by a proof-mass actuator (see Figures 2.25 and 2.26).
The shaker used a 1.0 lb throw mass and interchangable springs to permit both
ground and orbital testing. The mass and spring mounted to the support platform
which in turn mounted to the load cell; the support platform made no contact with
the outer case. Total weight of the actuator is approximately 1.8 pounds. For the
spring selected for ground testing, the shaker's spring-mass resonance occurred at
2.3 Hz while resonance occurred at 4.0 Hz with the space spring.
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Figure 2.26: Cut-Away Drawing of Proof Mass Actuator (From Top to Bottom:
Outer Case, Throw Mass, Teflon Sleeve, Spring, Electrical Coil, Sup-
port Platform, Loadcell, and Mounting Extension)
Due the change in springs from ground to orbit, the actual force differed between
ground and orbit for the same commanded voltage. Figure 2.27 contains a typical
comparison of ground and orbital forcing data for the same commanded outputs
(data plotted are from baseline tight preload tests). As can be seen in the figure,
the largest differences occurred at the lower frequencies with smaller differences
remaining by the upper end of the test regime. The plot on the right was made
using the ground forcing values as reference for the space data. For the three modes
shown, the forcing differences averaged 26%, 8.3%, and 8.6%, respectively.
A simple spring-mass-damper representation of the actuator is given in Fig-
ure 2.28. For this system, the transfer function between transmitted force and input
force is given by Equation 2.1 The C is the damping ratio for the dashpot, and r
is the ratio of the excitation frequency to the undamped natural frequency of the
spring and mass. The dashpot between the throw mass and the load cell represents
damping due to the back EMF of the magnet-coil system. From ground evaluation
tests, total damping within the actuator rarely exceeded 10%, with an estimated
half coming from within the actuation mechanism and half from friction.
Floadc _ [1 + r2 (4 C - 1)] - j [2 r3] 1 (2.1)
Fi[(1 - r2)2+4 2 r2]
Within the actuator body, the load cell was used to support the spring and mass
and measured the transmitted force. When testing in a 1-g field, if small rotations
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.27: Comparison of Measured Forces for the Same Commanded Voltages
on Ground and in Orbit
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of the actuator were allowed, the mass would come in contact with the walls of the
actuator body resulting in the loss of accurate force measurement. Since contact
between the actuator body and the throw mass provides a load path around the
load cell, the measured force is less than that applied. If the input voltage to the
actuator is too large, the throw mass can impact either the top or the lower shoulder
of the actuator body. Because these two surfaces are mechanically separated from
the load cell, throw mass impacting can not damage the sensor.
Eleven accelerometers were placed on the truss in such a manner as to make ob-
servable the modes of interest for each of the structural configurations. Accelerome-
ter locations were chosen based on an analysis of the two fundamental configurations
to be tested (i.e. the baseline and alpha have fundamentally a straight arrangement,
the L and flexible appendage an L-shaped configuration). It was required that at
least one pair of accelerometers be mounted to each batten frame at the end of the
deployable modules; mounting plates were used to attach each accelerometer to the
structure. Figure 2.29 contains a photograph of the accelerometer mounting plates.
Using modeshape data from a finite element model, modal deflections corresponding
to each batten frame were evaluated for their relative importance in the modes to
be tested by looking at the absolute values of the modal deflections. In this man-
ner, the locations that saw the largest deflections across all tested modes for each
configuration were selected. By having locations which coincide with largest modal
deflections, sensors were positioned such that they produce the best possible data.
The deployable bay with the preload adjustment provision has one face instru-
mented with the four strain gage sets. Two pairs of gages are located on opposing
longerons. Each of the pairs is mounted on opposite sides of their respective longeron
to ensure that only axial strains are sensed. Two strain gages are also mounted on
each of the sensor tabs located on the two tensioning cables between the instru-
mented longerons. Figure 2.30 contains a detail of a tensioning tab - a strain gage
mounted to a sensor tab is visible in the lower left corner of the photograph. With
one plane of the adjustable bay completely instrumented, information about the
load distribution across the face of the bay could be determined. When nonlinear
modeling is performed on the MODE structure, it will be important to be able to
reconstruct the loading conditions on the joints.
Locations for the sensors and actuator can be seen in the Figure 2.31 for straight
configurations. Figure 2.32 contains sensor and actuator locations for L-shaped con-
figurations. For both Figure 2.31 and Figure 2.32, an 'A' denotes an accelerometer,
an 'S' designates a strain gage, and 'LC' indicates the load cell; arrows represent
the positive sensing directions of the sensors, and the proof mass actuator excites
Figure 2.30: Tension Adjustment Tab Detail
Figure 2.30: Tension Adjustment Tab Detail
Table 2.4: Sensor Specifications
Channel Sensor Manufkoturer Model Serial Number Sensitivity Range Bandwidth
1 S1 Measurements Group .A-13.125TG-350 a a a a
2 S2 Measurements Gronup NA-13-062T-350 A na n/ n a
3 S3 Measurements Group BA.13-062TS.350 a /& n. a a aa.
4 S4 Measurements Group BA-13-125TG.350 a/s / aa n
a LC Bntran BLP-82-TC1000I-2 91A90L28-Y02 104.1 mV/lb *2 lb 0 - 200 HE
6 Al andevco T26A.-HS Bur22 34.4 mV/g 20 0 - 00 Hs
7 A2 Bnderco T732A-HS CC26 31.83 mV/g h20 g 0. 500 Hs
S AS Bndevrco 7265A-HS CA08 31.25 mV/g *20 g 0 - 500 HE
9 A4 Bndevco Tls2A-HS BN6O 32.39 mV/g 120 0 - 500 Hs
10 As bndewco 726SA-HS BDM11 1.28 mV g 120 0. - 00 He
11 AS Bnderco T26BA-HS CC49 30.66 mV/g 120 0.- 500 Hs
12 AT Bndrco 726• A-HS BN08 26.97 mV/g 20 0 - 800 HE
13 AS Lndevco 726sA.HS CA47 27.17 mV/ 20 g 0.- 00 He
14 AS dndevo ?2BA.-HS CA32 31.54 mV/p E20 S 0.- s00 H
15 A10 Bndeveo 72S5A.HS CC0 33.69 mV/g *20 0 . 500 Hs
16 All Badevco 7265A.HS BN21 31.47 mV/g *20 g 0. 500 Hs
in the load cell sensing direction. For the strain gages, tension produces positive
output. Table 2.4 contains sensor specifications.
A flexible umbilical was used to connect the sensors and actuator of the STA
with the signal conditioning and data acquisition systems. Thirty-three pairs of 28
gage stranded wire were loosely braided and wrapped in a fire resistant woven shell
to form an 8 ft length of bundled wire. Zero insertion force connectors were attached
to either end of the umbilical; when connectors of the opposite gender are mated,
electrical connections are made and the halves are joined through the action of a
"LC




Figure 2.32: Sensor and Actuator Locations for L-shaped Configurations
locking lever. As the lever is moved to the locked position, a sliding cam locks the
halves together and moves the pins into contact with each other.
Signal Conditioning and Data Acquisition
Signal conditioning, data acquisition, and data storage were provided by an Experi-
ment Support Module or ESM. The ESM (shown in Figure 2.33) is a self-contained
computer developed for the MODE experiment. Sixteen channels of sensor sig-
nals can be simultaneously conditioned and stored on a Write Once Read Many
(WORM) disk. Since all of the sensors behaved like full-bridge resistive gages, simi-
lar conditioning circuitry was used for the accelerometers, strain gages, and load cell
- the only difference being in the bridge resistance values and excitation voltages.
Each sensor receives its specified bridge excitation voltage and its bridge is balanced
prior to test initiation. Sensor signals are amplified and low pass filtered using eight
pole tunable Bessel filter packages before being written to a WORM disk. For STA
testing, the corner frequency of the anti-aliasing filters was 250 Hz. Channels are
sampled sequentially after the data signals have been instantaneously sampled by
12 bit A/D's to prevent the data from being skewed in time. An internal amplifier
provided the appropriate gain to the excitation signal for use by the actuator.
Data acquisition was also provided via the ESM. The ESM permits 16 channels
of input and also has a function generator. The input data are conditioned and
then stored on a WORM disk for future retrieval and reduction. The ESM allows
preprogrammed protocols to be read off a WORM disk as well as interactively






Figure 2.34: ESM Driven Flow Diagram
supplied test parameters. When protocol parameters are not preprogrammed, the
user is prompted for entries which are made through a numeric keypad. Data are
sampled at 500 Hz and stored on a WORM disk with data corresponding to each
forcing frequency being stored in a separate file. Once a test has been completed,
the data are removed from the WORM disk using a personal computer with a second
WORM drive. The time history files are then reduced to calculate the harmonic
coefficients of each channel at each driving frequency for use in frequency domain
evaluation.
A schematic diagram of the ESM control system is given in Figure 2.34. Several
levels of signal amplification occur between the signal conditioning amplifiers and
the sample and holds due to different allowable voltage levels in various components.
As a result, it is possible to saturate the sample and holds for very high gain settings
because the zeroing circuitry can not accommodate the amplified offset. Saturation
occurred much more often during ground testing because of the added gravity bias.
2.3 Test Procedures
Testing on the ground and on orbit followed the same basic procedures. A structural
configuration was assembled and suspended (on earth) or tethered (on orbit). The
umbilical and actuator were attached, and the structure was leveled for ground
testing. Next, a protocol was performed with the ESM described above. The data
were stored for later retrieval, reduction, and analysis.
L.ZJ
Ground Test Procedure
The basic test procedure was the same for all configurations. Once a structural con-
figuration was assembled, it was mounted to the spring and wire suspension system
described above in Section 2.1. Next, the actuator was mounted to the structure.
Finally, the sensors and actuator were electrically connected to the ESM via the
umbilical. As introduced in the previous section, an umbilical connected the sensors
on the structure with the ESM for signal conditioning and data acquisition. Sen-
sor balancing and gain setting, and excitation amplification were set automatically
within the ESM when protocol parameters were retrieved from an automatic pro-
tocol file or were manually entered at the time of a test. Once the umbilical was
attached, the test article was leveled.
Sine sweep testing was performed with the ESM. Two types of protocols existed
for the ESM - automatic and manual. For automatic protocol tests, test parameters
were preselected and stored in a file on a WORM disk. These test parameters
included: start and stop frequencies, type of frequency step (linear or logarithmic),
number of frequency steps, start and stop excitation voltages, type of amplitude
stepping (linear or logarithmic), and the number of amplitudes. If an automatic
protocol was to be selected, the user simply entered the protocol file number, and the
test was performed. For manual protocols, the user was prompted for the parameters
listed above, and the test proceeded.
As each protocol was conducted, time histories for each excitation frequency were
stored in separate files. Once completed, test data had to be read off the WORM
disk and either stored on an optical disk or a magnetic disk for processing. The data
were then used to calculate harmonic coefficients (described in more detail below);
the data file containing frequency domain information was finally converted for use
with Matlab.
Orbital Test Procedure
With the exception of gravity, orbital testing closely resembled ground testing. Due
to the unique environment of the Space Shuttle Middeck, tests were performed with
human interaction in a setting with an atmosphere. Due to the lack of gravity in
the orbital environment, a suspension system was not required to keep the structure
free floating. However, it was possible for the Shuttle to maneuver during a test,
resulting in the test article colliding with a surface of the Middeck. To prevent such
an impact, an elastic tether system was used.
The orbital tether system consisted of four tethers of 0.0625 in square elastic
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surrounded by Nomex sheathing and was used to provide drift restraint for the test
article. The tethers were positioned to provide restoring forces in three orthogonal
directions to prevent a collision with the Orbiter during an Reaction Control System
firing or crew impact. After being attached to an STA longeron via a nomex and
velcro cuff, each tether was attached to a prepositioned velcro pad mounted on the
middeck interior.
As on the ground, the desired structural configuration was assembled and at-
tached to the tethers. Because of the weightless environment, assembly was much
more difficult on orbit but was facilitated through the use of special packaging tech-
niques. A Middeck storage locker contained all STA components and Nomex pouches
held all erectable hardware for use as needed. After the umbilical was attached, the
ESM was powered up and an automatic or manual protocol was performed. Tests
were run on all configurations with preload and alpha settings identical to ground
tests with the nominal suspension system. No repeatability tests were performed in
space.
Data Reduction
Post-test data reduction consisted of two separate operations. First, the time his-
tories from each protocol were converted into frequency domain form. Next, esti-
mates of natural frequency and damping ratio were determined using the half-power
method. Once a time history file had been retrieved from a WORM disk, it was
reduced to a single harmonic coefficient for each data channel at the tested excita-
tion frequency. The data retrieval program was provided by Payload Systems, Inc.
of Cambridge as part of their contracted support for the MODE mission; the data
reduction program was written by Dr. Marthinus van Schoor of MIT for MODE
support, and employed a harmonic balance technique to determine the coefficients.
Data were reduced by protocol with each protocol being stored in a separate Matlab
compatible file.
Once frequency domain data were available in Matlab, half-power estimates of
natural frequency and damping were calculated [3]. Implicit in the use of the half-
power method is the assumption that the dynamic behavior is dominated by a linear
resonance. For every forcing amplitude of each mode, channels with clean signals
were selected for use in the determining modal parameters. Parametric data from
each channel were then averaged to determine the system values. In this manner,




The finite element (FE) method was selected as the framework within which to
develop analytical models of the structural test articles. The purpose of this chapter
is to present the method by which models of the various STA configurations were
derived to predict experimentally observed behavior.
Two programs were used for the FE modeling of the STA: ADINA (Automatic
Dynamic Incremental Nonlinear Analysis) [4] and NASTRAN (NASA STRuctural
ANalysis) [5]. Each program has unique features that allow certain types of mod-
eling to be performed. ADINA has basic linear static solution and eigensolution
capabilities, as well as extensive nonlinear, static, time integration and eigensolu-
tion features. Although it has only a few nonlinear solution algorithms, NASTRAN
performs linear, small displacement analyses across a wide spectrum of applica-
tions. Not surprisingly, the two programs give comparable results for linear static
and dynamic solutions. Since ADINA was designed to perform nonlinear analysis,
it was used for modeling of the STA suspended in gravity, a case for which gravity
preload and deformation had to be considered. For these models, a nonlinear time
integration scheme was required to include gravity stiffening effects within the sus-
pension elements. On the other hand, NASTRAN was capable of calculating design
sensitivity coefficients for use in model updating.
The chapter begins with a review of the ADINA modeling of the 0-g STA, i.e.
the STA free floating with no gravity or suspension effects. A detailed description of
the modeling of the evaluation and development models is presented. The influences
of gravity are then incorporated into the ADINA model. The parallel development
of the NASTRAN model is next presented, with the chapter concluding with the
evaluation of sensitivity coefficients and their use in forming a development model.
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3.1 ADINA 0-g Modeling
ADINA was used to model the STA configurations in the absence of gravity under
free-free boundary conditions. Three models were made of each configuration with
different levels of complexity: an evaluation model with a high degree of discretiza-
tion and two development models based on the evaluation model with dof removed
through one of two reduction processes. Discretization defines how the infinite order
structure is to be broken down to form a finite order model. The evaluation model
is more complex and computationally expensive, but is the best representation of
the dynamics of the STA. It will be used as the basis for development model com-
parisons. The development models are significantly simplified and computationally
more efficient, but smear the properties of some structural elements. One of the de-
velopment model will be used in the suspension and gravity loading analysis. Each
model used 6 dof rod elements and 12 dof beam elements with lumped mass matrices.
Since the 1-g solution algorithm required lumped mass matrices, no mass coupling
was included in the 0-g modeling for consistency. The ADINA development models
were reduced using either static equivalent or Guyan reduced equivalent techniques.
Sample listings of the ADINA preprocessor input decks for the evaluation models
can be found in Appendix A.
Evaluation Models
Detailed evaluation models were made of each structure configuration of the STA.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of how the alpha configuration was modeled.
The upper photograph in Figure 3.1 represents the actual structure while the
lower drawing details the model. Nodal positions are indicated by the small squares
in the model diagram. Table 3.1 contains dof and element usage data for each of
the modeled configurations.
Each module of the structure was modeled as a collection of elements. The
following sections will describe the modeling methods used for the STA modules.
Deployable Longerons: Figure 3.2 contains the modeled representation of a
deployable longeron and joint. In this figure, note that only the left half of the
longeron model is labeled due to symmetry (typical). All elements of the longeron
were modeled as Bernoulli-Euler beams with 6 dof at each end. Where mentioned,
all Bernoulli-Euler beam elements had 12 dof. Material types and section proper-
ties were based on measurements of the physical hardware. Table 3.2 contains the
material and section properties for the longeron model.
As shown in Table 3.2, the consistent units used for all modeling were slugs,
Figure 3.1: Comparison of Alpha Configuration to FE Representation
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Figure 3.2: Modeling of Deployable Longeron
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Table 3.1: Model DOF and Element Usage Summary
Configuration Detail DOF Rods Beams
Baseline Evaluation 2160 64 402
Development 768 64 174
Alpha Evaluation 2166 64 422
Development 1014 64 222
L Evaluation 3150 64 604
Development 1998 64 248
Flexible Appendage Evaluation 3210 64 614
Development 2022 64 252
Table 3.2: Deployable Longeron Element Properties for the Evaluation Model
Type Material E v p A I J
(z 10o ) ( 0o-a - ) ( 1o-2 in2) (X 1o-' in4) (z 1o-4 in4 )
1 T-6 Al 120.0 0.33 3.1081 7.3631 13.302 26.605
2 Lexan 500 6.0 0.49 1.4038 7.6699 4.6813 9.3627
3 T-6 Al 120.0 0.33 3.1081 19.141 30.530 61.061
inches, and seconds for mass, length, and time, respectively.
Deployable Batten Frames: Although the actual geometry of the deployable
batten frames was quite complex, they were modeled with 12 Bernoulli-Euler beams.
Figure 3.3 displays the modeling of the batten frame.
As indicated in Table 3.3, the aluminum corner bodies were modeled as two
beam elements with the same area properties. A single beam element was used for
the Lexan rod connecting the corner bodies to form the batten.
Tensioning Cables: The deployable module tensioning cables were modeled as
single rod elements. Since the local string behavior of the cables did not occur within
the test bandwidth, finer discretization was not necessary. Because linear FE models
were created, nonlinearities in cable stiffness were ignored. The physical cables were
made of nylon coated stainless steel (0.047 in outer diameter) with properties defined
Table 3.3: Deployable Batten Element Properties for the Evaluation Model
1 2
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Figure 3.3: Modeling of a Deployable Batten Frame
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Figure 3.4: FE Modeling of Erectable Hardware
Table 3.4: Erectable Element Properties for the Evaluation Model
Type Material E v p A I J
(z 106 i ) (x 10-3; (z 10- in,2) (, 10-' in4) (z 10'4 in,)
1 T-6 Al 120.0 0.33 3.1081 5.2922 8.6890 17.378
2 Lexan 500 6.0 0.49 1.4038 7.6699 4.6813 9.3627
in the Detailed Hardware Description section of the previous chapter.
Erectable Hardware: Seven beam elements were used to model an erectable
strut (or diagonal) and the two nodes/standoffs to which it attaches (the node-
standoff-strut-standoff-node group is an erectable assembly). Since the only differ-
ence between longerons and diagonals for the erectable hardware was length, one set
of material and section properties was developed. Figure 3.4 shows the FE modeling
of an erectable assembly.
Since the local bending behavior of the erectable struts and diagonals were a
concern, three elements were used to model the Lexan portion of each component.
Erectable element properties can be found in Table 3.4.
Alpha Joint: The alpha joint is a complex module with inherent nonlinearities
due to free play and bearing slop. For inclusion in the linear evaluation models,
the alpha joint was represented very simply. Figure 3.5 details the alpha joint FE
representation.
The disk of the alpha joint was modeled as a lumped mass/inertia (see Table 3.5)
with massless rigid elements connecting it to the twelve mounting struts; the mount-
ing struts are Lexan. Four aluminum bars connect the mounting struts in groups
1 1 2 2
Figure 3.5: FE Representation of the Alpha Joint
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Table 3.5: Alpha Joint Lumped Mass Properties
Table 3.6: Alpha Joint Element Properties for the Evaluation Model
Type Material E v p A I J
(z 6 10 ) (X ,o-3 !) (z 1o-2 in2 ) (z 10-4 in4 ) (z 10-4 in4 )
1 T-6 Al 120.0 0.33 3.1081 5.2922 8.6890 17.378
2 RIGID 1.0 x 10' 0.33 0.0000 36.000 108.00 216.00
3 Lexan 500 6.0 0.49 1.4038 7.6699 4.6813 9.3627
of three and have erectable mounting lugs on their outboard sides. Material and
section properties for the elements of this module are in Table 3.6.
Rigid Appendages: The two rigid appendages were modeled as beams with
lumped masses and inertias at each end (see Figure 3.6 for the modeled appendage).
The stainless steel bar of each appendage was modeled using three beam elements
where the two interior nodal locations coincide with the attachment points to the
deployable modules. Properties for the bar are given in Table 3.8. Lumped masses
were used to represent the tip masses (see Table 3.7); the tip masses were made of
stainless steel and were cylindrical (3.25 in diameter by 3.25 in high).
Flexible Appendage: Beam elements were again used to model the flexible
appendage as indicated in Figure 3.7. The flexible appendage shaft is made of
a glass-epoxy composite rod with a diameter of 0.094 in. Three beam elements
were used for the shaft to allow better visualization of the first bending modes
1 1
Figure 3.6: Model Discretization of the Rigid Appendage
Table 3.7: Rigid Appendage Lumped Mass Properties
Table 3.8: Rigid Appendage Properties for the Evaluation Model
Type Material E v p A I J
(2 1o06 (X 10-3 14) (X 1o-2 132) (z 10-4 i24) (z 10'- iX)
1 Steel, Stainless 360.0 0.33 8.7959 36.000 108.00 216.00
which were to be excited in ground and orbital testing. The three stainless steel
masses were cylindrical, measuring 1.125 in long and 1.125 in diameter. Rather
than using lumped masses, beam elements were used. Mounting to the STA was
provided via an erectable-style mounting lug and locking sleeve located at the end
opposite the masses. Table 3.9 contains material and section properties for the
flexible appendage.
Assembled Evaluation Models: The ADINA evaluation models for the four
configurations are contained in Figures 3.8 through 3.11. These models are of course
made up of the models of the appropriate elements, to best simulate the dynamic
behavior of the STA.
Development Models
Development models contained fewer dof than the evaluation models by removing
internal dof from the longerons and diagonals. Two methods were used: static
equivalents and Guyan reduction. In both cases, a seven element longeron was
simplified to a single element. By removing internal dof through either of these
methods, a smaller, less computationally expensive model could be developed.
For models which contained the alpha joint, a small additional savings in dof
was obtained by substituting a single element where each leg of the alpha joint
mounted to the truss modules. Formerly, these connections had been represented
by two elements (with the same properties), one for the standoff and one for the
joint. Also, the development model discretization of the flexible appendage relied
on fewer beam elements and lumped masses rather than using short beam elements
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Figure 3.7: FE Modeling of the Flexible Appendage
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Table 3.9: Properties of the Flexible Appendage for the Evaluation Model
Type Material E v p A I J( 16 -o 1 ) (z lo-1 -) ( 10o-= in2)  ( 10-'4 in4) (z Lo-' in )
1 T-6 Al 120.0 0.33 3.1081 5.2922 8.6890 17.378
2 Glass-epoxy 12.0 0.33 2.0849 0.6903 0.0379 0.0758
3 Steel, Stainless 360. 0.33 8.7959 99.402 786.28 1572.6
Figure 3.8: Evaluation Model of the Baseline Configuration
Figure 3.9: Evaluation Model of the Alpha Configuration
Figure 3.10: Evaluation Model of the L Configuration
Figure 3.11: Evaluation Model of the Flexible Appendage Configuration
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Table 3.10: Flexible Appendage Lumped Mass Properties - Development Model
Figure 3.12: Development Model of the Baseline Configuration
to represent the masses. For this model, a single element was used for the erectable
attachment, a single element was used from the erectable joint to the first mass,
and three lumped masses were located at each of the cylindrical mass locations.
Table 3.10 contains the mass properties for the flexible appendage lumped masses.
For either reduction method, only the deployable longerons, erectable strut as-
semblies, and erectable diagonal assemblies were reduced. Because these components
were beam-like in shape, they were an obvious choice for reduction. Figures 3.12
through 3.15 contain diagrams of the development models.
Reduction via Static Equivalents: A static equivalent analysis is one method
by which to reduce the number of dof in a beam-like substructure. Through the use
of four separate static loading cases, equivalent beam sectional properties can be
determined [6]. The four cases consist of a unit axial tip force, a unit transverse tip
force, a unit tip moment, and a unit tip torque. For these cases, the analytic results
for the simple beam are easily determined from beam partial differential equations
and are contained in many reference books. Two of the tests give redundant infor-
mation: the unit transverse tip load and the unit tip moment both yield El (bending
stiffness) information about the beam. For the static reduction of the development
models, the two redundant bending stiffness quantities were averaged.
For the four cases enumerated above, the stiffness to load relations are given by:
Figure 3.13: Development Model of the Alpha Configuration
Figure 3.14: Development Model of the L Configuration
Figure 3.15: Development Model of the Flexible Appendage Configuration
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El 2-6 ' (3.3)
TLGJ = a(3.4)
where the stiffness relations are given (from top to bottom) for axial, bending (tip
load), bending (tip moment), and torsional loading.
By arbitrarily picking E to be an average of all the material moduli and averaging
the results of Equations 3.2 and 3.3, it is possible to solve for A, I, and J (G is
related to E through v for linear isotropic materials). The element density can then
be calculated based on total original element mass, length, and area.
Example:
For the erectable strut assembly described above, an axial unit load (consistent
units) was applied to the tip of a cantilevered beam (based on the evaluation
Table 3.11: Static Equivalent Development Model Element Properties
Element E v p A I J
(Z 10lE ) (z 10i- !l2) (z 10- i02) (z 10-4 in4) (z 10-' in4)
Deployable Lo•gon 26.4 0.33 10.554 2.9007 1.8252 3.1946
Erectable Strut 26.4 0.33 8.3994 3.0117 2.0611 3.3213
Erectable Diagonal 26.4 0.33 8.8687 2.3726 1.5758 2.6028
modeling). The resulting axial deflection was 1.006 x 10- s in.
An elastic modulus of 2.64 x 107 was used for the uniform beam as it approx-
imates the logarithmic average of the moduli of aluminum and Lexan.
For the resulting deflection, the specified modulus, and a length of 8 in, Equa-
tion 3.1 yields an area of 3.0117 x 10 -2 in 2 .
Using similar analyses for the other loading cases and element assemblies, the
material and sectional properties for the reduced dof elements were calculated (see
Table 3.11).
Please note that the elements given in Table 3.11 are not physically realizable
rod or tube elements; e.g. the torsional inertia is not equal to twice the bending
inertia (the element is assumed to be symmetric) in each case but give the closest
representation of the quasi-static behavior of the original physical element.
Guyan Reduction: Guyan reduction is another method by which the evaluation
model may be simplified. Given the mass and stiffness matrices of the subcomponent
to be reduced, Guyan reduction produces new matrices with only the retained dof.
Implicit in this method is the assumption that the system has little mass/inertia
loading.
For the development models of the baseline, alpha, L, and flexible appendage
configurations, Guyan reduction was used to create equivalent beam elements for the
same set of substructures as above. With this method, the system stiffness matrix
for a given assembly was calculated, was reduced using Guyan reduction, and then
was used to generate sectional properties for an equivalent beam.
The eigenvalue problem for an undamped structural system can be expressed in
terms of its mass and stiffness matrices, M and K, respectively, as follows:
[K - AM] u = F, (3.5)
where A is the eigenvalue, u is the vector containing the degrees of freedom, and F
is the vector of nodal forces.
-
Since only certain degrees of freedom are to be retained, the mass and stiffness
matrices can be partitioned into retained and non-retained dof. Retained dof are
denoted by the subscript r and non-retained dof are denoted by the subscript n.
With this notation, Equation 3.5 can be rewritten:
K,, K,,, M,, M,, u, F, 0[rr  ] A r M= U F (3.6)
The nodal forces applied to the non-retained dof are removed from the equations
because the nodes are considered to be constrained.
From [7], the condensed mass and stiffness matrices are given by:
M = M ( -(K fK, M - Mr,K;Kn, + (KgK, M K-.K~K, (3.7)
K* = Krr - KrK,,K,,.
With the condensed mass and stiffness matrices of Equation 3.7, the system can
now be expressed in its reduced form:
[K* - AM*] u, = F, (3.8)
Because of the assumptions made in the condensation procedure, the reduced
model will never reproduce the original eigenvalues exactly. However, as long as
dof with significant mass contributions are included in the set of retained dof, the
method produces satisfactory results.
By comparison with a 12 dof Bernoulli-Euler beam element, the condensed stiff-
ness matrix can now be used to calculate equivalent beam properties. The symmetric
matrix given in Equation 3.9 represents a 12 dof beam element whose longitudinal
axis lies along the x-axis. The dof are ordered: axial displacement, two transverse
displacements, torsional angular displacement, and two transverse angular displace-
ments.
0 0 0 0 0 -K 11  0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -K 2 2  0 0 0 Ku2
0 -ii- 0 0 0 -Ks3 3  0 KMs 0
NJ 0 0 0 0 -K 4 4  0 0
0! 0 0 -K 3 5  0 -- Ki 0
4K 0 -KK2* 0 0 0 -,Kea
Kit 0 0 0 0 0
K22  0 0 0 -K 2
K3 3  0 -K 3s 0




By equating elements of the beam stiffness matrix with the reduced matrix from
the Guyan condensation, values can be determined for the beam section properties.
Since each property enters the matrix in several places, an average can be made
using each of the calculated values to arrive at an average section property estimate.
Note that if only the entries on the diagonal are used to calculate the equivalent
properties, the results will be identical to those from the static equivalent analysis.
Using the determined area, density can be calculated based upon the total element
mass and length (as in the static equivalent analysis).
Example:
For the erectable strut assembly used in the previous example, a Guyan re-
duced stiffness matrix was calculated (see Equation 3.10).
9.960 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 --9.9T 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000"
0.000 0.068 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.190 0.000 -0.039 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.159
0.000 -0.000 0.063 0.000 -0.190 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.039 0.000 -0.159 0.000
p.000 0.000 0.000 0.041 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.041 0.000 0.000
0.000 -0.000 -0.190 0.000 0.762 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.159 0.000 0.511 -0.000
0.000 0.190 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.762 0.000 -0.159 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.681
-9.937 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.960 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 -0.039 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.159 0.000 0.063 -0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.190
0.000 0.000 -0.039 0.000 0.159 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.063 0.000 0.190 -0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.041 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.041 0.000 0.000
0.000 -000 -0.159 0.000 0.511 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.190 0.000 0.762 0.000




To find the equivalent area, matrix entries [1,1], [1,7], [7,1], and [7,7] in Equa-
tion 3.10 are used with their counterparts in Equation 3.9. For a selected
E of 2.64 x 107'-I and an L of 8 in, the area can be calculated to be
3.0117 x 10-2 in2 when the four area terms are averaged (the area value does
not significantly change when only the diagonal terms are considered for this
example).
If only the diagonal terms are used to calculate the equivalent properties, the
___ ·~ ~·· _·_ _.··. _~_·_ _··
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Table 3.12: Guyan Equivalent Development Model Element Properties
Element E v p A I J
( ,oes ) (z to- - ) (Z 10o- in2 ) (, 10o- in*) (a 10o- in*)
Deployable Longeron 26.4 0.33 10.554 2.9007 2.1775 4.3551
Erectable Strut 26.4 0.33 8.3994 3.0117 6.7900 13.580
Erectable Diagonal 26.4 0.33 8.8691 2.3726 3.3854 6.7709
results will be identical to those determined through static equivalent analysis
since the static equivalent analysis ignored all coupling terms. As shown in
the example, the calculated area using only the diagonal terms of the reduced
stiffness matrix is the same as the one calculated in the static equivalent
example. Equivalent beam properties for the three assemblies considered can
be found in Table 3.12.
Comparison of Development Models to Evaluation Models: Generally, the
development models agree well with the evaluation models from which they were
derived. For the baseline configuration, the static equivalent model agreed more
closely but the Guyan model agreed more closely for the other configurations. See
Table 3.13 for comparison of natural frequencies from global modes (local modes
caused by the large rigid appendage inertias were not included). The compared
flexible modes are all within the nominal test bandwidth (0 - 40 Hzs). For the listed
modes and four configurations, the static condensation error averaged 1.1% low with
a 2.0% standard deviation. The Guyan condensation error averaged 0.4% with a
1.8% standard deviation.
3.2 ADINA 1-g Modeling
ADINA was also used to model the suspended STA configurations in a 1-g field [8].
The suspension system models were impinged on the Guyan equivalent development
models due to their smaller size and shorter analysis times. The Guyan equivalents
were chosen for their superior overall match with the evaluation models. As shown
in the previous section, the development models adequately matched the behavior of
their evaluation counterparts, allowing them to be used for the suspension studies.
For ground testing, the STA was suspended from the ceiling by coil springs and
steel wires (see Figure 2.23). Since both the springs and the wires act axially and
have no significant bending stiffness, they were modeled as rod elements. During
manufacturing, the coil springs were given a preload; this spring preload was modeled
by causing the springs to have an initial strain.
Table 3.13: Comparison of Frequencies from ADINA Models (Hz)
Configuration Flexible Evaluation Static Percent G uyan Percent
Mode Model Equivalent Error Equivalent Error
Torsion 7.68 8.02 3.8 8.04 4.7
Bending 19.26 19.29 0.2 19.31 0.3
Baseline Shearing 28.27 28.63 1.3 28.68 1.5
Breathing 30.15 30.13 -0.1 30.20 0.2
Bending 37.25 37.96 1.9 38.07 2.2
Torsion 7.69 7.69 0.0 7.70 0.1
Bending 11.78 11.55 -2.0 11.58 -1.7
Alpha Bending 20.57 19.99 -2.8 20.65 0.4
Shearing 28.68 28.72 0.1 28.73 0.2
Breathing 30.62 30.65 0.1 30.66 0.1
Shearing 39.67 38.85 -2.1 38.88 -2.0
Scissor 6.48 6.23 -3.9 6.47 -0.2
Torsion 7.20 7.19 -0.1 7.25 0.7
L Torsion 8.12 7.93 -2.3 8.00 -.1.5
Bending 25.29 25.03 -1.0 25.28 -0.0
Bending 31.30 30.87 -1.4 31.15 -0.5
Appendage 0.42 0.41 -2.4 0.41 -2.4
Appendage 0.42 0.41 -2.4 0.41 -2.4
Scissor 6.48 6.31 -2.6 6.46 -0.3
Flexible Torsion 7.20 7.17 -0.4 7.20 0.0
Appendage Torsion 7.92 7.79 -1.6 7.80 -1.5
Be 24.82 24.43 -1.6 24.57 -1.0
Ben31.04 30.67 -1.2 30.80 -0.8
Bending 37.80 35.70 -5.6 36.07 -4.6
Due to the presence of gravity, the suspension elements were put into tension
as soon as the structure was released. Because of the tensile forces within the
suspension elements, their transverse stiffnesses were increased. Since untensioned
rod elements have no transverse stiffness by definition, a nonlinear solution algorithm
which incorporates the tensile stiffening effect was required. To properly capture the
effects of gravity on the suspension system, the rod elements used were nonlinear
and allowed large deformations.
Although ADINA could properly include gravity tensioning effects, it could not
begin the solution algorithm unless the stiffness matrix was initially nonsingular.
Therefore, to allow the use of several rod elements in series for the wires, the elements
had to also be pretensioned through an initial strain. However, since added strain to
the wire elements leads to larger than actual strain levels, concentrated compressive
forces were applied at each end of the wire to counteract the added strain. In this
manner, the wires were effectively pretensioned to allow the solution algorithm to
begin iterating, but had the extra strain removed once the solution began [8].
To determine the eigenvalues of the suspended system, a two step solution pro-
cess was required. In the first step, a nonlinear static solution was performed. From
an initial position in which the springs were unstretched, the model was allowed to
descend under the influence of gravity until an equilibrium position was reached.
Concentrated damping elements were added to the nodes of the structure and the
suspension to prevent the structure from oscillating indefinitely. At each time step in
this incremental scheme, the stiffness matrix of the system was recalculated to cap-
ture the stiffening effects of gravity on the structure and the suspension. Typically,
the time steps were between 0.5 and 1.0 seconds. In cases where convergence was
not achieved in the specified number of iterations (up to 100), the time interval was
halved and the solution retried - up to 10 automatic subdivisions were permitted
in each solution procedure.
In the next step, an eigensolution was performed using the reformed stiffness
results of the previous static run. Concentrated nodal dampers were removed and
infinitesimal displacements were assumed. In this manner, gravity induced behavior
were calculated. Among the included phenomena are pendulum modes of the struc-
ture; plunge, pitch, and roll modes; axial modes of the springs; violin string modes;
and spring/wire transverse modes. Although gravity stiffening was included on the
'flexible' elements (longerons, battens, etc.), the true stiffening effects on the joints
was not captured.
A comparison of frequency shifting due to suspension and gravity effects can be
found in Table 3.14 (a '-' indicates a configuration that was not tested or modeled).
Table 3.14: Predicted Frequency Shifting Due to Gravity and Suspension Influences
Configuration Mode No 0.5 Hs % I Hs % 2 Hz S-% 5 Hz
Susp Susp Shift Susp Shift Susp Shift Susp Shift
Torsion 8.04 8.06 0.2 8.05 0.1 8.08 0.5 8.26 2.7
Bending 19.31 19.29 -0.1 19.29 -0.1 19.29 -0.1 19.29 -0.1
Baseline Shearing 28.68 28.65 -0.1 28.68 0.0 28.68 0.0 28.70 0.1
Breathing 30.20 30.21 0.0 30.20 0.0 30.20 0.0 30.20 0.0
Bending 38.07 38.10 0.1 38.11 0.1 38.11 0.1 38.11 0.1
Torsion 7.70 7.67 -0.4 7.66 -0.5 7.69 -0.1 7.88 2.3
Bending 11.58 11.56 -0.2 11.57 -0.1 11.58 0.0 11.61 0.3
Alpha Bending 20.65 20.77 0.6 20.82 0.8 20.84 0.9 20.97 1.5
Shearing 28.73 28.52 -0.7 28.55 -0.6 28.55 -0.6 28.57 -0.6
Breathing 30.66 30.46 -0.7 30.46 -0.7 30.46 -0.7 30.46 -0.7
Shearing 38.88 38.67 -0.5 38.68 -0.5 38.68 -0.5 38.69 -0.5
Scissor 6.47 6.47 0.0 6.46 -0.2 6.47 0.0 - -
Torsion 7.25 7.19 -0.8 7.16 -1.2 7.24 -0.1 - -
L Torsion 8.00 7.90 -1.3 7.90 -1.3 8.10 1.3 - -
Bending 25.28 24.80 -1.9 25.16 -0.5 25.06 -0.9 - -
Bending 31.15 31.36 0.6 30.78 -1.2 30.91 -0.8 - -
Appendage 0.41 - - 1.19 190. - - - -
Appendage 0.41 - - 1.21 195. - - - -
Scissor 6.46 - - 6.46 0.0 - - - -
Flexible Torsion 7.20 - - 7.15 -0.7 - - - -
Appendage Torsion 7.80 - - 7.75 -0.6 - - - -
Bending 24.57 - - 24.82 1.0 - - - -
Bending 30.80 - - 30.62 -0.6 - - - -
Bending 36.07 - - 35.96 -0.3 - - - -
Generally, the
frequencies.
predicted frequency shifts are about a percent of the unsuspended
3.3 NASTRAN O-g Modeling
NASTRAN was also used to model the unsuspended test article configurations in the
absence of gravity. An evaluation model and a development model were constructed
for each of the four configurations. NASTRAN evaluation and development model
discretization was identical to the ADINA format.
Evaluation Models
Four evaluation models were assembled and analyzed using NASTRAN. The models
were constructed using elements and concentrated masses equivalent to those in the
corresponding ADINA models. Refer to Table 3.1 for data regarding model size and
element usage. A comparison of results from ADINA and NASTRAN evaluation
models are contained in Table 3.15. As can be seen, the linear models are essentially
identical. Since the spatial discretization of the evaluation models was the same for
ADINA and NASTRAN, only the baseline configuration input deck will be included
in Appendix B.
Development Models
Development models were again made for each of the configurations; model reduction
was accomplished through a the step process. First, the discretization was changed
for the longeron and diagonal elements, and appropriate equivalent parameters were
chosen for the reduced structural elements. Then a design sensitivity analysis was
performed to determine the sensitivity of the eigenfrequencies to the properties of
the reduced structural elements. Finally, the sensitivity coefficients were used to
update the model such that the eigenfrequency errors were minimized.
A design sensitivity (DS) analysis determines the importance of various model
parameters, such as cross-sectional area or area moment of inertia, to calculated
model results, such as displacements or eigenfrequencies. With data from a DS
analysis, an update to the FE model can be determined. NASTRAN was used to
generate the DS data and a program, CorOpt, was used to automatically calculate
the proper model update (see Appendix C for a listing of the source code).
Design Sensitivity Analysis and Model Updating: A FE model uses design
variables (cross-sectional area, area moment of inertia, etc.) to calculate design
constraints (displacements, eigenvalues, etc.) [5]. The relationship between design
variables and design constraints can be expressed in terms of design sensitivity co-
efficients. DS coefficients are linear perturbations of design constraints with respect
to design variables [9]. More simply, a design sensitivity coefficient (-) provides the
slope of a design constraint (a) as a function of a design variable (x):
ij A - * (3.11)
Equation 3.11 expresses the design sensitivity coefficient for the ith constraint with
respect to the jth variable.
Once the design sensitivity coefficients have been calculated for the desired vari-
Table 3.15: Comparison of ADINA and NASTRAN Evaluation Model Results (Hz)
Configuration Mode ADINA NASTRAN Difference (%)
Torsion 7.68 7.68 0.0
Bending 19.26 19.26 0.0
Baseline Shearing 28.27 28.28 0.0
Breathing 30.15 30.15 0.0
Bending 37.25 37.25 0.0
Torsion 7.69 7.63 -0.8
Bending 11.78 11.73 -0.4
Alpha Bending 20.57 20.61 0.2
Shearing 28.68 28.50 -0.6
Breathing 30.62 30.42 -0.7
Shearing 39.67 39.56 -0.3
Scissor 6.48 6.42 -0.9
Torsion 7.20 7.17 -0.4
L Torsion 8.12 8.12 0.0
Bending 25.29 25.24 -0.2
Bending 31.30 31.53 0.7
Appendage 0.42 0.42 0.0
Appendage 0.42 0.42 0.0
Scissor 6.48 6.48 0.0
Flexible Torsion 7.20 7.20 0.0
Appendage Torsion 7.92 7.93 0.1
Bending 24.82 24.83 0.0
Bending 31.04 31.04 0.0
Bending 37.80 37.87 0.2
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ables and constraints, they can be used to update the FE model. With knowledge
of the coefficients and the original values of the design constraints, estimates of
updated constraints can be determined for a given set of variable changes:
U "= + [1 + A ,1 (3.12)
j=, 1 + Aug
where n is the number of design variables. Due to the limitations of linear pertur-
bation theory, Equation 3.12 is valid only for "small" changes to the design variable
set (usually less than 20%); to prevent excessive changes to design variables from
occurring, the changes to design constraints are set to become less effective as the
Axz terms become large (known as fractional updating) by the inclusion of the
1 + Azx term in the denominator. Of course, it is also possible to use linear con-
straint updating, but in general the fractional results are superior. For example, if
a constraint had the same DS coefficients for two variables (i.e. a symmetric mode
could produce the same coefficients for in and out of plane bending inertias), linear
updating would simply continue to change the variable it first changed until it no
longer improved the model and then change the other one similarly. By using the
fractional update, the two variables would be changed alternately, leading to more
realistic results. Of course, this reasoning assumes that the updating program is
instructed to find the best step and takes the first one if there are several.
To allow an updating program to function, target constraint values must be
determined. For the purposes of updating a development model to match the eval-
uation model from which it was derived, the constraints were chosen to be the
eigenfrequencies of the evaluation model. With an initial guess at the element prop-
erties to be updated, a development model was built and an eigenanalysis performed.
For the initial guess, an average of the mechanical, mass, and sectional properties
were chosen. With the modal results of the eigenanalysis, development eigenfre-
quencies could be matched to those of the evaluation model by comparison of the
modeshapes.
The next step in the update process is to find a set of changes to the development
model which minimises the errors in the design constraints and uses the smallest
number of design variable changes. To this end, it is convenient to define a figure of
merit (II):
H = aon ' aBl +60o E , IAXi , (3.13)
i=1 I i=1
where ao and /o are overall weighting factors for constraint errors and model
changes, and aj and /, are individual weights for each constraint and variable,
respectively. As described above, the a vectors contain eigenfrequency data from
either of the models being considered (evaluation or development), and the Az vec-
tor contains changes to the design variables. In Equation 3.13, the first summation
is over all design constraints included in the analysis, and the second summation is
over all design variables.
The overall weightings allow the relative importance of matching the constraints
or changing the model to be set. For example, if a0 = 10 go, the updating routine
is told that a one percent improvement in the constraint error is ten times more
important than a one percent change in the model.
The individual weights are also important to the updating process. With the
individual constraint weights, it is possible to request a good match of a particular
constraint (increase the weighting) while also allowing another constraint to be
ignored (set the weighting to zero). In a similar manner, design variable changes
can be controlled.
With the design constraint updating procedure and the figure of merit defined,
it is possible to outline the actual updating process:
1. Initialize:
(a) Design sensitivity coefficients.
(b) Design constraint values (development).
(c) Design constraint values (evaluation).
(d) Overall and individual weights.
2. Calculate initial figure of merit.
3. For a specified step size, find the model change which minimizes the figure of
merit.
4. If the figure of merit in Step 3 is not smaller than it was previously, stop
execution.
5. Return to Step 3 and make another change to the model.
To determine which design variable to adjust, the update code first calculates
a vector of performance indices; each performance index in the vector corresponds
to either a positive or negative step in one of the design variables (all variables are
analyzed). This vector is then scanned for the smallest performance index. The
design variable change which produced the minimum performance index is then
retained as the optimal step for the current iteration.
When using CorOpt, it is possible to put a hard limit on the amount any design
variable may change. Since the method is based on linear perturbation analysis
results, an upper limit of 20% is reasonable for most variable changes.
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Figure 3.16: Design Sensitivity Analysis and Model Updating Sample Structure
Table 3.16: Material and Section Properties for the DS Analysis/Updating Example
Element Location E AreaEval AreaDev
( ) (in2) (in2)
Lower Longeron 5.0 x 106 1.000 1.000
Diagonals/Verticals 3.0 x 106 1.000 1.000
Upper Longeron 6.0 x 106 0.800 1.000
The original development model should now be updated with the suggested
changes and rerun, generating new sensitivity coefficients. The updating process
should be repeated until the constraints match as closely as required or no improve-
ment is seen.
Example:
A three bay 2-d cantilevered truss was used to demonstrate the DS/update
procedure. For the structure pictured in Figure 3.16, different material and
area properties were used for elements in the following three groups: lower
longerons, diagonals and verticals, and upper longerons. For this planar anal-
ysis, all elements were 4 dof rods (in plane translations only).
Material and section properties for the evaluation model and the initial devel-
opment model are contained in Table 3.16. It was assumed that the materials
were known but specific section properties were not.
The two models were assembled and used as input for NASTRAN: an eige-
nanalysis was performed on the evaluation model, and both an eigenanalysis
and a design sensitivity analysis were performed on the development model.
Eigenfrequency data for the evaluation and development model are given in
Table 3.17.
Using the DS coefficient data generated by NASTRAN, the updating pro-
gram indicated that the area associated with the upper longerons should be
Table 3.17: Initial Eigenfrequency Comparison for DS Analysis/Updating Example
Mode Evaluation Development Error
(Hz) (Hz) (%)
1 62.527 64.001 2.357
2 173.28 173.21 -0.040
3 252.57 261.29 3.453
4 308.93 309.75 0.265
5 453.31 460.87 1.668
6 647.01 637.83 -1.419
Table 3.18: Eigenfrequency Comparison for DS Analysis/Updating Example
Mode Evaluation Development Error Update 1 Error Update 2 Error
(Hz) (Hz) (%) (Hz) (%) (Hz) (%)
1 62.527 64.001 2.357 61.908 -0.990 62.519 -0.013
2 173.28 173.21 -0.040 173.15 -0.075 173.28 0.000
3 252.57 261.29 3.453 249.20 -1.334 252.52 -0.020
4 308.93 309.75 0.265 308.68 -0.081 308.93 0.000
5 453.31 460.87 1.668 450.96 -0.518 453.28 -0.007
6 647.01 637.83 -1.419 649.85 0.439 647.04 0.005
decreased by 26% (1.000 to 0.740). For the updating analysis, all three ele-
ment areas were included as design variables, and the first six eigenfrequencies
were used as the design constraints. The design variable step size was speci-
fied to be 1% with fractional constraint updating, and a 10 to 1 constraint to
variable overall weighting..
With the upper area decreased, NASTRAN was again used with the im-
proved development model. Using the data from the current development, an
updating analysis was again performed. The results from this analysis (called
Update 1) indicated that the upper area should be increased by 8% (0.740 to
0.799). When the third version (Update 2) of the development was assembled
and analyzed, the updating routine could not find any 1% changes that would
further improve the model. The performance index decreased from 0.9202
(first development model) to 0.0044. The improvement in eigenfrequencies
can be found in Table 3.18.
Reduction Using DS Analysis and Model Updating: Using the method
Table 3.19: DS/Updating Equivalent Development Model Element Properties
Element E P A I J( 106 ) ( 10o-3 ) (Z o- 2 in2 ) (z 10o- in4 ) (x 10- 4 in4)
Deployable Longeron
Original 26.4 0.33 3.991 7.670 4.681 9.363
Updated 26.4 0.33 11.31 2.706 1.930 3.861
Erectable Strut
Original 26.4 0.33 3.298 7.670 4.681 9.363
Updated 26.4 0.33 3.298 7.670 4.681 9.363
Erectable Diagonal
Original 26.4 0.33 2.744 7.670 4.681 9.363
Updated 26.4 0.33 2.744 7.670 4.681 9.363
described in the previous section, it was possible to reduce the order of an evalua-
tion model to form a development. As in the ADINA reduction cases, deployable
longerons and erectable struts/diagonals were reduced from several elements down
to a single element. When using the DS approach, an initial model was constructed
where the reduced elements use an approximate average of the original elements'
material and sectional properties. Then, when the DS analyses were made and the
models were updated, the elemental properties were optimized to give the best agree-
ment with the evaluation model possible. For these analyses, the design constraints
used were element area, bending area moment of inertia, and torsional area moment
of inertia. The design variables used for each configuration were the eigenfrequencies
corresponding to each flexible below 40 Hz (including local modes).
For the STA configurations modeled, the deployable longeron equivalents were
changed the most. The erectable equivalents were not changed at all for the baseline
model since they had little influence in the modes of interest. Unfortunately, the
erectable elements were also unchanged after the L configuration was analyzed -
obviously, the calculated importance of these elements was small (even though large
errors remained). Table 3.19 contains the original and updated element properties.
Comparison of Development Models to Evaluation Models: As can be seen
in Table 3.20, the baseline and alpha development models agreed fairly well with the
evaluation models. The L and flexible appendage development models have larger
errors due to poor updating of the erectable elements properties (see Table 3.19).
Generally, the DS/updating algorithm produces results that were less satisfac-
tory than either static equivalent or Guyan reduction equivalent methods. For the
global modes listed in Table 3.20, the development model under predicted frequen-
cies by an average of 0.1% with a standard deviation of 3.2%. Although the average
error is lower than those of the static condensation or Guyan reduction methods,
the DSA/updating method produced larger deviations, indicating that larger error
existed but tended to cancel.
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Table 3.20: Comparison of Frequencies from NASTRAN Models (Hz)
Configuration Flexible Evaluation DSA/Updating Percent
Mode Model Equivalent Error
Torsion 7.68 7.84 2.1
Bending 19.26 19.40 0.7
Baseline Shearing 28.28 28.03 -0.9
Breathing 30.15 30.13 -0.1
Bending 37.25 37.08 -0.5
Torsion 7.63 7.63 0.0
Bending 11.73 11.37 -3.1
Alpha Bending 20.61 20.25 -1.7
Shearing 28.50 28.08 -1.5
Breathing 30.42 30.20 -0.7
Shearing 39.56 38.25 -3.3
Scissor 6.42 6.92 7.8
Torsion 7.17 7.37 2.8
L Torsion 8.12 8.30 2.2
Bending 25.24 25.07 -0.7
Bending 31.53 30.94 -1.9
Appendage 0.42 0.41 -2.4
Appendage 0.42 0.41 -2.4
Scissor 6.48 6.92 6.8
Flexible Torsion 7.20 7.37 2.4
Appendage Torsion 7.93 8.14 2.6
Bending 24.83 24.63 -0.8
Bending 31.04 28.97 -6.7
Bending 37.87 36.96 -2.4
Chapter 4
Ground Test Results
This chapter will present the data on the ground testing of the four STA con-
figurations studied. In the evaluation of ground technologies, several different sus-
pension were used, which differed primarily in suspension stiffness. Four different
structural configurations were tested to assess the influence of different structural
modules and to analyze difficulties associated with testing structures which are es-
sentially one dimensional (baseline and alpha configurations) and two dimensional
(L and flexible appendage configurations). To further assess modular influences,
several permutations of each configuration were tested varying such parameters as
bay preload and alpha joint setting (motivation for the testing of several configura-
tions with multiple perturbations was presented in Section 2.1). Also, several modes
were tested for each configuration - generally, the lowest flexible mode and one or
two higher modes. For each mode, several force levels were used for each test to
examine the extent of the structural nonlinearities. For three of the configurations,
assembly/reassembly tests were performed to determine the repeatability of modal
measurements after reassembly of the structural components. Table 4.1 contains a
summary of the configurations and permutations tested for each suspension system.
The numbers in the table represent the number of tests performed with the specified
suspensions; a number larger than one indicates a repeatability study.
Although tests were performed with several different suspension systems, the
1 Hz system is considered the nominal system, since it provides approximately an
order of magnitude separation in frequency from the fundamental. Tests utilizing
the 2 and 5 Hz suspensions were intended to test the limits of the modal separation
argument. Since a softer suspension is generally considered superior to one that is
stiffer, a 0.5 Hz suspension was also utilized. However, soft mechanical suspensions
have multiple practical problems. For example, soft springs are typically long and
relatively massive; long to have low axial stiffness, and massive since there must be
enough material to prevent plastic deformation when used. Although length does
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Table 4.1: Ground Test Matrix
Configuration Permutation 1.0 Hz 2.0 Hz 5.0 Hz
PL1 1 1 1
Baseline PL2 1 - -
PL3 1 1 1
Alpha AT 3 1 1
AL 3 1 1
L Config AT 3 1 -
AL 1 -
Flexible App. AT w/Flex. 1 - -
not constitute a problem for realistic springs, large mass does since mass coupling
becomes more pronounced. For the STA configurations tested, the largest STA mass
was approximately 47 lb; each 0.5 Hz spring weighed over 2 lb leading to a suspension
mass fraction approaching 20%. Due to the large mass and low stiffness of the 0.5
Hz springs, the internal dynamics of the springs occurred at low frequencies. Axial
surge modes for these springs began at 3.5 Hz and appeared at harmonic intervals of
3.5 Hz. This pattern places a surge mode near almost every mode of the STA (7 Hz,
10.5 Hz, 21 Hz, 28 Hz, etc.). Because the 0.5 Hz suspension system was laden with
negative influences, no data from these tests will be presented. Practically speaking,
once the desired plunge frequencies of a suspension system drop below 1 Hz, a
mechanical spring can no longer be used due to internal dynamic influences. For
such applications, a system such as pneumatics which does not utilize a mechanical
spring must be considered[10].
Multiple modes were tested for every structural configuration except the flexible
appendage configuration. For the baseline configuration, the three lowest global
flexible modes (torsion, bending, and shearing) were tested. Between the torsion
and bending modes, several local modes caused by the large rotary inertias of the
rigid appendages existed. Since the strain energy for these modes was concentrated
in only a few elements, they were not included in the test matrix (see discussion of
FE models in Chapter 3). Torsion and bending, the two lowest flexible modes, were
tested with the alpha configuration. These two modes were selected since they were
the most likely to be influenced strongly by the presence of the alpha joint. For the
L configuration, the third, fourth, and fifth global flexible modes were tested. The
first mode exhibited scissor like motion which would not have been properly excited
by the actuator due to its position. Further, ground testing of this mode would
Table 4.2: Typical Observed STA Forcing Levels
Approx. Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Config. Mode Type Freq. Ground Space Ground Space Ground Space
(Hs) (lbf) (lbf) (lbf) (lbf) (lbf) (lbf)
1 Torsion 7.75 0.046 0.052 0.224 0.296 0.396 0.530
Baseline 2 Bending 20.0 0.044 0.046 0.208 0.228 0.368 0.407
3 Shearing 29.0 0.043 0.046 0.204 0.223 0.362 0.397
Alpha 1 Torsion 7.25 0.046 0.051 0.227 0.303 0.276 0.547
2 Bending 10.5 0.043 0.048 0.130 0.257 0.380 0.462
1 Torsion 7.75 0.047 0.048 0.263 0.292 0.471 0.526
L 2 Bending 25.5 0.039 - 0.226 0.224 0.404 -
3 Bending 30.5 0.030 - 0.223 0.221 0.399 -
Flexible 1 IFlex. App. 1.50 0.041 0.033 - I - - - I
have been very difficult had the actuator been moved. The untested second mode
was very similar to the third which was tested. The third mode was tested since it
produced larger modal displacements at the sensor positions. The next two tested
modes both had coupled leg bending and torsion but had different strain energy
distributions.
Several force levels were also tested for each configuration to assess the nonlinear
behavior of each structure. For each configuration tested, the number of forcing
levels and the values of each are given in Table 4.2. For each mode in the table, the
commanded voltage was constant but produced different force levels. The low force
level was selected to overcome frictional losses within the actuator; the maximum
level corresponded to the largest voltage level that would not cause impacting in
the shaker at low frequencies. The differences between ground and orbital forcing
levels were discussed in Chapter 2.
Due to the complex nature of many of the structural modules, repeatability
tests were performed. Deployable, erectable, and alpha joint modules were each
tested to determine the repeatability of modal results after reassembly. Testing of
the deployable modules and alpha joint were performed simultaneously. After the
initial tests of the alpha joint (AT and AL), the structure was removed from the
suspension and disassembled: the deployable segments were collapsed, the alpha
joint was removed, and the alpha joint halves were separated. The structure was
reassembled, suspended, and tested. The alpha configuration was again removed
from its suspension. Again the alpha joint was removed and disassembled, but the
"
Figure 4.1: Finite Element Prediction of Baseline Modeshapes (From Left to
Right: Torsion, Bending, and Shearing Modes)
deployable modules remained extended. After reassembly, the structure was again
tested. The procedure was similar for the L configuration. However, for these tests,
the deployable modules and the alpha joint were not collapsed or disassembled -
only the erectable hardware was removed.
4.1 1 Hz Suspension
Baseline Configuration
The tested modes of the baseline configuration were torsion, bending, and shearing.
Figure 4.1 contains modeshape data from a finite element model of the baseline
configuration. Figure 4.2 contains transfer function plots of representative data
for the three modes of interest from the baseline configuration with the nominal
suspension (a complete set of accelerometer data from all 1 Hz suspension tests
can be found in Appendix D). For the torsion mode, the sensor used was located
near the actuator at one end of the truss; an accelerometer located in the center
of the truss was used for the bending mode. Shearing data were sensed using an
accelerometer mounted at the far end of the truss from the actuator. The plotted
data were taken from sensors that observed large displacements for their respective
modes. All presented transfer functions are from measured input force to measured
acceleration.
The three symbols used on the curves in the plots correspond to the three ex-
citation force levels (listed for all configurations in Table 4.2). The structure is
obviously nonlinear since the magnitudes of the transfer functions are different for
different excitation force levels. If the structure had been linear, the transfer func-
tion magnitude plots would have overlaid regardless of the input amplitude. Each
mode shows the same softening trend to varying degrees; as the excitation force
is increased, the frequency of the mode decreases. An increase in damping ratio
with increasing force is also a general trend, although the bending mode does not
follow this trend as clearly. Since both torsion and shearing store much of their
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Table 4.3: Modal Data of the Baseline Configuration (PL1) - 1 Hz Suspension
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w C w C w
(H.) (Ho) () (Hs) (%)
1 7.74 0.24 7.70 0.40 7.67 0.54
2 20.43 0.41 20.37 0.39 20.33 0.62
3 29.42 0.25 29.33 0.27 29.28 0.28
Table 4.4: Modal Data of the Baseline Configuration (PL2) - 1 Hz Suspension
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w C w C w
(H.) () (KU) (M) (H) )
1 7.71 0.27 7.66 0.42 7.64 0.57
2 20.48 0.58 20.41 0.48 20.31 0.52
3 29.34 0.26 29.26 0.27 29.22 0.29
strain energy in the wire diagonals, it is not unexpected that their behavior is simi-
lar; bending strains longerons rather than diagonals and can be expected to display
slightly different behavior. Table 4.3 contains natural frequency and damping ratio
data for the baseline configuration with tight preload and 1 Hz suspension for the
three forcing amplitudes.
Next, the baseline configuration with the middle preload setting (PL2) was
tested. As in the PL1 test, the modes generally soften and see increased damp-
ing with increasing force (except for the second mode which has its highest damping
at the lowest amplitude). General differences between PL2 and PL1 tests were
evident: modal frequencies were lower and damping was in general higher (see Fig-
ure 4.3). Again, the second mode differed from the general trend by being slightly
stiffer than the PL1 case for the lower two force levels. Table 4.4 contains modal
data from this test.
The final test of the baseline configuration with the 1 Hz suspension system was
performed with the lowest preload. Using the automated protocols, the ground and
orbital tests of this configuration only measured the middle and upper force levels for
each mode. However, since a manual protocol was performed on the second mode,
three force levels were measured. Figure 4.4 contains comparable data to those for
the PL1 case. Modal data for the three tested modes can be found in Table 4.5.
As in the other baseline tests, the trend of softening with increasing damping
as the excitation force increases remains. From comparison of the plots from this
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Table 4.5: Modal Data of the Baseline Configuration (PL3) - 1 Hz Suspension
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w C w C w C
(Ha) () (H) (%) (H) )
1 - - 7.58 0.67 7.54 0.86
2 20.29 0.55 20.18 0.52 20.12 0.44
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Figure 4.5: Medium Amplitude Torsion Data - 1 Hz Suspension
test with the PL1 test, it is evident that the structural response did change - the
resonances generally occurred at lower frequencies than their PL1 counterparts and
the damping was higher for the same excitation force with PL3 than PL1. Figure 4.5
contains a plot of medium amplitude data from all three torsion mode tests (PL1,
PL2, and PL3). As can be seen in the plot, the curves follow the general trend of
softening with lower preload tension; also, damping increases as preload decreases.
Further, the nonlinearity of the structure becomes more pronounced with lower
preload. For the PL1 test, the resonance has a basically linear shape (symmetric)
while the shape of the magnitude curve for PL3 is clearly not linear. Similar plots
for bending and torsion tests can be found in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. It is interesting
to note that the bending mode of the middle preload test is stiffer than the tight
preload case.
Two phenomena are likely the cause of modal nonlinear behavior. Slackening of
the tensioning cables is one mechanism which causes nonlinear behavior. For the
PL3 test of the baseline torsion mode, the cables of the adjustable bay displayed
flexural deformations as the structure was excited, indicating that some amount of
slackening was occurring. Another possible nonlinear contribution may come from
accumulated microfriction due to the joints. As a result, the damping ratios for the
three modes of interest increased (in general) as pretension was reduced. However,
stiffening due to joint dead bands is not in evidence.
Baseline Configuration (Torsion): o = PL1; += PL2; x = PL3
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Figure 4.8: Finite Element Prediction of Alpha Configuration Modeshapes
(From Left to Right: Torsion and Bending)
Alpha Configuration
The alpha configuration was tested next with the joint tight (AT) and with the
alpha joint loose. To determine the effect of reassembly on the alpha joint, the
structure was tested three times after being assembled and hung. For these tests,
torsion and bending were investigated (see Figure 4.8 for FE modeshapes). For the
data presented below, the torsion sensor was located at the far end of the truss from
the actuator, and the bending sensor was located on the far side of the alpha joint
with respect to the actuator.
The reassembly procedure for the alpha configuration will now be addressed.
Initially, the alpha configuration was assembled, hung, and leveled with the alpha
joint loose. Once properly leveled, the joint was locked, and the AT test was per-
formed. Next, the alpha joint was loosed and the AL protocol was conducted. The
structure was then removed from the suspension and completely disassembled (alpha
joint halves were separated and deployable modules were collapsed). The structure
was reassembled, hung, and leveled. Again, the AT and AL configurations were
tested. After the structure was removed from the suspension, the alpha joint was
removed and disassembled, but the deployable modules remained deployed. Once
reassembled, the structure was hung, leveled, and tested for the third time.
Transfer function plots for the two tested modes from each of the three tests of
the alpha joint tight (AT) configuration can be found in Figures 4.9 through 4.11.
In the plot of the bending mode for the second test, the low force curve appears
to be of low quality. Due to the large gains put in the amplification circuitry, this
channel has actually saturated, causing poor quality data. This channel was not
used in the modal parameter calculations. As occurred with the baseline tests, the
modes soften with increased force levels as the damping levels also increase. Modal
data for these tests are contained in Table 4.6. As in the tests above, frequency and
damping ratio data are averaged for several transfer functions from the same test.
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Figure 4.9: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion and Bending Modes
(First Test) of the Alpha Configuration (AT) - 1 Hz Suspension
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Figure 4.10: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion and Bending Modes (Sec-
ond Test) of the Alpha Configuration (AT) - 1 Hz Suspension
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Figure 4.11: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion and Bending Modes
(Third Test) of the Alpha Configuration (AT) - 1 Hz Suspension
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Table 4.6: Modal Data of the Alpha Configuration (AT) - 1 Hz Suspension
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Test Mode w C w C w C
(HE) () (H.) ) (Hs) (%)
1 1 7.52 0.48 7.45 0.84 7.42 1.19
2 10.66 1.02 10.56 1.45 -
2 1 7.50 0.37 7.44 0.53 7.39 1.13
2 10.80 1.14 10.67 1.13 10.64 1.91
3 1 7.53 0.32 7.44 0.76 7.42 1.09
2 11.09 1.56 10.82 0.91 10.74 1.17
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Figure 4.12: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion and Bending Modes
(First Test) of the Alpha Configuration (AL) - 1 Hz Suspension
As can be seen in Table 4.6, the three tests showed generally the same behavior
but specifics such as natural frequency and damping ratio could vary greatly for the
same mode in different tests. Since different amplitude spacing was used for the first
two tests and the third test, the middle amplitudes should be compared accordingly
(the low and high forces were the same). Frequency and damping deviations for
the three tests were below 0.3 Hz (2% of average) and 0.6% (34% of average),
respectively.
The alpha configuration with the alpha joint loose (AL) will be considered next.
As in the alpha joint tight case, three tests were performed on the system after
reassembling and suspending the structure; each alpha loose test followed the cor-
responding alpha tight test once the joint had been loosened and transient motion
had died out. Transfer function plots for these tests may be found in Figures 4.12
through 4.14.
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Table 4.7: Modal Data of the Alpha Configuration (AL) - 1 Hz Suspension
Modal data from the alpha loose tests can be found in Table 4.7. A '-' in the
table indicates that half-power estimates could not be taken for the specified mode.
As in the alpha tight tests, the general trend of softening with increasing damping is
apparent from the data. For the three AL tests of the alpha configuration, frequency
deviations were less than 0.2 Hz (2% of average) while damping had a standard
deviation of less than 0.8% (52% of average). Although the frequency deviation
is comparable to that for the alpha configuration with AT, the difference in the
damping deviation is substantially larger (53% larger).
L Configuration
The results for the L configuration with alpha joint tight will now be presented. FE
modeshapes corresponding to each of the tested modes can be found in Figure 4.15.
Three modes were selected for testing. A repeatability study was performed by
running three tests after initial assembly and suspension. For each test, the erectable
portion of the structure was removed, then replaced without struts being returned
to the same location purposefully. Transfer function plots for the modes of each test
can be found in Figures 4.16 through 4.18.
For the three tests performed on this configuration, estimated modal parameters
can be found in Table 4.8. From the data in the table, it is apparent that the
softening trend is still occurring. However, different trends in damping ratio change
can be seen between the first and third modes and the second mode. For the
first and third modes, the damping increases with force level, while damping ratio
decreases (or remains unchanged) with increased force for the second mode. For
the three tested modes, the largest frequency deviation was less than 0.1 Hz (0.2%
of average), and the damping deviation was 0.1% (9% of average). Based on these
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Figure 4.15: Finite Element Prediction of L Configuration Modeshapes (From
Left to Right: Torsion, Long Leg Bending, and Short Leg Bending
Modes)
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Figure 4.16: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Long Leg Bending, and
Short Leg Bending Modes (First Test) of the L Configuration (AT)
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Figure 4.17: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Long Leg Bending, and
Short Leg Bending Modes (Second Test) of the L Configuration (AT)
- 1 Hz Suspension
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Figure 4.18: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Long Leg Bending, and
Short Leg Bending Modes (Third Test) of the L Configuration (AT)
- 1 Hz Suspension
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Table 4.8: Modal Data of the L Configuration (AT) - 1 Hz Suspension
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Test Mode w C w W
(aH) (M) (•.) M) (H.) (W)
1 7.88 0.39 7.78 0.76 7.74 0.86
1 2 25.85 0.38 25.76 0.33 25.72 0.33
3 31.68 0.54 31.49 0.81 31.46 1.30
1 7.87 0.42 7.77 0.83 7.72 0.92
2 2 25.85 0.39 25.76 0.35 25.72 0.35
3 31.67 0.52 31.45 0.70 31.46 1.40
1 7.87 0.44 7.76 0.76 7.73 0.99
3 2 25.81 0.43 25.70 0.35 25.65 0.32
3 31.72 0.58 31.48 0.69 31.45 1.25
Table 4.9: Modal Data of the L Configuration (AL) - 1 Hz Suspension
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w ( w ( w (
(Hs) () (Hu) (M) (H.) (H)
1 7.76 0.51 7.63 0.77 7.57 0.71
2 25.83 0.37 25.76 0.32 25.73 0.37
3 31.77 0.45 31.58 0.84 31.59 1.27
results, it is clear that assembling the erectable hardware has good repeatability
regarding natural frequency and fair repeatability for damping ratio. Note also
that the frequency and damping deviations are smaller than those of either alpha
configuration test sequence.
A single test of the L configuration with loose alpha joint was performed after
the initial L test with alpha tight. Plots of transfer function data can be found in
Figure 4.19.
Natural frequency and damping ratio data for the alpha loose test of the L
configuration are contained in Table 4.9. Other than softening with increasing force,
no trend is evident for all modes of this test; each mode sees different damping
variations.
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Figure 4.19: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Long Leg Bending, and
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Figure 4.20: Flexible Appendage Mode of the Flexible Appendage Configuration
- 1 Hz Suspension
Flexible Appendage Configuration
The final test performed with the 1 Hz suspension was on the flexible appendage
configuration. For this test, only a single force level was utilized on the first flexible
mode of the appendage. Figure 4.20 contains a transfer function plot from this
test. The two data points at 1.56 and 1.58 Hz correspond to the two first bending
frequencies of the flexible appendage (the existence of these two modes were ver-
ified visually during the test). Since data could not be taken at sufficiently high
resolution, no damping estimates are available.
4.2 2 Hz Suspension
As detailed in Table 4.1, a subset of the configurations tested with the 1 Hz suspen-
sion were tested with the 2 Hz suspension. Tested configurations included: baseline
configuration (PL1 and PL3), alpha configuration (AT and AL), and L configuration
(AT). For this suspension system, no repeatability tests were performed. For each
configuration, the same data channels that were plotted in the previous section are
again plotted to provide direct comparison of the shapes in the curves.
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Figure 4.21: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Bending, and Shearing
Modes of the Baseline Configuration (PL1) - 2 Hz Suspension
Baseline Configuration
The baseline configuration with the tightest preload setting (PL1) was again tested
first. Transfer function plots of test data can be found in Figure 4.21. String
modes are apparent in at approximately 20.8 Hz in the plot of the second mode. By
comparison with the 1 Hz test results, it can be seen that some frequency shifting has
occurred with the stiffer suspension system. Modal data for this test are contained
in Table 4.10 along with comparative data from the 1 Hz test.
For this test, all modes soften and have increased damping with increasing force
levels. Compared to the nominal suspension, this suspension system produced res-
onant frequencies that were always larger; damping ratios were quite a bit lower
at low amplitude and increased to be greater than or equal to the nominal values
at the high amplitude. The shift in modal frequencies can be attributed to the
stiffer suspension system having a larger impact on the free-free boundary condition
approximation than the 1 Hz suspension.
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Table 4.10: Modal Data
(Shift values
suspension.)
of the Baseline Configuration (PL1) - 2 Hz Suspension
are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC W A" C AC w AW C AC
(H) () (V.() (HE) (%) (%) (%) (H) () (%) (V)
1 7.77 0.4 0.22 -0.02 7.72 0.3 0.39 -0.01 7.70 0.4 0.54 0.00
2 20.45 0.1 0.29 -0.12 20.43 0.3 0.39 0.00 20.40 0.3 0.64 0.02
3 29.42 0.0 0.21 -0.04 29.36 0.1 0.23 -0.04 29.32 0.1 0.28 0.00
Table 4.11: Modal Data of the Baseline Configuration (PL3) - 2 Hz Suspension
(Shift values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
suspension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC w Aw C A(C ' Aw C AC
(Hx) (V) () ) (H•) () () (M ) (HE) (M) (V) (M )
1 7.69 - 0.28 - 7.59 0.1 0.64 -0.03 7.54 0.0 0.87 0.01
2 - - - - 20.33 n/a 0.47 n/a 20.30 0.9 0.59 0.15
3 29.31 - 0.20 - 29.22 0.3 0.25 -0.05 29.14 0.1 0.25 -0.08
The baseline configuration with the lowest preload (PL3) was tested next (the
middle preload configuration was not tested with this suspension). Figure 4.22
contains transfer function plots of the data from this test. Since the ESM retained
the space settings for all ground tests, no special provision was made within the
sensor balancing circuitry for gravity induced biases. As a result, it was possible for
the balancing circuits to lack the authority necessary to completely balance a given
channel. When data were taken on such channels, it was possible for the channel
to saturate due to gain settings that also did not account for gravitational biasing.
The low force curve of Figure 4.22 is an example of a saturated data channel and the
resulting quality of data. Modal data can be found in Table 4.11. A '-' indicates
a mode for which no half-power estimates could be taken or one for which the
comparison data could not be taken; a 'n/a' entry indicates that different amplitude
spacings were used making a direct comparison inapplicable.
As in the PL1 test for this suspension, the modes all soften with damping ratios
that either increase or remain constant with increasing force levels. Again, all reso-
nant frequencies have been shifted upward with the 2 Hz suspension. The damping
data are generally lower than the 1 Hz ratios but the results are more scattered.
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Figure 4.22: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Bending, and Shearing
Modes of the Baseline Configuration (PL3) - 2 Hz Suspension
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Figure 4.23: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion and Bending Modes of
the Alpha Configuration (AT) - 2 Hz Suspension
Table 4.12: Modal Data of the Alpha Configuration (AT) - 2 Hz Suspension
(Shift values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
suspension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC a Aw C AC w Aw C AC
()((Ha) (M ) (Ha)) () () (HE) (M) (M) (M)
1 7.57 0.7 0.31 -0.08 7.48 0.5 0.77 0.01 7.46 0.7 1.05 -0.09
2 10.86 0.1 1.11 -0.13 10.81 -0.1 2.22 1.31 10.73 -0.3 1.61 0.07
Alpha Configuration
The alpha configuration with tight alpha joint (AT) was tested next. Data from this
test are plotted in Figure 4.23. Modal data are listed in Table 4.12 with comparison
to the 1 Hz results. For this comparison, averages from all three tests were used for
the first and third tests, while only the third test was used for the second mode due
to amplitude spacing inconsistency.
Softening is again a trend in data from this test. The first mode was stiffened
consistently for all three force levels while the second mode was stiffened only for
low amplitude excitation and was destiffened for higher input levels. Although the
second mode appears destiffened when compared to the average from the other tests,
its values are consistent with the 1 Hz data; the 2 Hz data falls within the scatter
of the three 1 Hz tests. For this first mode, damping also increases with force level
while damping first increases then decreases in the second mode. A large increase
in damping can be seen in the middle amplitude of the second mode although the
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Figure 4.24: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion and Bending Modes of
the Alpha Configuration (AL) - 2 Hz Suspension
Table 4.13: Modal Data of the Alpha Configuration (AL) - 2 Hz Suspension
(Shift values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
suspension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC w Aw C AC w Aw C AC
(, H )) (9%) () () (n) ( ) () (H,) (9) (9) ()
1 7.43 1.6 0.56 -1.02 7.08 -0.8 3.62 0.26 - - -
2 - - 10.67 -1.7 1.61 0.34 10.69 0.1 1.60 0.08
Testing of the alpha configuration with alpha joint loose (AL) again followed
the alpha tight case. Transfer function plots and modal data may be found in
Figure 4.24 and Table 4.13, respectively. As in the alpha tight case, averages from
all three tests were used to compute shifts for the first and third tests, while only
the third test was used for the second mode.
No trends seem to be in evidence for this test. Softening seems to occur for
the first mode although it does not for the second (the peaks of the second mode
for amplitudes two and three lie on adjacent frequency points). Large changes in
damping ratio are seen in the first mode for the middle amplitude although the high
amplitude data are again too flat to fit.
Comparison of the alpha tight and loose tests reveals the influence of the alpha
joint nonlinearities on the structural behavior. For the torsion mode, a large change
in frequeiicy and damping values can be seen. Since the loose alpha joint provides
rotational friction, this trend is expected (no visible rotations of the alpha joint
occurred during any of the tests with this module). The bending mode saw only
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Figure 4.25: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Long Leg Bending, and
Short Leg Bending Modes of the L Configuration (AT) - 2 Hz Sus-
pension
minor differences between the two cases. Since the rotating halves of the alpha joint
were mounted on an axle, little additional damping or stiffness change could be
introduced into the system.
L configuration
The L configuration with tight alpha preload was tested next. As in the above tests,
this configuration was tested comparably with the one with nominal suspension.
Transfer function plots are contained in Figure 4.25; modal parameter estimates are
contained in Table 4.14. For the comparison given in the table, the three tests for
the L with the 1 Hz suspension were averaged.
As is the general trend, the modes all soften with increased force; damping
increases with forcing for the first two modes while it decreases for the third mode.
The first and third modes all have frequencies which have shifted upward with the
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Table 4.14: Modal Data of the L Configuration (AT) - 2 Hz Suspension (Shift
values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal sus-
pension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w AW C AC w Aw C AC W Aw C AC
(HE) (%) (M) (M) (HU) (%) (%) I (Ha) (0) (%)
1 7.99 1.5 0.37 -0.05 7.86 1.2 0.73 -0.05 7.82 1.2 1.01 0.09
2 25.44 -1.5 0.44 0.04 25.39 -1.4 0.57 0.19 25.32 -1.5 0.62 0.29
3 - - - - 31.55 0.3 0.96 0.23 31.34 0.4 0.65 -0.67
ratio values for the second mode are consistently greater than the 1 Hz values, while
the first and third modal values have no clear pattern.
The general effect of the 2 Hz suspension was to stiffen the modes (raise the
natural frequency), although exceptions do exist. The effect of the suspension change
on the damping ratios is unclear since the damping values for the 2 Hz suspension can
be either greater and lesser than their 1 Hz equivalents without a pattern developing.
4.3 5 Hz Suspension
A smaller configuration subset was tested with the 5 Hz suspension system: baseline
configuration with maximum and minimum preload, and alpha configuration with
alpha joint tight and loose. Due to the suspension layout for the L configuration,
it was not possible to find a coil spring that would deflect at the corner while still
providing the 5 Hz plunge frequency. As a result, no L configuration tests were
performed with this suspension.
Baseline Configuration
The baseline configuration with tight preload was tested first. Transfer function
plots may be found in Figure 4.26. Estimated modal parameter estimates are con-
tained in Table 4.15.
For this test, the modes again all softened with increasing force levels. The
first and second modes all displayed increasing damping with larger forces while the
third mode fluctuated as the force was increased. The modes of this test were also
consistently stiffer than their counterparts with the nominal suspension although
damping was almost uniformly lower (third mode, low force had a larger damping
ratio). The frequencies of the 5 Hz test were also consistently higher than they were
for the 2 Hz test - no similar comparison for damping ratio can be made.
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Figure 4.26: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Bending, and Shearing
Modes of the Baseline Configuration (PL1) - 5 Hz Suspension
Table 4.15: Modal Data of the Baseline Configuration (PL1) - 5 Hz Suspension
(Shift values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
suspension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C C w Aw C AC w Aw C AC
(HN) (.) (YO ) (W ) (no) () (Ha) ((, ) () ()
1 7.94 2.6 0.23 -0.01 7.90 2.6 0.35 -0.05 7.88 2.7 0.47 -0.07
2 - - - - 20.50 0.6 0.38 -0.01 20.48 0.7 0.55 -0.07
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Figure 4.27: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Bending, and Shearing
Modes of the Baseline Configuration (PL3) - 5 Hz Suspension
The baseline configuration with loose preload was the next configuration to be
tested. Plots of the transfer function data from this test are contained in Figure 4.27;
natural frequency and damping ratio estimates are contained in Table 4.16 with
comparative data from the nominal suspension case. Again, a 'n/a' entry in the
table indicates that different forces were used to excite the structure with 1 Hz and
5 Hz suspensions for this mode.
As in the previous test, all of the modes softened with increasing force. With the
exception of the third mode, increasing force levels results in increased damping. The
stiffer suspension system again led to consistently higher modal frequencies while
damping ratios were both larger and smaller than the 1 Hz values.
Alpha Configuration
The alpha configuration with tight preload was the next structure to be tested with
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Table 4.16: Modal Data of the Baseline Configuration (PL3) - 5 Hz Suspension
(Shift values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
suspension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w A AC W Aw C AC w AW C AC
(Ha)) (V.) (V) ( )) (H)) (V) (V() ()) )
1 7.86 - 0.27 - 7.76 2.4 0.66 -0.01 7.71 2.3 0.83 -0.03
2 20.45 0.8 0.28 -0.27 20.41 1.1 0.36 -0.16 20.22 0.5 0.62 0.18
3 29.32 - 0.29 - 29.21 0.2 0.28 -0.02 29.15 0.2 0.35 0.02
Ground Data - Channel 15/Lmd Cell Ground Daa - Channel 14/Lod Cell
j 10,
j 1
10A 10.6 10.8 11 11.2 11A
Frequncy (Hz) Frequency (Hz)
Figure 4.28: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion and Bending Modes of
the Alpha Configuration (AT) - 5 Hz Suspension
in Figure 4.28, and modal parametric data are listed in Table 4.17. As in the 2 Hz
case, the data used for comparison calculations in the table were averaged from the
three 1 Hz tests for the first and third modes, while the third mode was used for
the second mode.
As the forcing amplitude increased, the modes again displayed softening behavior
while the damping ratios increased. The modes were generally stiffer than and had
damping levels which were consistently lower than those of the 1 Hz test. The modes
were also uniformly stiffer than the 2 Hz data and had smaller damping ratios.
The final configuration to be tested with the 5 Hz suspension was the alpha
configuration with the loose alpha setting. Transfer function plots are contained in
Figure 4.29, and estimated modal parameters can be found in Table 4.18. The same
averaging scheme was used for the comparative data as was used for the previous
test.
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Table 4.17: Modal Data of the Alpha Configuration (AT) - 5 Hz Suspension
(Shift values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
suspension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC w Aw C AC w Aw C AC
(No) (M) ( M) () (B) (M) ()) ( o (H) ( () M)M )
1 7.74 2.9 0.18 -0.21 7.63 2.6 0.67 -0.09 7.60 2.6 0.99 -0.15
2 - - - - 10.85 0.3 0.84 -0.07 10.75 -0.1 0.89 -0.65
Ground Data - Owmnl IS/oad can
6.8 7 72 7A
Requacy (Hz)
7.6 7.8
Ground Daa - Chmnnal 14/Load Calllug[I I
10-1
10-2
oa Low Force. + = Medium Force; x = High Foarce
10.6 108 11 11.2 11A
Frequmcy (Hz)
Figure 4.29: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion and Bending Modes of
the Alpha Configuration (AL) - 5 Hz Suspension
Table 4.18: Modal Data of the Alpha Configuration (AL) - 5 Hz Suspension
(Shift values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
suspension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC w Aw C AC w Aw C AC
(N.) () (%) (%) (u) ( ) ((%)(M) (HU) () () ()
1 7.60 4.0 0.50 -1.08 7.20 0.8 3.93 -0.97 - - - -
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ing increased for the first mode and oscillated for the second mode as force levels
were raised. With the 5 Hz suspension, the modes were consistently stiffer than in
the 1 Hz test and had lower damping levels. The 5 Hz results also reveal higher
natural frequencies and lower damping ratios than the data from the 2 Hz test.
The general effect of the 5 Hz suspension was to raise the natural frequencies
of the tested modes when compared to the 1 Hz data. Damping values were also
generally lower with the 5 Hz suspension although the trend is less well developed.
Also, the 5 Hz suspension system caused higher frequencies and lower damping
estimates when compared to the 2 Hz suspension test data.
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This chapter reports the results of orbital testing, as well as comparing orbital and
ground experimental results with predictions from the FE models. Orbital test-
ing proceeded in the same order as the nominal suspension ground tests: baseline
configuration (PL1, PL2, PL3), alpha configuration (AT, AL), L configuration (AT,
AL), and the flexible appendage configuration. These tests correspond to those con-
ducted on the ground with the 1 Hz suspension system (no repeatability tests were
conducted in orbit). As mentioned previously, the springs in the electromagnetic
shaker were of different stiffness on the ground and on orbit. As a result, slightly
different force levels were actually applied to the STA on orbit since ground and
orbital tests used the same commanded voltages. Table 4.2 contains ground and
orbital force level data. Plots of all acceleration transfer functions are contained in
Appendix E.
Baseline Configuration
The representative set of transfer functions included for the baseline configuration
tight preload test (PL1)in Figure 5.1 are for the same transducers as the ones shown
for the equivalent ground test in Figure 4.2. For this test, modal parameter estimates
are listed in Table 5.1. Also listed in this table are frequency and damping shifts
based on comparison with the 1 Hz suspension ground test results.
Low forcing of the torsion mode displays a clear resonance. As the force level is
increased, the resonance quickly begins to appear nonlinear. Due to the structural
nonlinearity, the mode softens and becomes more damped with increased forcing
amplitudes. For the bending mode, distinct resonances remain for all force levels.
Also, the peak frequencies change only slightly as the excitation force is increased.
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Figure 5.1: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Bending, and Shearing
Modes of the Baseline Configuration (PL1) - Orbital Data
levels, and continues to increase for the third amplitude. As forcing levels are
increased, shearing modes of this configuration become progressively softer and more
damped.
A comparison of torsion modes for ground and orbital tests can be found in
Figure 5.2. From the figure and Table 5.1, it is obvious that the modes of the space
data always occurred at lower frequencies. Similarly, where calculable, the damping
ratios were larger in space. Upon comparison, it is evident that the nonlinearities
manifest themselves much more strongly in the orbital data.
Similar comparisons can be made for the bending and shearing modes. For the
bending mode (see Figure 5.3), the space frequencies are again lower than those
of the ground data but by a much smaller percentage. Also, even though they
are initially similar, the space damping levels become almost double the levels seen
in ground testing. Physically, the ground and orbital modes seem to exhibit the
same characteristics with the exception that the orbital data is generally more
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Table 5.1: Modal Data of the Baseline Configuration (PL1) - Orbital Data
(Shift values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
suspension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC w Aw AC w Aw C AC
(H.) (%) (% ) (%) (Hs) (%) () (%) (Ho) (W) (%) (M )
1 7.63 -1.42 0.40 0.16 7.59 -1.43 0.92 0.52 7.57 -1.30 -
2 20.27 -0.78 0.47 0.06 20.27 -0.49 0.98 0.59 20.29 -0.20 1.18 0.56
3 29.22 -0.68 0.22 -0.03 29.18 -0.51 0.24 -0.03 -0.48 29.14 0.28 0.00




Figure 5.2: Comparison of Ground to Orbital Data for the Baseline Configura-
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Comparison of Ground to Orbital Data for the Baseline Configura-
tion Bending Mode (PL1)
Modal Data of the Baseline Configuration (PL2) - Orbital Data
(Shift values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
suspension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC w Aw C AC W AW C AC
(N) (M) () () (H•) (%) () () (H.) (M) (M) ()
1 7.61 -1.30 0.34 0.07 7.57 -1.17 - - 7.53 -1.44 -
2 20.24 -0.12 0.46 -0.12 20.21 -0.98 0.99 0.51 20.23 -0.39 1.15 0.63
3 29.18 -0.03 0.23 -0.03 29.14 -0.41 0.23 -0.04 29.10 -0.41 0.27 -0.02
orbital tests. Although the space data was softer, only very slight changes in damp-
ing were present. For this mode, the orbital data has the same basic properties as
the ground data.
The next configuration tested in orbit was the baseline configuration with medium
preload in the adjustable bay. For this test, plots of transfer function data and es-
timated modal parameters are contained in Figure 5.5 and Table 5.2, respectively.
For the torsion mode, only the low force curve appears as a well defined reso-
nance. For the middle and high force levels, this mode becomes clearly nonlinear.
Upon comparison with the PL1 orbital data in Figure 5.1, it is also evident that
the change from linear to nonlinear behavior occurs at lower force amplitudes. The
bending mode again has well defined resonances for all force levels. Also, the damp-
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of Ground to Orbital Data for the Baseline Configura-
tion Shearing Mode (PL1)
ing levels more than double between the low and medium force curves. The curves
of the shearing mode display strong peaks with only slight changes to the damping
ratios.
A comparison of ground and orbital data for the torsion mode of this configura-
tion can be found in Figure 5.6. In addition to the downward frequency shifting of
the orbital data, the space curves also appear more damped. It is also apparent that
the orbital data reveals much stronger nonlinear behavior than the ground results.
While the three curves from the ground test become progressively softer and more
damped, the space data show abrupt changes from relatively linear to extremely
nonlinear behavior. The same trend was evident in the PL1 tests but appears much
more strongly with the lower bay preload.
For the bending mode, the two data sets appear to behave similarly (see Fig-
ure 5.7. Although the space data is softer and generally more damped, no gross
differences exist in the curve shapes or trends. Again for the shearing mode (Fig-
ure 5.8), no large differences occur between the two curve sets. Although the orbital
data are softer, little difference exists in the damping ratios.
The baseline configuration with loose preload (PL3) was tested next. Figure 5.9
contains transfer function plots of the data; estimated frequency and damping data
are listed in Table 5.3.
As can be seen in the figure, the two tested amplitudes for the first mode have
resonances that are barely within the left boundary of the test window. As a result,
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Figure 5.5: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Bending, and Shearing
Modes of the Baseline Configuration (PL2) - Orbital Data
Table 5.3: Modal Data of the Baseline Configuration (PL3) - Orbital Data
(Shift values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal
suspension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC w Aw C AC w Aw C AC
(H.) (M () (M)M (Hn) (9) (M) (9) (Ha) (9() ) (M )
1 - - - - 7.52 -0.79 - - 7.49 -0.66 -
2 20.24 -0.04 0.51 -0.04 20.22 0.20 0.85 0.33 20.22 0.50 1.12 0.68
3 - - - - 29.08 -0.21 0.24 -0.06 29.06 -0.14 0.28 -0.05
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of Ground to Orbital Data for the Baseline Configura-
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of Ground to Orbital Data for the Baseline Configura-
tion Shearing Mode (PL2)
no damping estimates are given in the table. It is significant to note that although
certain test windows did miss the intended modes either partially or completely, all
windows were based on previous ground test data. Each space test window was
selected by referring to several ground tests and estimating the amount of expected
shifting. Therefore, a missed orbital test mode indicates larger shifts than were
expected based on previous ground data.
The magnitude curves for the torsion mode indicate a resonance to varying
degrees but never appear as a strong peak due to structural nonlinearity. As the
forcing levels were increased, the bending mode again remained basically linear
with increased damping; some softening also occurred between the low and medium
amplitudes. Shearing exhibited distinct peaks that softened slightly and experienced
a small increase in damping with increased force.
A comparison of ground and orbital data for each mode will again be presented.
Comparative plots can be found in Figures 5.10 through 5.12 for torsion, bending,
and shearing modes, respectively. For the torsion mode, the space data are softer
but no conclusive difference can be determined for damping. Visually, the ground
curves again transition smoothly between amplitudes while the orbital data appears
disjointed, indicating stronger nonlinear behavior in the 0-g environment. Although
generally more damped, the frequencies of the orbital data are bounded by the
ground data. Again, except for damping values, the two curve sets appear basically
similar. Only small differences also exist for the shearing mode. The space data are
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Figure 5.9: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Bending, and Shearing
Modes of the Baseline Configuration (PL3) - Orbital Data
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of Ground to Orbital Data for the Baseline Configura-
tion Torsion Mode (PL3)
Table 5.4: Modal Data of the Alpha Configuration (AT) - Orbital Data (Shift
values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal sus-
pension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC w AW C •C w Aw C AC
(HS) (W) (%) (%) (H.) (%) (%) (%) (HS) (%) (%) M
1 7.35 -2.26 0.51 0.12 7.30 -1.88 1.07 0.36 7.24 -2.29 - -
2 - 10.62 -0.56 - - 10.59 -0.95 - -
softer and slightly less damped than the ground test equivalents.
Alpha Configuration
The alpha configuration with tight preload was the next configuration to be tested.
Transfer function plots of the data may be found in Figure 5.13. For the second
mode, the low force data again appears to have saturated. Estimates of natural
frequencies and damping ratios for the tested modes are contained in Table 5.4.
Average values from the ground tests were used as the reference for calculating
shifts. Since the second mode has been cut off on the high frequency end of the
window, no estimates of damping will be given.
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Figure 5.13: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion and Bending Modes of
the Alpha Configuration (AT) - Orbital Data
Table 5.5: Modal Data of the Alpha Configuration (AL) - Orbital Data (Shift
values are relative to the same configuration with the nominal sus-
pension.)
Amplitude 1 Amplitude 2 Amplitude 3
Mode w Aw C AC w Aw C AC w Aw C AC
(Hz) () () (M ) (H) () () (M) M(H) ( M) ( M) (%)
1 7.21 -1.37 1.21 -0.37 6.74 - - - 7.19 J  - -
2 - 10.40 -2.99 - - 10.15 -4.96 2.44 0.92
sively less linear in appearance with increased force levels. Though clearly nonlinear,
the curves from this mode most resemble the baseline PL1 orbital data. Although
the peaks of the bending mode were not captured in the orbital test window, softened
can be observed.
Ground and orbital test data are overplotted for the torsion mode in Figure 5.14.
Although initially similar, the relative appearance of the two curve sets changes with
increased forcing amplitude; the ground data display smooth transitions while the
orbital curves exhibit abrupt shape changes. Generally, however, the space data is
softer and more damped than the ground data. For the bending mode, the only
comparison that can be made is that the space data is softer. Since peaks of the
bending mode were not properly captured, no comparison plot will be given.
The alpha configuration with loose preload was tested next. For this test, transfer
function data are plotted in Figure 5.15, while parametric estimates are given in
Table 5.5.
The first mode of this test appears to exhibit jump phenomena for the two upper
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amplitudes. For low forces, the static friction within the alpha joint is sufficient to
produce essentially linear behavior, and the familiar modal peak develops. However,
as the forcing level in increased, the joint may begin to slip causing the disconti-
nuities in the plot. For these jumps, no damping estimate can be calculated. For
the amplitudes where jump occurred, the parameter table will contain the jump
frequencies (denoted by a 'J'). It is worth noting that no indications of jumping
occurred for the AT tests of this configuration.
The presence of a jump in magnitude curve indicates a strongly nonlinear system.
A method of experimentally determining the extent of the jump phenomenon is to
sweep the excitation frequencies in the opposite direction. Since no indication of
jump was seen during ground tests, backward sweeps were not planned for the flight
protocols.
Upon comparison with ground results, the orbital torsion data appear markedly
different except for the low amplitude. The ground data softened and became much
more damped but saw no jump phenomena. On the other hand, the orbital data had
a clear peak for the low force level but displayed jumps for higher amplitudes. Dur-
ing ground testing, gravity-induced deformations of the truss may have preloaded
the alpha joint enough to prevent rotations and jumps from occurring. As a re-
sult, damping increased but jumps were not in evidence. Where resonances were
apparent, the orbital data was softer for all modes and amplitudes.
L Configuration and Flexible Appendage Configuration
The L configuration was tested next beginning with the alpha joint tight. Figure 5.16
contains transfer function plots of representative data channels for each mode. As
can be seen in the plots, the test windows specified prior to flight did not manage to
catch a single mode well enough to produce modal estimates due to the unexpectedly
large frequency shifts.
Similarly for the alpha loose test of the L configuration, the preset windows did
a poor job of capturing the modes. Figure 5.17 contains transfer function plots of
this data.
The flexible appendage configuration was the next to be tested. Again, there is
no evidence of a resonance within the test window (see Figure 5.18). However, video
of the flexible appendage test indicate that resonance did occur in the specified test
bandwidth even though no correlation can be seen in the data.
With the flexible appendage removed, a broad window test with relatively poor
frequency resolution (Af = 0.12 Hz) was conducted on the L configuration to aid in
the identification of the modes for this structure. It was intended that this test have
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Figure 5.16: Selected Transfer Functions for the Torsion, Long Leg Bending, and
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Figure 5.18: Flexible Appendage Mode of the Flexible Appendage Configuration
- Orbital Data
the same three linearly space force amplitudes as the other tests but a error writing
to the WORM disk only allowed completion of slightly more than one amplitude
pass (see Figure 5.19 for low amplitude data). Visible in this transfer function data
is the first tested mode at approximately 7.43 Hz. Peaks in the 10, 13 and 17.5
Hz areas are local modes caused by the large inertias of the rigid appendages and
the PMA. Notably absent in this transfer function is any peak in the 25 to 26 Hz
range which would have corresponded to the second test window. It appears that
this mode has softened to lie at approximately 22.5 Hz. Since the test range only
covered up to 30 Hz, no indication can be found for the short leg bending mode in
the data, expected in the range of 31-32 Hz. A second attempt at this test only made
it through the first mode of the low amplitude pass, producing no new information.
5.2 Comparison of Finite Element Models to Ex-
perimental Test Results
With the results discussed above, it is possible to evaluate the performance of the
FE models described in Chapter 3. Two comparisons will be given: unsuspended
models with orbital data and suspended models with ground data. Since the ADINA
and NASTRAN models were shown to be equivalent, only the ADINA results will
be presented.
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Figure 5.19: Broad Window Test of the L Configuration - Orbital Data
development models (Guyan Equivalent), which form the basis of the suspension
models, will be compared to the orbital results. The models are compared to orbital
data in Table 5.6 for the tested modes (a '*' indicates an estimated frequency and a
'-' indicates that no comparison could be made).
Because the models had no included nonlinearities, the most linear structure was
used for each configuration. For the baseline structure, the tight preload test (PL1)
was considered. For the alpha and L configurations, tests where the alpha joint was
locked (AT) and the adjustable pretension was maximized were considered.
For the baseline configuration, both the evaluation model and the development
model did a reasonable job of predicting the frequencies since all errors were near
to or less than 5%. As the structural complexity increased, the models became less
accurate. The evaluation model of the alpha configuration had larger errors than the
development model (in an average sense) but both did a fair job of matching frequen-
cies. The first mode of the L configuration had frequency errors of approximately
10% indicating that this mode was not very well modeled. The higher modes were
missed on orbit resulting in no comparison data. Similarly, no comparison could be
made for the flexible appendage configuration.
On average, the evaluation model was only slightly better than the development
model. For the baseline and alpha configurations where some degree of confidence
exists in the frequency data, the frequencies of the evaluation models averaged 1.4%
high with a 4.8% standard deviation; the development models were 1.8% high with
a 4.8% standard deviation. The fact that the differences are small reinforces the
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Table 5.6: Comparison of Frequencies from ADINA Models and Orbital Test
Results (Hz)
Configuration Flexible Space Evaluation Percent Guyan Percent
Mode Data Model Error Equivalent Error
Torsion 7.63 7.68 0.7 8.04 5.4
Baseline Bending 20.27 19.26 -5.0 19.31 -4.7
Shearing 29.22 28.27 -3.3 28.68 -1.8
Alpha Torsion 7.35 7.69 4.6 7.70 4.8
Bending 11.00* 11.78 7.1 11.58 5.3
Torsion 7.34* 8.12 10.6 8.00 9.0
L Bending - 25.29 - 25.28 -
Bending - 31.30 31.15
Flexible I Appendage I - I 0.42 - 1 0.41 -
validity of the development models.
It should be noted that the models were constructed with dimensional data
from blueprints and material properties from standard references. No attempts
were made to 'adjust' the nodal locations or material properties to better match
the experimental frequencies; the majority of the errors are due to the inherent
nonlinearities in the structure which could not be captured in any linear model.
Therefore, the models should be considered only as an initial linear approximation
to the fundamentally nonlinear structure.
Also, although differences between the model and the actual structure were typ-
ically less than 10%, the largest shift in frequency between 1 Hz ground and orbital
testing was less than 5%. Obviously, a more refined model including nonlinearities
is required to provide a model with better accuracy.
Suspended Models: The suspended development models were also compared to
the most linear of the structural configurations. Test data of structures with the
1 Hz suspension were used since this was the nominal suspension system. Natural
frequencies are compared in Table 5.7.
Referring back to Table 3.14, it can be seen that the suspension modeling only
caused small changes to the natural frequencies of the development model. As a
result, the frequencies in Table 5.7 agree more closely than those in Table 5.6 due to
the stiffening of the experimentally tested modes, rather than inclusion of gravity
and suspension effects in the models (if the flexible appendage mode is ignored). If
all the modes in Table 5.7 are considered, the model frequencies are 2.8% low with
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Table 5.7: Comparison of Frequencies from ADINA Models and 1 Hz Sus-
pended Ground Test Results (Hz)
Configuration Flexible Ground Development Percent
SMode Data Model Error
Torsion 7.74 8.05 4.0
Baseline Bending 20.43 19.29 -5.6
I Shearing 29.42 28.68 -2.5
Alpha Torsion 7.52 7.66 1.9
Bending 10.85 11.57 6.6
Torsion 7.87 7.90 0.4
L Bending 25.84 25.16 -2.6
Bending 31.69 30.78 -2.9
Flexible Appendage 1.57 1 1.19 -24.2 1
a standard deviation of 8.9%. The error and deviation drop to -0.1% and 4.1%,
respectively, when the flexible appendage mode is omitted. Since the models were
too stiff with no suspension, and the suspended test articles saw stiffening due to
gravity and suspension effects, the models agreed more closely with the 1-g test
results than the 0-g data.
The ADINA models did predict such effects as spring stretch due to the mass of
the model in a gravity field. Violin string and spring/wire modes were also fairly
well predicted. Unfortunately, some of the suspension modal phenomena were not
accurately captured by the ADINA models. For example, the spring axial modes
occur at harmonically spaced frequency intervals but the spring axial modes of the
models did not - the frequency spacing consistently decreased with mode number.
Also, the model did not stiffen the flexible appendage sufficiently. Although the
frequency of the appendage did increase by a factor of almost three, it was still
about 25% below the experimental value. It is interesting to note that the spring,
wire, and flexible appendage beam elements all lay parallel to the gravity vector. For
transverse modeshapes (violin string, spring/wire, flexible appendage), the models
did stiffen the appropriate suspension and appendage components (although they
did remain softer than the experimental results); longitudinal modes as in the spring
axial modes were much less accurately captured.
With the exception of the flexible appendage, most modes of were shifted only
slightly for each suspension system that was modeled. While the torsion mode of the
baseline configuration displayed the proper general trend in shift with suspension
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stiffness, most modes did not. In fact, many modes predicted softening with the
addition of the suspension system. Physically, this is unlikely since altering the





The Shuttle Middeck has proven itself to be an excellent environment in which
to perform 0-g experiments of scaled structural models. The pressurized atmosphere
of the Middeck allowed experimental determination of gravity influences in a pres-
surized environment. Scaled models serve as the preferred means by which to utilize
the Middeck as a laboratory due to the limited size of the facility.
Significant differences between 1-g and 0-g test results were measured for the
MODE structural test article. Generally, data taken in orbit showed lower resonant
frequencies and higher damping ratios. Gravity preload of the structure and the
presence of a suspension, resulted in higher frequencies and lower damping ratios
for ground test data.
The STA exhibited both weakly and moderately nonlinear structural behav-
ior. Erectable and deployable joints, tensioning cables, and the alpha joint all con-
tributed to the overall nonlinear behavior of the truss. As a result, modes generally
softened and experienced increased damping levels as the excitation force was in-
creased. In both test environments, as the adjustable bay preload was decreased,
the nonlinear behavior became stronger. A dramatic difference was seen between
tests where the alpha joint was tight and loose; strongly nonlinear behavior occurred
with the alpha joint loose, while the STA displayed a more linear response with the
joint tight.
Because of the absence of the gravity preload on the structure in orbit, its non-
linear elements had more influence causing stronger nonlinear behavior. The jump
phenomenon witnessed for the orbital test of the alpha configuration with loose
preload was not seen on earth; no indication of this behavior could be deduced
based on ground tests.
The choice of suspension system stiffness had large impacts on the measured
response of the STA. Both natural frequencies and damping ratios were affected by
the suspension system. As suspension stiffness was increased, natural frequencies
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generally increased while damping ratios dropped. It was observed that differences
in test results between the nominal suspension and the stiffest suspension tended to
exceed those between the nominal 1-g tests and the orbital tests. Frequency shifting
between the nominal 1-g suspension and the orbital tests were large enough to cause
several modes to be missed during shuttle tests.
Repeatability of modal parameters to reassembly of certain components was in-
vestigated. Although the deployable modules appeared to have fairly good repeata-
bility. The alpha joint was seen to cause poor repeatability with its introduction
into the truss system. From multiple tests of the L configuration, the erectable
hardware was found to have good repeatability characteristics.
Qualitatively, the orbital data always showed a more nonlinear response than
the ground data. For torsional modes, the change in transfer function magnitude
with increasing force was often abrupt, causing a resonant peak to be indiscernible.
Also, jumps occurred on orbit for which no indication could be found in the ground
data. Indications are that suspending the truss in a 1-g environment produced
significantly different results that those obtained in O-g. Although higher modes
were also different in orbital tests, these differences were largely due to changes in
damping ratio. Although this difference is also nonlinear, the transition in data
between force levels is much more gradual.
With few exceptions, the orbital test data produced modes which were softer
than those of the applicable ground tests. Every suspension used had stiffening
effects upon the STA. Two mechanisms for this stiffening are suspension stiffening
of the boundaries and gravity preloading of the structure. To evaluate the influence
of the first mechanism on the ground test results, several suspension stiffnesses were
used. Suspension stiffness choice involves trade-offs. For example, low stiffness
springs often have large masses resulting in higher mass coupling effects and axial
modes which begin at low frequencies. Stiffer springs can be made smaller and
lighter but can have corrupting effects if the stiffness is too high, especially on the
lowest modes. For the tests conducted on the baseline structure with tight and loose
preloads, the three softest springs gave similar frequency and damping results for all
modes of each test; the 5 Hz suspension had a large stiffening effect upon the first
mode of each configuration but the two upper modes had comparable results to the
other suspension types. Gravity loading affected all of the tests similarly since great
care was taken to achieve the same testing position with each suspension system.
The attitude of the structure was carefully checked before each test to ensure that
tilting of the structure due to uneven mass distribution was restricted to less than
10.
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In general, the space data were also more damped than the 1-g suspended data.
Again, two mechanisms exist to explain the increase in damping in the orbital
tests. Increased forcing levels is one explanation for the increased damping assuming
that increased forces always produce increased damping. Although it was a general
trend in the ground testing, damping levels did not always increase with added
force. Another process by which damping may be enhanced is through higher joint
involvement. When testing in O-g, no gravity field exists to preload the joints of a
deployable structure. With the gravity induced bias removed, the joints would be
able to participate more freely and increase the effective damping of the structure.
Also, with the gravity-induce preload on the alpha joint removed, the joint would
be freer to introduce damping and rotations to the structure, especially when in the
AL setting.
The first generation models (i.e. models derived from drawings and handbook
data) presented clearly did a poor job of modeling all the structural configurations.
In fact, the differences between the models and the actual structures was typically
larger than the differences between the ground and orbital test results. Further, the
modeling of suspension influences was only partially successful. Although a non-
linear scheme was used to attempt to capture the gravity and suspension stiffening
effects, the elements remained basically linear with large displacements. As a result,
many of the physical properties of the suspension elements were improperly mod-
eled. Since the development models retained less information than the evaluation
models from which they were developed, the evaluation models outperformed the
development models.
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A.1 Baseline Configuration Evaluation Model
* STA Baseline Structure -- Evaluation Model (Full Detail)
FILEUIITS LIST=8 LOG=7 ECHO=7
DATABASE SCRATCH
HEADING 'STA BASELIIE STRUCTURE -- EVALUATION MODEL'
PRINTOUT VOLUME=MAXIMUM IPRIC=0O IPRIT=0O IPDATA=O CARDIMAGE=IOANALYSIS TYPE=DYNAMIC NASSMATRIX=LUMPED
FREQUENCIES SUBSPACE-ITERATION EIG=18 NIODE=18 IRB•=1
PORTHOLE VOLUME=lIIIMUM
COORDINATES
EITRIES NODE I Y Z1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.4375 0.0000 0.4375
3 1.0000 0.0000 0.4375
4 8.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 7.5625 0.0000 0.4375
6 7.5625 0.0000 1.0000
7 8.0000 0.0000 8.0000
8 7.5625 0.0000 7.5625
9 7.0000 0.0000 7.5625
10 0.0000 0.0000 8.0000
11 0.4375 0.0000 7.5625
12 0.4375 0.0000 7.0000
13 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000
14 8.0000 0.5000 0.0000
15 8.0000 0.5000 8.000016 0.0000 0.5000 8.0000
17 0.0000 0.9375 0.0000
18 8.0000 0.9375 0.0000
19 8.0000 0.9375 8.0000
20 0.0000 0.9375 8.0000
21 0.0000 3.0625 0.0000
22 8.0000 3.0625 0.0000
23 8.0000 3.0625 8.0000
24 0.0000 3.0625 8.0000
25 0.0000 4.9375 0.0000
26 8.0000 4.9375 0.0000
27 8.0000 4.9375 8.0000
28 0.0000 4.9375 8.0000
29 0.0000 7.0625 0.0000
30 8.0000 7.0625 0.0000
31 8.0000 7.0625 8.0000
32 0.0000 7.0625 8.0000
33 0.0000 7.5000 0.0000
34 8.0000 7.5000 0.0000
35 8.0000 7.5000 8.0000
36 0.0000 7.5000 8.0000
37 0.0000 8.0000 0.0000
38 0.4375 8.0000 0.4375
39 1.0000 8.0000 0.4375
40 8.0000 8.0000 0.0000
41 7.5625 8.0000 0.4375
42 7.5625 8.0000 1.0000
43 8.0000 8.0000 8.0000
44 7.5625 8.0000 7.5625
45 7.0000 8.0000 7.5625
46 0.0000 8.0000 8.0000
47 0.4375 8.0000 7.5625
48 0.4375 8.0000 7.0000
49 0.0000 8.5000 0.0000
50 8.0000 8.5000 0.0000
51 8.0000 8.5000 8.0000
52 0.0000 8.5000 8.0000
53 0.0000 8.9375 0.0000
54 8.0000 8.9375 0.0000
55 8.0000 8.9375 8.0000
56 0.0000 8.9375 8.0000
57 0.0000 11.0625 0.0000
58 8.0000 11.0625 0.0000








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































278 8.0000 60.9375 0.0000
279 8.0000 60.9375 8.0000
280 0.0000 60.9375 8.0000
281 0.0000 63.0625 0.0000
282 8.0000 63.0625 0.0000
283 8.0000 63.0625 8.0000
284 0.0000 63.0625 8.0000
285 0.0000 63.5000 0.0000
286 8.0000 63.5000 0.0000
287 8.0000 63.5000 8.0000
288 0.0000 63.5000 8.0000
289 0.0000 64.0000 0.0000
290 0.4375 64.0000 0.4375
291 1.0000 64.0000 0.4375
292 8.0000 64.0000 0.0000
293 7.5625 64.0000 0.4375
294 7.5625 64.0000 1.0000
295 8.0000 64.0000 8.0000
296 7.5625 64.0000 7.5625
297 7.0000 64.0000 7.5625
298 0.0000 64.0000 8.0000
299 0.4375 64.0000 7.5625
300 0.4375 64.0000 7.0000
301 0.0000 64.5000 0.0000
302 8.0000 64.5000 0.0000
303 8.0000 64.5000 8.0000
304 0.0000 64.5000 8.0000
305 0.0000 64.9375 0.0000
306 8.0000 64.9375 0.0000
307 8.0000 64.9375 8.0000
308 0.0000 64.9375 8.0000
309 0.0000 67.0625 0.0000
310 8.0000 67.0625 0.0000
311 8.0000 67.0625 8.0000
312 0.0000 67.0625 8.0000
313 0.0000 68.9375 0.0000
314 8.0000 68.9375 0.0000
315 8.0000 68.9375 8.0000
316 0.0000 68.9375 8.0000
317 0.0000 71.0625 0.0000
318 8.0000 71.0625 0.0000
319 8.0000 71.0625 8.0000
320 0.0000 71.0625 8.0000
321 0.0000 71.5000 0.0000
322 8.0000 71.5000 0.0000
323 8.0000 71.5000 8.0000
324 0.0000 71.5000 8.0000
325 0.0000 72.0000 0.0000
326 0.4375 72.0000 0.4375
327 1.0000 72.0000 0.4375
328 8.0000 72.0000 0.0000
329 7.5625 72.0000 0.4375
330 7.5625 72.0000 1.0000
331 8.0000 72.0000 8.0000
332 7.5625 72.0000 7.5625
333 7.0000 72.0000 7.5625
334 0.0000 72.0000 8.0000
335 0.4375 72.0000 7.5625
336 0.4375 72.0000 7.0000
337 100000. 100000. 100000.
338 0.0000 32.4640 7.5360
339 0.0000 33.3921 6.6079
340 0.0000 38.6079 1.3921
341 0.0000 39.5360 0.4640
342 7.5360 32.4640 8.0000
343 6.6079 33.3921 8.0000
344 1.3921 38.6079 8.0000
345 0.4640 39.5360 8.0000
346 8.0000 32.4640 0.4640
347 8.0000 33.3921 1.3921
348 8.0000 38.6079 6.6079
349 8.0000 39.5360 7.5360
350 0.4640 32.4640 0.0000
351 1.3921 33.3921 0.0000
352 6.6079 38.6079 0.0000
353 7.5360 39.5360 0.0000
354 -4.243 -0.750 -4.243
355 12.243 -0.750 12.243
356 -4.243 72.750 -4.243
357 12.243 72.750 12.243
358 0.0000 -0.7500 0.0000
359 8.0000 -0.7500 8.0000
360 0.0000 72.7500 0.0000











1 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
4 5.6170E-2 5.6170E-2 5.6170E-2 7.0420E-1 7.0420E-1 3.5403E-2
7 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
10 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
37 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
40 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
43 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
46 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
73 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
76 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
79 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
82 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
148
109 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
112 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
115 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
118 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
145 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
148 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
151 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
154 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
181 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
184 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
187 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
190 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
217 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
220 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
223 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
226 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
253 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
256 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
259 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
262 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
289 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
292 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
295 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
298 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
325 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
328 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
331 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
334 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
354 0.233108 0.233108 0.233108 0.307775 0.359071 0.359071
355 0.233108 0.233108 0.233108 0.307775 0.359071 0.359071
356 0.233108 0.233108 0.233108 0.307775 0.359071 0.359071
357 0.233108 0.233108 0.233108 0.307775 0.359071 0.359071358 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.359 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
360 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
361 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
* ALUMIUM
MATERIAL 1 ELASTIC 1.200E8 IU-0.33 DEISITYx3.1081E-3
* LEXAI
MATERIAL 2 ELASTIC 5.400E6 U-=0.499999 DENSITY-1.4038E-3
* STEEL
MATERIAL 3 ELASTIC 3.60E8 INU0.33 DENSITY-8.7959E-3
* STEEL CABLE
MATERIAL 4 ELASTIC 7.8228E7 IU=10.33 DEISITY=8.2548E-3
EGROUP 1 BEAM DIM3 ELASTIC MATERIAL=1
* ALUMIUM -- 13/32" SQ. BAR (BATTEN FRAME)
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 4.5396E-3 2.2698E-3 2.2698E-3 1.6504E-1
* ALUMIIUM -- 7/16" DIA. ROD (LONGERON JOINT AT NODE)
SECTION 2 PROPERTIES 3.5968E-3 1.7984E-3 1.7984E-3 1.5033E-1
* ALUMIIIM -- 7/16" SQ. BAR (KIEE JOIIT)
SECTION 3 PROPERTIES 6.1061E-3 3.0530E-3 3.0530E-3 1.9141E-1
* ALUMIIIUM -- 13/32" DIA. ROD (JOIIT/STANIDOFF)
SECTION 4 PROPERTIES 2.6741E-3 1.3370E-3 1.3370E-3 1.2962E-1
EIODES
EITRIES EL AUX 11 12
1 337 1 2
2 337 2 3
3 337 4 5
4 337 5 6
5 337 7 8
6 337 8 9
7 337 10 11
8 337 11 12
9 337 1 13
10 337 13 17
11 337 21 25
12 337 29 33
13 337 33 37
14 337 4 14
15 337 14 18
16 337 22 26
17 337 30 34
18 337 34 40
19 337 7 15
20 337 15 1921 337 23 27
22 337 31 35
23 337 35 43
24 337 10 16
25 337 16 20
26 337 24 28
27 337 32 36
28 337 36 46
29 337 37 38
30 337 38 39
31 337 40 41
32 337 41 42
33 337 43 44
34 337 44 45
35 337 46 47
36 337 47 48
37 337 37 49
38 337 49 53
39 337 57 61
40 337 65 69
41 337 69 73
42 337 40 50
43 337 50 54
44 337 58 62
45 337 66 70
46 337 70 76
47 337 43 51
48 337 51 55
49 337 59 63
50 337 67 71
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51 337 71 79
52 337 46 52
53 337 52 56
54 337 60 64
55 337 68 72
56 337 72 82
57 337 73 74
58 337 74 75
59 337 76 77
60 337 77 78
61 337 79 80
62 337 80 81
63 337 82 83
64 337 83 84
65 337 73 85
66 337 85 89
67 337 93 97
68 337 101 105
69 337 105 109
70 337 76 86
71 337 86 90
72 337 94 98
73 337 102 106
74 337 106 112
75 337 79 87
76 337 87 91
77 337 95 99
78 337 103 107
79 337 107 115
80 337 82 88
81 337 88 92
82 337 96 100
83 337 104 108
84 337 108 118
85 337 109 110
86 337 110 111
87 337 112 113
88 337 113 114
89 337 115 116
90 337 116 117
91 337 118 119
92 337 119 120
93 337 109 121
94 337 121 125
95 337 129 133
96 337 137 141
97 337 141 145
98 337 112 122
99 337 122 126
100 337 130 134
101 337 138 142
102 337 142 148
103 337 115 123
104 337 123 127
105 337 131 135
106 337 139 143
107 337 143 151
108 337 118 124
109 337 124 128
110 337 132 136
111 337 140 144
112 337 144 154
113 337 145 146
114 337 146 147
115 337 148 149
116 337 149 150
117 337 151 152
118 337 152 153
119 337 154 155
120 337 155 156
121 337 145 157
122 337 157 161
123 337 173 177
124 337 177 181
125 337 148 158
126 337 158 162
127 337 174 178
128 337 178 184
129 337 151 159
130 337 159 163
131 337 175 179
132 337 179 187
133 337 154 160
134 337 160 164
135 337 176 180
136 337 180 190
137 337 181 182
138 337 182 183
139 337 184 185
140 337 185 186
141 337 187 188
142 337 188 189
143 337 190 191
144 337 191 192
145 337 181 193
146 337 193 197
147 337 201 205
148 337 209 213
149 337 213 217
150 337 184 194
151 337 194 198
152 337 202 206
153 337 210 214
154 337 214 220
155 337 187 195
156 337 195 199
157 337 203 207
158 337 211 215




































































































































































































































































































































































































































269 337 145 350
270 337 350 351
271 337 352 353
























































































































































































































































































EGROUP 2 BEAM DI3 ELASTIC IATERIAL=2
* LEiAI -- 5/16" DIA. ROD
SECTIO 1 PIROPERTIES 9.3627E-4 4.6813E-4 4.6813E-4 7.6699E-2
ENODES
EITRIES EL AUX 11 12
1 337 3 5
2 337 6 8
3 337 9 11
4 337 12 2
5 337 17 21
6 337 25 29
7 337 18 22
8 337 26 30
9 337 19 23
10 337 27 31
11 337 20 24
12 337 28 32
13 337 39 41
14 337 42 44
15 337 5 47
16 337 48 38
17 337 53 57
18 337 61 65
19 337 54 58
20 337 62 66
21 337 55 59
22 337 63 67
23 337 56 60
24 337 64 68
25 337 75 77
26 337 78 80
27 337 81 83
28 337 84 74
29 337 89 93
30 337 97 101
31 337 90 94
32 337 98 102
33 337 91 95
34 337 99 103
35 337 92 96
36 337 100 104
37 337 111 113
38 337 114 116
39 337 117 119
40 337 120 110
41 337 125 129
42 337 133 137
154
43 337 126 130
44 337 134 138
45 337 127 131
46 337 135 13947 337 128 132
48 337 136 140
49 337 147 149
50 337 150 152
51 337 153 155
52 337 156 146
53 337 161 16554 337 165 169
55 337 169 173
56 337 162 166
57 337 166 170
58 337 170 174
59 337 163 167
60 337 167 171
61 337 171 175
62 337 164 168
63 337 168 172
64 337 172 176
65 337 183 185
66 337 186 18867 337 189 191
68 337 192 182
69 337 197 201
70 337 205 209
71 337 198 202
72 337 206 210
73 337 199 203
74 337 207 211
75 337 200 204
76 337 208 212
77 337 219 221
78 337 222 224
79 337 225 227
80 337 228 218
81 337 233 237
82 337 241 245
83 337 234 238
84 337 242 246
85 337 235 239
86 337 243 247
87 337 236 240
88 337 244 248
89 337 255 257
90 337 258 260
91 337 261 263
92 337 264 254
93 337 269 273
94 337 277 281
95 337 270 274
96 337 278 282
97 337 271 275
98 337 279 283
99 337 272 276
100 337 280 284
101 337 291 293
102 337 294 296
103 337 297 299
104 337 300 290
105 337 305 309
106 337 313 317107 337 306 310
108 337 314 318
109 337 307 311
110 337 315 319
111 337 308 312
112 337 316 320
113 337 327 329
114 337 330 332
115 337 333 335
116 337 336 326
117 337 339 340
118 337 34 344
119 33734 348
120 337 351 352




































































































EGROUP 3 BEA DIN3 ELASTIC NATERIAI-3
* STEEL -- 0.60" SQ. BAR (RIGID APPEIDAGE)
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 2.1600E-2 1.0800E-2 1.0800E-2 3.6000E-1
ENODES
ENTRIES EL AUI ll 12
1 337 354 358
2 337 358 359
3 337 359 355
4 337 356 3605 337 360 361
6 337 361 357
7 337 1 3588 337 7 359
9 337 325 360
10 337 331 361
156
EDATA









EGROUP 4 TRUSS GENERAL ELASTIC IATERIIL=4
EIODES




























































62 331 29863 298 325
64 289 334
EDATA
EITRIES EL AREA1 1.7257e-033 1.7257e-03
1.7257e-03










16 1.7257e-0317 1.7257e-0318 1.7257e-03





















































































A.2 Alpha Configuration Evaluation Model
* STA Alpha Structure -- Evaluation Model (Full Detail)
*
FILEUNITS LIST=8 LOG=7 ECHO=7
DATABASE SCRATCH
HEADIIG 'STA ALPHA STRUCTURE -- EVALUATIONI ODEL'
PRINTOUT VOLUNEmMAINUN IPRICwIO IPRIT-O IPDITA-O CARDINAGE=NO
ANALYSIS TYPE=DYNIMIC MASSIHNTRIX=COISISTENT
FREQUENICIES SUBSPACE-ITERATION IEIG=18 IMODE=18 IRBENI
PORTHOLE VOLUNE=XIIIMNU
COORDIIATES
EITRIES IODE I Y Z1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.4375 0.0000 0.43753 1.0000 0.0000 0.4375
4 8.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 7.5625 0.0000 0.4375
6 7.5625 0.0000 1.0000
7 8.0000 0.0000 8.00008 7.5625 0.0000 7.5625
9 7.0000 0.0000 7.562510 0.0000 0.0000 8.0000
11 0.4375 0.0000 7.562512 0.4375 0.0000 7.0000
13 0.0000 0.5000 0.000014 8.0000 0.5000 0.0000
15 8.0000 0.5000 8.000016 0.0000 0.5000 8.0000
17 0.0000 0.9375 0.0000
18 8.0000 0.9375 0.0000
19 8.0000 0.9375 8.0000
10 0.0000 0.9375 8.0000
1 0.0000 3.0625 0.0000
22 8.0000 3.0625 0.0000
23 8.0000 3.0625 8.0000
24 0.0000 3.0625 8.0000
25 0.0000 4.9375 0.0000
26 8.0000 4.9375 0.0000
27 8.0000 4.9375 8.0000
28 0.0000 4.9375 8.0000
29 0.0000 7.0625 0.0000
30 8.0000 7.0625 0.0000
31 8.0000 7.0625 8.0000
32 0.0000 7.0625 8.000033 0.0000 7.5000 0.0000
34 8.0000 7.5000 0.000035 8.0000 7.5000 8.000036 0.0000 7.5000 8.000037 0.0000 8.0000 0.0000
38 0.4375 8.0000 0.437539 1.0000 8.0000 0.4375
40 8.0000 8.0000 0.0000
41 7.5625 8.0000 0.4375
42 7.5625 8.0000 1.0000
43 8.0000 8.0000 8.0000
44 7.5625 8.0000 7.5625














































































































































































































































































































264 0.0000 63.5000 8.0000
265 0.0000 64.0000 0.0000
266 0.4375 64.0000 0.4375
267 1.0000 64.0000 0.4375
268 8.0000 64.0000 0.0000
269 7.5625 64.0000 0.4375
270 7.5625 64.0000 1.0000
271 8.0000 64.0000 8.0000
272 7.5625 64.0000 7.5625
273 7.0000 64.0000 7.5625
274 0.0000 64.0000 8.0000
275 0.4375 64.0000 7.5625
276 0.4375 64.0000 7.0000277 0.0000 64.5000 0.0000
278 8.0000 64.5000 0.0000
279 8.0000 64.5000 8.0000
280 0.0000 64.5000 8.0000
281 0.0000 64.9375 0.0000
282 8.0000 64.9375 0.0000
283 8.0000 64.9375 8.0000
284 0.0000 64.9375 8.0000
285 0.0000 67.0625 0.0000
286 8.0000 67.0625 0.0000
287 8.0000 67.0625 8.0000
288 0.0000 67.0625 8.0000
289 0.0000 68.9375 0.0000
290 8.0000 68.9375 0.0000
291 8.0000 68.9375 8.0000
292 0.0000 68.9375 8.0000
293 0.0000 71.0625 0.0000
294 8.0000 71.0625 0.0000
295 8.0000 71.0625 8.0000
296 0.0000 71.0625 8.0000
297 0.0000 71.5000 0.0000
298 8.0000 71.5000 0.0000
299 8.0000 71.5000 8.0000
300 0.0000 71.5000 8.0000
301 0.0000 72.0000 0.0000
302 0.4375 72.0000 0.4375
303 1.0000 72.0000 0.4375
304 8.0000 72.0000 0.0000
305 7.5625 72.0000 0.4375
306 7.5625 72.0000 1.0000
307 8.0000 72.0000 8.0000
308 7.5625 72.0000 7.5625
309 7.0000 72.0000 7.5625
310 0.0000 72.0000 8.0000
311 0.4375 72.0000 7.5625
312 0.4375 72.0000 7.0000
313 4.0000 36.0000 10.0E10
314 -4.2430 -0.7500 -4.2430
315 12.2430 -0.7500 12.2430
316 -4.2430 72.7500 -4.2430
317 12.2430 72.7500 12.2430
318 0.0000 -0.7500 0.0000
319 8.0000 -0.7500 8.0000
320 0.0000 72.7500 0.0000
321 8.0000 72.7500 8.0000322 4.0000 36.0000 0.7500
323 6.2981 36.0000 1.7019
324 7.2500 36.0000 4.0000
325 6.2981 36.0000 6.2981
326 4.0000 36.0000 7.2500
327 1.7019 36.0000 6.2981
328 0.7500 36.0000 4.0000
329 1.7019 36.0000 1.7019
330 0.3281 32.4640 0.3281
331 7.6719 32.4640 0.3281
332 7.6719 32.4640 7.6719
333 0.3281 32.4640 7.6719
334 0.3281 39.5360 0.3281
335 7.6719 39.5360 0.3281
336 7.6719 39.5360 7.6719
337 0.3281 39.5360 7.6719
338 0.9844 33.3920 0.9844
339 7.0156 33.3920 0.9844
340 7.0156 33.3920 7.0156341 0.9844 33.3920 7.0156
342 0.9844 38.6080 0.9844
343 7.0156 38.6080 0.9844
344 7.0156 38.6080 7.0156
345 0.9844 38.6080 7.0156
346 0.4540 33.3920 1.5147
347 1.5147 33.3920 0.4540
348 6.4853 33.3920 0.4540
349 7.5460 33.3920 1.5147
350 7.5460 33.3920 6.4853
351 6.4853 33.3920 7.5460
352 1.5147 33.3920 7.5460
353 0.4540 33.3920 6.4853
354 0.4540 38.6080 1.5147
355 1.5147 38.6080 0.4540
356 6.4853 38.6080 0.4540
357 7.5460 38.6080 1.5147
358 7.5460 38.6080 6.4853
359 6.4853 38.6080 7.5460
360 1.5147 38.6080 7.5460
361 0.4540 38.6080 6.4853











MASSES NODES1 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.4 5.6170E-2 5.6170E-2 5.6170E-2 7.0420E-1 7.0420E-1 3.5403E-27 2.24703-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.10 2.24703-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.37 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.40 2.24703-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
43 2.24703-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
46 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.73 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
76 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
79 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
82 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
109 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
112 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
115 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
118 2.24703-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
145 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
148 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
151 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
154 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
157 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
160 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
163 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
166 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
193 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
196 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
199 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
202 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
229 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
232 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
235 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
238 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
265 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
268 2.24703-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
271 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
274 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
301 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
304 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
307 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
310 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
314 2.3311E-1 2.3311E-1 2.3311E-1 3.0778E-1 3.5907E-1 3.5907E-1
315 2.3311E-1 2.3311E-1 2.3311E-1 3.0778E-1 3.5907E-1 3.5907E-1
316 2.33113-1 2.3311E-1 2.3311E-1 3.0778E-1 3.59073-1 3.5907E-1
317 2.3311E-1 2.3311E-1 2.3311E-1 3.07783-1 3.59073-1 3.5907E-1
362 8.8654-2 8.854E-2 8.854E-2 2.393E-1 4.677E-1 2.393E-1
* ALUMINUM
MATERIAL 1 ELASTIC 1.200E8 IU=0.33 DEISITY-3.1081E-3
* LEXAI
MATERIAL 2 ELASTIC 5.400E6 NU=0.499999 DENSITY=1.4038E-3
* STEEL
MATERIAL 3 ELASTIC 3.60E8 IU=0.33 DENSITY-8.7969E-3
* STEEL CABLE
MATERIAL 4 ELASTIC 7.8228E7 NU=0.33 DE3NSITY=8.2548E-3
* RIGID STRUCTURE FOR ALPHA JOINT
MATERIAL 5 ELASTIC 9.99E10 NU-0.33 DENSITY-O.O
EGROUP 1 BEAR DIM3 ELASTIC MAITERIIL-
* ALUMIUM -- 13/32" SQ. BAR (BATTEN FRAME)
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 4.5396E-3 2.2698E-3 2.2698E-3 1.6504E-1
* ALUMINUM -- 7/16" O.D. x 5/16" I.D. (LOGERO JOINT T NOAT DE)
SECTION 2 PROPERTIES 2.6605E-3 1.3302E-3 1.3302E-3 7.3631E-2
* ALUMIUM -- 7/16" SQ. BAR (KNEE JOINT)
SECTION 3 PROPERTIES 6.1061E-3 3.0530E-3 3.0630E-3 1.9141E-1
* ALUMIIUM -- 13/32" O.D. x 5/16" I.D. (JOINT/STANDOFF)
SECTION 4 PROPERTIES 1.7378E-3 8.6890E-4 8.6890E-4 5.2922E-2
EIODES
EITRIES EL AUI NI 12
1 313 1 2
2 313 2 3
3 313 4 5
4 313 5 6
5 313 7 8
6 313 8 9
7 313 10 11
8 313 11 12
9 313 1 13
10 313 13 17
11 313 21 25
12 313 29 33
13 313 33 37
14 313 4 14
15 313 14 18
16 313 22 26
17 313 30 34
18 313 34 40
19 313 7 15
20 313 15 19
21 313 23 27
22 313 31 36
23 313 35 43
24 313 10 16
25 313 16 20
26 313 24 28
27 313 32 36
28 313 36 46
29 313 37 38
30 313 38 39
31 313 40 41
32 313 41 42
33 313 43 44
34 313 44 46
35 313 46 47























































































































































































































































































































































































































































146 313 180 184
147 313 188 192
148 313 192 202
149 313 193 194
150 313 194 195
151 313 196 197
152 313 197 198
153 313 199 200
154 313 200 201
155 313 202 203
156 313 203 204
157 313 193 205
158 313 205 209
159 313 213 217
160 313 221 225
161 313 225 229
162 313 196 206
163 313 206 210
164 313 214 218
165 313 222 226
166 313 226 232
167 313 199 207
168 313 207 211
169 313 215 219
170 313 223 227
171 313 227 235
172 313 202 208
173 313 208 212
174 313 216 220
175 313 224 228
176 313 228 238
177 313 229 230
178 313 230 231
179 313 232 233
180 313 233 234
181 313 235 236
182 313 236 237
183 313 238 239
184 313 239 240
185 313 229 241
186 313 241 245
187 313 249 253
188 313 257 261
189 313 261 265
190 313 232 242
191 313 242 246
192 313 250 254
193 313 258 262
194 313 262 268
195 313 235 243
196 313 243 247
197 313 251 255
198 313 259 263
199 313 263 271
200 313 238 244
201 313 244 248
202 313 252 256
203 313 260 264
204 313 264 274
205 313 265 266
206 313 266 267
207 313 268 269
208 313 269 270
209 313 271 272
210 313 272 273
211 313 274 275
212 313 275 276
213 313 265 277
214 313 277 281
215 313 285 289
216 313 293 297
217 313 297 301
218 313 268 278
219 313 278 282
220 313 286 290
221 313 294 298
222 313 298 304
223 313 271 279
224 313 279 283
225 313 287 291
226 313 295 299
227 313 299 307
228 313 274 280
229 313 280 284
230 313 288 292
231 313 296 300
232 313 300 310
233 313 301 302
234 313 302 303
235 313 304 305
236 313 305 306
237 313 307 308
238 313 308 309
239 313 310 311
240 313 311 312
241 313 145 330
242 313 330 338
243 313 148 331
244 313 331 339
245 313 151 332
246 313 332 340
247 313 154 333
248 313 333 341
249 313 157 334
250 313 334 342
251 313 160 335
252 313 335 343
253 313 163 336
254 313 336 344
164
255 313 166 337
256 313 337 345





























































81 282 383 2
84 285 1





















































































































































































































STEP 1 TO 256 4
EGROUP 2 BEAM DIM3 ELASTIC MATERIALI2
* LEXAN -- 5/16" DIA. ROD
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 9.3627E-4 4.6813E-4 4.6813E-4 7.6699E-2
ElODES
EITRIES EL AUX N1 12
1 313 3 5
2 313 6 8
3 313 9 11
4 313 12 2
5 313 17 21
6 313 25 29
7 313 18 22
8 313 26 309 313 19 23
10 313 27 31
11 313 20 24
12 313 28 32
13 313 39 41
14 313 42 44
15 313 45 47
16 313 48 38
17 313 53 57
18 313 61 65
19 313 54 58
20 313 62 66
21 313 55 59
22 313 63 67
23 313 56 60
24 313 64 68
25 313 75 77
26 313 78 80
27 313 81 83
28 313 84 74
29 313 89 93
30 313 97 101
31 313 90 94
32 313 98 102
33 313 91 95
34 313 99 103
35 313 92 96
36 313 100 104
37 313 111 113
38 313 114 116
39 313 117 119
40 313 120 110
41 313 125 129
42 313 133 137
43 313 126 130
44 313 134 138
45 313 127 131
46 313 135 139
47 313 128 132
48 313 136 14049 313 147 149
0 313 150 152
51 313 153 155
52 313 156 146
53 313 159 16154 313 162 164
313 165 167313 1 158
58 313 181 18559 313 174 178
60 313 182 186
61 313 175 179
62 313 183 187
63 313 176 180
64 313 184 188
65 313 195 197.
66 313 198 200
67 313 201 20368 313 204 194
69 313 209 213
70 313 217 221
71 313 210 214
72 313 218 222
167
^ ·_ ~__II_ · _~ ~·__·~ _~__ _I~
73 313 211 215
74 313 219 223
75 313 212 216
76 313 220 224
77 313 231 233
78 313 234 236
79 313 237 239
80 313 240 230
81 313 245 249
82 313 253 257
83 313 246 250
84 313 254 258
85 313 247 251
86 313 255 259
87 313 248 252
88 313 256 260
89 313 267 269
90 313 270 272
91 313 273 275
92 313 276 266
93 313 281 285
94 313 289 293
95 313 282 286
96 313 290 294
97 313 283 287
98 313 291 295
99 313 284 288
100 313 292 296
101 313 303 305
102 313 306 308
103 313 309 311
104 313 312 302
105 313 346 328
106 313 338 329
107 313 347 322
108 313 348 322
109 313 339 323
110 313 349 324
111 313 350 324
112 313 340 325
113 313 351 326
114 313 352 326
115 313 341 327
116 313 353 328
117 313 354 328
118 313 342 329
119 313 355 322
120 313 356 322
121 313 343 323
122 313 357 324
123 313 358 324
124 313 344 325
125 313 359 326
126 313 360 326
127 313 345 327





EGROUP 3 BEAN DIK3 ELASTIC MATERIIL=3
* STEEL -- 0.60" SQ. BAR (RIGID APPEIDAGE)
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 2.1600E-2 1.0800E-2 1.0800E-2 3.6000E-1
ERODES




1 313 314 318
2 313 318 319
3 313 319 315
4 313 316 320
5 313 320 321
6 313 321 317
7 313 1 318
8 313 7 319
9 313 301 320




EGROUP 4 TRUSS GENERAL ELASTIC MATERIAL=4
EIODES



































































































































_ L_ _C~·I* ~L-L-L-IIX..IW~
63 1.7257E-03
64 1.7257E-03
EGROUP 5 BEAI DIM3 ELISTIC MITERIAL=5
* RIGID STRUCTURBE FOR ALPHA JOITrr
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 2.1600E-2 1.0800E-2 1.0800E-2 0.3600
EIODES
EITRIES EL AUI Ni 12
1 313 322 323
2 313 323 324
3 313 324 325
4 313 325 326
5 313 326 327
6 313 327 328
7 313 328 329
8 313 329 322
9 313 346 338
10 313 338 34711 313 348 339
12 313 339 349
13 313 350 340
14 313 340 351
15 313 352 341
16 313 341 353
17 313 354 342
18 313 342 355
19 313 356 343
20 313 343 357
21 313 358 344
22 313 344 359
23 313 360 345
24 313 345 361
25 313 323 362
26 313 325 362
27 313 327 362








A.3 L Configuration Evaluation Model
* STA L Structure -- Evaluation Model (Full Detail)
FILEUNITS LIST=8 LOG-7 ECHO=7
DATABASE SCRATCH
HEADING 'STA L STRUCTURE -- EVALUATION MODEL'
PRINTOUT VOLUMIE=MAXIIUM IPRIC-O IPRIT=O IPDATA=O CARDIUAGE=-O
ANALYSIS TYPE-DYNAMIC IASSMITRIX-LUPEDFREQUENCIES SUBSPACE-ITERATIOI NEIG-18 INMODE-18 IRBMI-1
PORTHOLE VOLUME=MIIIMUM
COORDINATES
EITRIES IODE I Y Z
1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.4375 0.0000 0.4375
3 1.0000 0.0000 0.4375
4 8.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 7.5625 0.0000 0.4375
6 7.5625 0.0000 1.0000
7 8.0000 0.0000 8.0000
8 7.5625 0.0000 7.5625
9 7.0000 0.0000 7.5625
10 0.0000 0.0000 8.0000
11 0.4375 0.0000 7.5625
12 0.4375 0.0000 7.0000
13 0.0000 0.5000 0.000014 8.0000 0.5000 0.0000
15 8.0000 0.5000 8.0000
16 0.0000 0.5000 8.0000
17 0.0000 0.9375 0.000018 8.0000 0.9375 0.0000
19 8.0000 0.9375 8.0000
20 0.0000 0.9375 8.000021 0.0000 3.0625 0.0000
22 8.0000 3.0625 0.0000
23 8.0000 .0625 8.0000
24 0.0000 3.0625 8.0000
25 0.0000 4.9375 0.0000
26 8.0000 4.9375 0.0000
27 8.0000 4.9375 8.0000
28 0.0000 4.9375 8.0000
29 0.0000 7.0625 0.0000
30 8.0000 7.0625 0.0000
31 8.0000 7.0625 8.0000
32 0.0000 7.0625 8.0000
33 0.0000 7.5000 0.0000
34 8.0000 7.5000 0.0000
35 8.0000 7.5000 8.0000
36 0.0000 7.5000 8.0000
37 0.0000 8.0000 0.0000
38 0.4375 8.0000 0.437639 1.0000 8.0000 0.4375
40 8.0000 8.0000 0.0000



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































478 7.5360 47.5360 8.0000
479 0.0000 40.4640 0.4640
480 0.0000 41.3922 1.3922
481 0.0000 42.5858 2.5858
482 0.0000 45.4142 5.4142
483 0.0000 46.6078 6.6078
484 0.0000 47.5360 7.5360
485 0.4640 48.4640 0.0000
486 1.3922 49.3922 0.0000
487 2.5858 50.5858 0.0000
488 5.4142 53.4142 0.0000489 6.6078 54.6078 0.0000
490 7.5360 55.5360 0.0000
491 0.0000 48.4640 7.5360
492 0.0000 49.3922 6.6078
493 0.0000 50.5858 5.4142
494 0.0000 53.4142 2.5858
495 0.0000 54.6078 1.3922
496 0.0000 55.5360 0.4640
497 7.5360 48.4640 8.0000
498 0.4640 40.0000 0.4640
499 1.3922 40.0000 1.3922500 2.5858 40.0000 2•5858
501 5.4142 40.0000 5.4142
502 6.6078 40.0000 6.6078
503 7.5360 40.0000 7.5360
504 7.5360 48.0000 0.4640
505 6.6078 48.0000 1.3922
506 5.4142 48.0000 2.5858
507 2.5858 48.0000 5.4142
508 1.3922 48.0000 6.6078
509 0.4640 48.0000 7.5360
510 0.4640 56.0000 0.4640
511 1.3922 56.0000 1.3922
512 2.5858 56.0000 2.5858
513 5.4142 56.0000 6.4142
514 6.6078 56.0000 6.6078
516 7.5360 56.0000 7.5360
516 0.0000 56.0000 0.6562
517 0.0000 56.0000 1.9688
518 0.0000 56.0000 3.0625
519 0.0000 56.0000 4.9375
520 0.0000 56.0000 6.0313
521 0.0000 56.0000 7.3438
522 6.6078 49.3922 8.0000
523 5.4142 50.5858 8.0000
524 2.5858 53.4142 8.0000
525 1.3922 54.6078 8.0000




1 1 7 37







1 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
4 5.6170E-2 5.6170E-2 5.6170E-2 7.0420E-1 7.0420E-1 3.5403E-2
7 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
10 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
37 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
40 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
43 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
46 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
73 2.2470E-4 2.247.247 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
76 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 00. 0.
79 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
82 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
109 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
112 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. O.
115 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
118 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
145 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
148 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
5 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
154 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
157 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
160 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
163 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
19• .2470E-4 2.247 470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
193 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
199 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
202 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
229 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
232 .2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
2352 .2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
238 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.265 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
26 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
271 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
274 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
301 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.24703-4 0. 0. 0.
304 2.24703-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
307 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
310 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-42.2470E-4 0. 0. 0.
314 0.233108 0.233108 0.233108 0.307775 0.359071 0.359071
315 0.233108 0.233108 0.233108 0.307775 0.359071 0.359071
316 0.233108 0.233108 0.233108 0.307775 0.359071 0.359071317 0.233108 0.233108 0.233108 0.307775 0.359071 0.359071
362 8.854E-2 8.8543-2 8.8543-2 2.393E-1 4.677E-1 2.393E-1526 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
175
* ALUMIIUM
MATERIAL 1 ELASTIC 1.200E8 IU-0.33 DERSITY=3.1081E-3
* LEZAN
MATERIAL 2 ELASTIC 5.400E6 VUu0.499999 DENSITY-1.4038E-3
* STEEL
MATERIAL 3 ELASTIC 3.60E8 IU-0.33 DEISITY=8.7959E-3
* STEEL CABLE
MATERIAL 4 ELASTIC 7.8228E7 NU=O.33 DEISITY=8.2548E-3
* RIGID STRUCTURE FOR ALPHA JOINTMATERIAL 5 ELISTIC 9.99E10 FU-0.33 DENSITY=0.O
EGROUP 1 BEAR DIM3 ELASTIC MATERIALuI
* ALUMInUM -- 13/32" SQ. BAR (BATTEN FRAME)
SECTIONI PROPERTIES 4.5396E-3 2.2698E-3 2.2698E-3 1.6504E-1
* ALUMIIUM -- 7/16" OD I 5/16" ID (LOIGEROI JOINT AT IODE)
SECTION 2 PROPERTIES 2.6605E-3 1.3302E-3 1.3302E-3 7.3631E-2
* ALUMINUM -- 7/16" SQ. BAR (KNEE JOIIT)
SECTION 3 PROPERTIES 6.1061E-3 3.0530E-3 3.0530E-3 1.9141E-1
* ALUMIIUM -- 13/32" OD I 5/16" ID (JOIIT/STAIDOFF)
SECTION 4 PROPERTIES 1.7378E-3 8.6890E-4 8.6890E-4 5.2922E-2
ENODES
EITRIES EL AUX 1i 12
1 313 1 2
2 313 2 3
3 313 4 5
4 313 5 6
5 313 7 8
6 313 8 9
7 313 10 11
8 313 11 129 313 1 1310 313 13 17
11 313 21 25
12 313 29 33
13 313 33 37
14 313 4 14
15 313 14 1816 313 22 26
17 313 30 34
18 313 34 40
19 313 7 15
20 313 15 19
21 313 23 27
22 313 31 35
23 313 35 43
24 313 10 16
25 313 16 20
26 313 24 28
27 313 32 36
28 313 36 46
29 313 37 38
30 313 38 39
31 313 40 41
32 313 41 42
33 313 43 44
34 313 44 4535 313 46 47
36 313 47 48
37 313 37 49
38 313 49 53
39 313 57 61
40 313 65 69
41 313 69 73
42 313 40 50
43 313 50 54
44 313 58 6245 313 66 70
46 313 70 76
47 313 43 51
48 313 51 55
49 313 59 63
50 313 67 71
51 313 71 79
52 313 46 52
53 313 52 56
54 313 60 64
55 313 68 72
56 313 72 82
57 313 73 74
58 313 74 75
59 313 76 77
60 313 77 78
61 313 79 80
62 313 80 81
63 313 82 8364 313 83 84
65 313 73 85
66 313 85 89
67 313 93 97
68 313 101 105
69 313 105 109
70 313 76 86
71 313 86 90
72 313 94 98
73 313 102 106
74 313 106 112
75 313 79 87
76 313 87 91
77 313 95 99
78 313 103 107
79 313 107 115
80 313 82 88
81 313 88 92
82 313 96 100
83 313 104 108




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































194 313 262 268
195 313 235 243
196 313 243 247
197 313 251 255
198 313 259 263
199 313 263 271
200 313 238 244
201 313 244 248
202 313 252 256
203 313 260 264
204 313 264 274
205 313 265 266
206 313 266 267
207 313 268 269
208 313 269 270
209 313 271 272
210 313 272 273
211 313 274 275
212 313 275 276
213 313 265 277
214 313 277 281
215 313 285 289
216 313 293 297
217 313 297 301
218 313 268 278
219 313 278 282
220 313 286 290
221 313 294 298
222 313 298 304
223 313 271 279
224 313 279 283
225 313 287 291
226 313 295 299
227 313 299 307
228 313 274 280
229 313 280 284
230 313 288 292
231 313 296 300
232 313 300 310
233 313 301 302
234 313 302 303
235 313 304 305
236 313 305 306
237 313 307 308
238 313 308 309
239 313 310 311
240 313 311 312
241 313 322 323
242 313 323 324
243 313 324 325
244 313 325 326
245 313 326 327
246 313 327 328
247 313 328 329
248 313 329 322
249 313 330 338
250 313 331 339
251 313 332 340
252 313 333 341
253 313 334 342
254 313 335 343
255 313 336 344
256 313 337 345
257 313 145 330
258 313 148 331
259 313 151 332
260 313 154 333
261 313 363 334
262 313 364 335
263 313 365 336
264 313 366 337
265 313 363 367
266 313 367 371
267 313 383 387
268 313 387 391
269 313 364 368
270 313 368 372
271 313 384 388
272 313 388 157
273 313 365 369
274 313 369 373
275 313 385 389
276 313 389 166
277 313 366 370
278 313 370 374
279 313 386 390
280 313 390 392
281 313 391 393
282 313 393 395
283 313 401 403
284 313 403 405
285 313 392 394
286 313 394 396
287 313 402 404
288 313 404 406
289 313 363 407
290 313 407 408
291 313 411 412
292 313 412 364
293 313 366 413
294 313 413 414
295 313 417 418
296 313 418 365
297 313 363 419
298 313 419 420
299 313 423 424
300 313 424 366
301 313 364 425
302 313 425 426
178
303 313 429 430
304 313 430 365
305 313 391 431
306 313 431 432
307 313 435 436
308 313 436 157
309 313 392 437
310 313 437 438
311 313 441 442
312 313 442 166
313 313 391 443
314 313 443 444
315 313 447 448
316 313 448 392
317 313 405 449
318 313 449 450
319 313 453 454
320 313 454 160
321 313 406 455
322 313 455 456
323 313 459 460
324 313 460 163
325 313 405 516
326 313 516 517
327 313 520 521
328 313 521 406
329 313 364 461
330 313 461 462
331 313 465 466
332 313 466 391
333 313 365 467
334 313 467 468
335 313 471 472
336 313 472 157
337 313 366 473
338 313 473 474
339 313 477 478
340 313 478 166
341 313 363 479
342 313 479 480
343 313 483 484
344 313 484 392
345 313 391 485
346 313 485 486
347 313 489 490
348 313 490 160
349 313 392 491
350 313 491 492
351 313 495 496
352 313 496 405
353 313 363 498
354 313 498 499
355 313 502 503
356 313 365 503
357 313 157 504
358 313 504 505
359 313 508 509
360 313 509 392
361 313 405 510
362 313 510 511
363 313 514 515
364 313 163 515
365 313 166 497
366 313 497 522
367 313 525 526


























































































































































































































EGROUP 2 BEAR DIN3 ELASTIC NATERIALa2
* LEIAN -- 5/16" DIA. ROD
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 9.3627E-4 4.6813E-4 4.6813E-4 7.6699E-2
EIODESEITRIES EL AUX 11 12
1 313 3 52 313 6 8
3 313 9 11
4 313 12 2
5 313 17 21
6 313 25 29
7 313 18 22
8 313 26 30
9 313 19 23
10 313 27 31
11 313 20 24
181




























































































































































































































121 313 343 323
122 313 357 324
123 313 358 324
124 313 344 325
126 313 359 326
126 313 360 326
127 313 345 327
128 313 361 328
129 313 371 375
130 313 375 379
131 313 379 383
132 313 372 376
133 313 376 380
134 313 380 384
135 313 373 377
136 313 377 381
137 313 381 385
138 313 374 378
139 313 378 382
140 313 382 386
141 313 395 397
142 313 397 399
143 313 399 401
144 313 396 398
145 313 398 400
146 313 400 402
147 313 408 409
148 313 409 410
149 313 410 411
150 313 414 415
151 313 415 416
152 313 416 417
153 313 420 421
154 313 421 422
155 313 422 423
156 313 426 427
157 313 427 428
158 313 428 429
159 313 432 433
160 313 433 434
161 313 434 435
162 313 438 439
163 313 439 440
164 313 440 441
165 313 444 445
166 313 445 446
167 313 446 447
168 313 450 451
169 313 451 452
170 313 452 453
171 313 456 457
172 313 457 458
173 313 458 459
174 313 517 518
175 313 518 519
176 313 519 520
177 313 462 463
178 313 463 464
179 313 464 465
180 313 468 469
181 313 469 470
182 313 470 471
183 313 474 475
184 313 475 476
185 313 476 477
186 313 480 481
187 313 481 482
188 313 482 483
189 313 486 487
190 313 487 488
191 313 488 489
192 313 492 493
193 313 493 494
194 313 494 495
195 313 499 500
196 313 500 501
197 313 501 502
198 313 505 506
199 313 506 507
200 313 507 508
201 313 511 512
202 313 512 513
203 313 513 514
204 313 522 523
205 313 523 524






EGROUP 3 BEANI DIM3 ELASTIC NATERIAL=3
* STEEL -- 0.60" SQ. BAR (RIGID APPENDAGE)
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 2.1600E-2 1.0800E-2 1.0800E-2 3.6000E-1
ENODES
EITRIES EL AUX 1i 12
1 313 314 318
2 313 318 319
3 313 319 315
4 313 316 320
5 313 320 321
6 313 321 317
7 313 318 1
8 313 319 7
9 313 320 310








EGROUP 4 TRUSS GENERAL ELASTIC MATERILL=4
EIODES




































































EGROUP 5 BEAR DIM3 ELASTIC NATERIALLS
* RIGID STRUCTURE FOR ALLPHA JOINT
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 2.1600E-2 1.0800E-2 1.0800E-2 0.3600
EIODES
EITRIES EL AUX Ni N2
313 346 338
313 338 347
3 313 348 3394 313 339 3495 313 350 340
6 313 340 351
7 313 352 341
8 313 341 353
9 313 354 342
10 313 342 35611 313 356 343
12 313 343 367
13 313 358 344
14 313 344 359
15 313 360 34516 313 346 361
17 313 323 362
18 313 325 362
19 313 327 382









A.4 Flexible Appendage Configuration Evalua-
tion Model
* STA L Structure -- Evaluation Model (Full Detail)
FILEUNITS LIST-8 LOG-7 ECHO=7
DATABASE SCRATCH
HEADING 'STA FLEXIBLE APPENDAGE STRUCTURE -- EVALUATION HODEL'
PRINTOUT VOLUME=-XAINUM IPRIC-O IPRIT=O IPDATA-0 CARDIMAGE=iNO
ANALYSIS TYPE-DYNAMIC MASSATRIXI=LUMPED
FREqUENCIES SUBSPACE-ITERATION EIG-25 NMODE=25 IRBEMu
PORTHOLE VOLUME-=IIMUM
COORDINATES
EITRIES NODE X Y Z
1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.4375 0.0000 0.4375
3 1.0000 0.0000 0.4375
4 8.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 7.5625 0.0000 0.4375
6 7.5625 0.0000 1.0000
7 8.0000 0.0000 8.0000
8 7.5625 0.0000 7.56259 7.0000 0.0000 7.5625
10 0.0000 0.0000 8.0000
11 0.4375 0.0000 7.5625
12 0.4375 0.0000 7.0000
13 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000
14 8.0000 0.5000 0.0000
15 8.0000 0.5000 8.0000
16 0.0000 0.5000 8.0000
17 0.0000 0.9375 0.0000
18 8.0000 0.9375 0.0000
19 8.0000 0.9375 8.0000
20 0.0000 0.9375 8.0000
21 0.0000 3.0625 0.0000
22 8.0000 3.0625 0.0000
23 8.0000 3.0625 8.0000
24 0.0000 3.0625 8.0000
25 0.0000 4.9375 0.0000
26 8.0000 4.9375 0.000027 8.0000 4.9375 8.0000
28 0.0000 4.9375 8.0000
29 0.0000 7.0625 0.0000
30 8.0000 7.0625 0.0000
31 8.0000 7.0625 8.0000
32 0.0000 7.0625 8.0000
33 0.0000 7.5000 0.0000
34 8.0000 7.5000 0.0000
35 8.0000 7.5000 8.0000
36 0.0000 7.5000 8.0000
37 0.0000 8.0000 0.0000
38 0.4375 8.0000 0.4375
39 1.0000 8.0000 0.4375
40 8.0000 8.0000 0.0000
41 7.5625 8.0000 0.4375
42 7.5625 8.0000 1.0000
43 8.0000 8.0000 8.0000
44 7.5625 8.0000 7.5625
45 7.0000 8.0000 7.5625
46 0.0000 8.0000 8.000047 0.4375 8.0000 7.5625
48 0.4375 8.0000 7.0000
49 0.0000 8.5000 0.0000
50 8.0000 8.5000 0.0000
51 8.0000 8.5000 8.0000
52 0.0000 8.5000 8.0000
53 0.0000 8.9375 0.0000
54 8.0000 8.9375 0.0000
55 8.0000 8.9375 8.0000
56 0.0000 8.9375 8.0000
57 0.0000 11.0625 0.000058 8.0000 11.0625 0.000059 8.0000 11.0625 8.000060 0.0000 11.0625 8.000061 0.0000 12.9375 0.0000
62 8.0000 12.9375 0.0000
63 8.0000 12.9375 8.0000
64 0.0000 12.9375 8.0000
65 0.0000 15.0625 0.000066 8.0000 15.0625 0.0000
67 8.0000 15.0625 8.0000
68 0.0000 15.0625 8.0000
69 0.0000 15.5000 0.0000
70 8.0000 15.5000 0.0000
71 8.0000 15.5000 8.0000
72 0.0000 15.5000 8.0000
73 0.0000 16.0000 0.0000
74 0.4375 16.0000 0.4375
75 1.0000 16.0000 0.4375


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.4142 -56.0000 5.41426.6078 56.0000 6.60787.5360 56.0000 7.5360
0.0000 56.0000 0.6562
0.0000 56.0000 1.9688
0.0000 56.0000 3.06250.0000 56.0000 4•9375










0.0000 56.0000 17.19380.0000 56.0000 18.0688






1 1 7 37







1 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
4 5.6170E-2 5.6170E-2 5.6170E-2
7 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
10 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
37 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
40 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
43 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
46 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
73 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
76 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
79 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
82 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
109 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
112 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
115 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
118 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
145 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
148 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
151 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.24703-4
154 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
157 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4160 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
163 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
166 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
193 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
196 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
199 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
202 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.24703-4
229 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
232 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
235 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4238 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
265 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.24703-4
268 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4271 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
274 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
301 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
304 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
307 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
310 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4 2.2470E-4
314 0.233108 0.233108 0.233108
315 0.233108 0.233108 0.233108
316 0.233106 0.233108 0.233108317 O 2331 0.233108 0.233106
3682 8.8543-2 8.854E-2 8.854E-2














































MATERIAL I ELASTIC 1.2008 1U=0.33 DEISITY=3.1081E-3
* LEXAN
MATERIAL 2 LASTIC 5.400E6 W1=0.499999 DEISITY=1.4038E-3
* STEEL
MATERIAL 3 ELASTIC 3.60E8 IIU0.33 DEISITY-8.7959E-3
* STEEL CABLEMATERIAL 4 ELASTIC 7.8228E7 1U-0.33 DEISITY=8.2548E-3
* RIGID STRUCTURE FOR ILPHA JOINT
MATERIAL 5 ELASTIC 9.99E10 U=10.33 DERSITY=O.0
* FLEXIBLE APPENDAGOE RODMATERIAL 6 ELASTIC 1.20E7 NU-0.33 DENSITY-2.0849E-3
EGROUP 1 BEAM DIM3 ELASTIC MATERIALI=
* ALUMNIUM -- 13/32" SQ. BAR (BATTER FRAME)
SECTIO1 1 PROPERTIES 4.5396E-3 2.2698E-3 2.2698E-3 1.6504E-1
* ALUMINUM -- 7/16" OD I 5/16" ID (LOIGERON JOINT AT IODE)
SECTION 2 PROPERTIES 2.6605E-3 1.3302E-3 1.3302E-3 7.3631E-2
* ALUNMIUM -- 7/16" SQ. BAR (KNEE JOINT)
SECTION 3 PROPERTIES 6.1061E-3 3.0530E-3 3.0530E-3 1.9141E-1
* ALUMINUM -- 13/32" OD I 5/16" ID (JOIIT/STAINDOFF)













































EITRIES EL AUI 11 12
1 313 1 2
2 313 2 3
3 313 4 5
4 313 5 6
5 313 7 8
6 313 8 9
7 313 10 11
8 313 11 12
9 313 1 13
10 313 13 17
11 313 21 25
12 313 29 33
13 313 33 37
14 313 4 14
15 313 14 18
16 313 22 26
17 313 30 34
18 313 34 40
19 313 7 15
20 313 15 19
21 313 23 27
22 313 31 35
23 313 35 43
24 313 10 16
25 313 16 20
26 313 24 28
27 313 32 36
28 313 36 46
29 313 37 38
30 313 38 39
31 313 40 41
32 313 41 42
33 313 43 44
34 313 44 45
35 313 46 47
36 313 47 48
37 313 37 49
38 313 49 53
39 313 57 61
40 313 65 69
41 313 69 73
42 313 40 50
43 313 50 54
44 313 58 62
45 313 66 70
46 313 70 76
47 313 43 51
48 313 51 55
49 313 59 63
50 313 67 71
51 313 71 79
52 313 46 52
53 313 52 56
54 313 60 64
55 313 68 72
56 313 72 82
57 313 73 74
58 313 74 75
59 313 76 77
60 313 77 78
61 313 79 80
62 313 80 81
63 313 82 83
64 313 83 84
65 313 73 85
66 313 85 89
67 313 93 97
68 313 101 105
69 313 105 109
70 313 76 86
71 313 86 9072 313 94 98
73 313 102 106
74 313 106 112
75 313 79 87
76 313 87 91
77 313 95 99
78 313 103 107
79 313 107 115
80 313 82 88
81 313 88 92313 96 100
313 104 108
84 313 108 118
85 313 109 110
86 313 110 111
87 313 112 113
88 313 113 114
89 313 115 116
90 313 116 117
91 313 118 119
92 313 119 120
93 313 109 121
94 313 121 125
95 313 129 133
96 313 137 141
97 313 141 145
98 313 112 122
99 313 122 126
100 313 130 134101 313 138 142
102 313 142 148
103 313 115 123
104 313 123 127
105 313 131 135
108 313 139 143
191







































































































































































































































































































































216 313 293 297
217 313 297 301
218 313 268 278
219 313 278 282
220 313 286 290
221 313 294 298
222 313 298 304
223 313 271 279
224 313 279 283
225 313 287 291
226 313 295 299
227 313 299 307
228 313 274 280
229 313 280 284
230 313 288 292
231 313 296 300
232 313 300 310
233 313 301 302
234 313 302 303
235 313 304 305
236 313 305 306
237 313 307 308
238 313 308 309
239 313 310 311
240 313 311 312
241 313 322 323
242 313 323 324
243 313 324 325
244 313 325 326
245 313 326 327
246 313 327 328
247 313 328 329
248 313 329 322
249 313 330 338
250 313 331 339
251 313 332 340
252 313 333 341
253 313 334 342
254 313 335 343
255 313 336 344
256 313 337 345
257 313 145 330
258 313 148 331
259 313 151 332
260 313 154 333
261 313 363 334
262 313 364 335
263 313 365 336
264 313 366 337
265 313 363 367
266 313 367 371
267 313 383 387
268 313 387 391
269 313 364 368
270 313 368 372
271 313 384 388
272 313 388 157
273 313 365 369
274 313 369 373
275 313 385 389
276 313 389 166
277 313 366 370
278 313 370 374
279 313 386 390
280 313 390 392
281 313 391 393
282 313 393 395
283 313 401 403
284 313 403 405
285 313 392 394
286 313 394 396
287 313 402 404
288 313 404 406
289 313 363 407
290 313 407 408
291 313 411 412
292 313 412 364
293 313 366 413
294 313 413 414
295 313 417 418
296 313 418 365
297 313 363 419
298 313 419 420
299 313 423 424
300 313 424 366
301 313 364 4253 313 425 426
313 429 430
304 313 430 365
306 313 391 431
306 313 431 432
307 313 435 436
308 313 436 157
309 313 392 437
310 313 437 438
311 313 441 442
312 313 442 166
313 313 391 443
314 313 443 444
315 313 447 448
316 313 448 392
317 313 405 449
318 313 449 450
319 313 453 454
320 313 454 160
321 313 406 455
322 313 455 456
323 313 459 460
324 313 460 163
193
325 313 405 516
326 313 516 517
327 313 520 521
328 313 521 406
329 313 364 461
330 313 461 462
331 313 465 466
332 313 466 391
333 313 365 467
334 313 467 468
335 313 471 472
336 313 472 157
337 313 366 473
338 313 473 474
339 313 477 478
340 313 478 166
341 313 363 479
342 313 479 480
343 313 483 484
344 313 484 392
345 313 391 485
346 313 485 486
347 313 489 490
348 313 490 160
349 313 392 491
350 313 491 492
351 313 495 496
352 313 496 405
353 313 363 498
354 313 498 499
355 313 502 503
356 313 365 503
357 313 157 504
358 313 504 505
359 313 508 509
360 313 509 392
361 313 405 510
362 313 510 511
363 313 514 515
364 313 163 515
365 313 166 497
366 313 497 522
367 313 525 526
368 313 526 406
369 313 406 527








































































































































































































































EGROUP 2 BEAM DIN3 ELISTIC KATERIAL=2
* LEZAN -- 5/16" DII. ROD
SECTIDOI PROPERTIES 9.3627E-4 4.6813E-4 4.6813E-4 7.6699E-2
EIODES
ENTRIES EL AUX 11 12
1 313 3 5
2 313 6 8
3 313 9 11
4 313 12 2
5 313 17 21
6 313 25 29
7 313 18 22
8 313 26 30
9 313 19 23
10 313 27 31
11 313 20 24
12 313 28 32
13 313 39 41
14 313 42 4415 313 45 47
16 313 48 38
17 313 53 57
18 313 61 65
19 313 54 58
20 313 62 66
21 313 55 59
22 313 63 67
23 313 56 60
24 3313 64 68
25 313 75 77
26 313 78 80
27 313 81 83
28 313 84 74
29 313 89 93
30 313 97 101





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EGROUP 3 BEAM DIM3 ELASTIC NMTERIAL=3
* STEEL -- 0.60" SQ. BAR (RIGID APPENDAGE)
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 2.1600E-2 1.0800E-2 1.0800E-2 3.6000E-1
EIODES
EITRIES EL AUI i1 N2
1 313 314 318
2 313 318 319
3 313 319 315
4 313 316 320
5 313 320 321
6 313 321 317
7 313 318 1
8 313 319 7
9 313 320 310






EGROUP 4 TRUSS GENERAL ELASTIC MATERIAL=4
ENODES



































































EGROUP 5 BEAN DIR3 ELASTIC MATERIAL-5S
* RIGID STRUCTURE FOR ALPHA JOINT
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 2.1600E-2 1.0800E-2 1.0800E-2 0.3600
EIODESENTRIES EL AUX N1 12
1 313 346 338
2 313 338 347
3 313 348 339
4 313 339 349
5 313 350 340
6 313 340 351
7 313 352 341
8 313 341 353
9 313 354 342
10 313 342 355
11 313 356 343
12 313 343 357
13 313 358 344
14 313 344 359
15 313 360 345
16 313 345 361
17 313 323 362
18 313 325 362
19 313 327 362
20 313 329 362
EDATAENTRIES EL SECTION1 1
STEP 1 TO
20 1
EGROUP 6 BEAN D113 ELASTIC NlATERIAL-6
* FLEXIBLE APPEIDAGE ROD -- 3/32" DIA.SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 7.5838E-6 3.7919E-6 3.7919E-6 6.9029E-3
EIODES
EITRIES EL AUX Ni 12
1 313 528 529
2 313 529 530
3 313 530 531
4 313 532 533







EGROUP 7 BEAN DIM3 ELASTIC NATERIAL=3
* FLEXIBLE APPENDAGE MASSES 1.125" DIA x 1.125" LOIG
SECTION 1 PROPERTIES 1.5726E-1 7.8628E-2 7.8628E-2 9.9402E-1
EIODES
EITRIES EL AUXI I N2
1 313 531 532
2 313 533 534










NASTRAN Evaluation Model Input






$ begin case control deck






$ begin bulk data deck
BEGII BULE
PARAM GRDPNT 1
$ enter eigensolution card
.. .....!. ... !..... !...... ...5... .6. ..7... 8. 9. !...10.
EIGR 1 SIV 1. 60. 18 24 +E111
+E111 MASS
$ grid point data
$
GRID 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
GRID 2 0.4375 0.0000 0.4375
GRID 3 1.0000 0.0000 0.4375
GRID 4 8.0000 0.0000 0.0000
GRID 5 7.5625 0.0000 0.4375
GRID 6 7.5625 0.0000 1.0000
GRID 7 8.0000 0.0000 8.0000
GRID 8 7.5625 0.0000 7.5625
GRID 9 7.0000 0.0000 7.5625
GRID 10 0.0000 0.0000 8.0000
GRID 11 0.4375 0.0000 7.5625
GRID 12 0.4375 0.0000 7.0000
GRID 13 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000
GRID 14 8.0000 0.5000 0.0000
GRID 15 8.0000 0.5000 8.0000
GRID 16 0.0000 0.5000 8.0000
GRID 17 0.0000 0.9375 0.0000
GRID 18 8.0000 0.9375 0.0000
GRID 19 8.0000 0.9375 8.0000
GRID 20 0.0000 0.9375 8.0000
GRID 21 0.0000 3.0625 0.0000
GRID 22 8.0000 3.0625 0.0000
GRID 23 8.0000 3.0625 8.0000
GRID 24 0.0000 3.0625 8.0000
GRID 25 0.0000 4.9375 0.0000
GRID 26 8.0000 4.9375 0.0000
GRID 27 8.0000 4.9375 8.0000
GRID 28 0.0000 4.9375 8.0000
GRID 29 0.0000 7.0625 0.0000
GRID 30 8.0000 7.0625 0.0000
GRID 31 8.0000 7.0625 8.0000
GRID 32 0.0000 7.0625 8.0000
GRID 33 0.0000 7.5000 0.0000
GRID 34 8.0000 7.5000 0.0000
GRID 35 8.0000 7.5000 8.0000
GRID 36 0.0000 7.5000 8.0000
GRID 37 0.0000 8.0000 0.0000
GRID 38 0.4375 8.0000 0. 4375
GRID 39 1.0000 8.0000 0.4375
GRID 40 8.0000 8.0000 0.0000
GRID 41 7.5625 8.0000 0.4375
GRID 42 7.5625 8.0000 1.0000
GRID 43 8.0000 8.0000 8.0000
GRID 44 7.5625 8.0000 7.5625
GRID 45 7.0000 8.0000 7.5625
GRID 46 0.0000 8.0000 8.0000
201






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I_~_ ^___ 11___~11__1_1^_1__1_I- ~
GRID 265 0.0000 56.5000 0.0000
GRID 266 8.0000 56.5000 0.0000
GRID 267 8.0000 56.5000 8.0000
GRID 268 0.0000 56.5000 8.0000
GRID 269 0.0000 56.9375 0.0000
GRID 270 8.0000 56.9375 0.0000
GRID 271 8.0000 56.9375 8.0000
GRID 272 0.0000 56.9375 8.0000
GRID 273 0.0000 59.0625 0.0000
GRID 274 8.0000 59.0625 0.0000
GRID 275 8.0000 59.0625 8.0000
GRID 276 0.0000 59.0625 8.0000
GRID 277 0.0000 60.9375 0.0000
GRID 278 8.0000 60.9375 0.0000
GRID 279 8.0000 60.9375 8.0000
GRID 280 0.0000 60.9375 8.0000
GRID 281 0.0000 63.0625 0.0000
GRID 282 8.0000 63.0625 0.0000
GRID 283 8.0000 63.0625 8.0000
GRID 284 0.0000 63.0625 8.0000
GRID 285 0.0000 63.5000 0.0000
GRID 286 8.0000 63.5000 0.0000
GRID 287 8.0000 63.5000 8.0000
GRID 288 0.0000 63.5000 8.0000
GRID 289 0.0000 64.0000 0.0000
GRID 290 0.4375 64.0000 0.4375
GRID 291 1.0000 64.0000 0.4375
GRID 292 8.0000 64.0000 0.0000
GRID 293 7.5625 64.0000 0.4375
GRID 294 7.5625 64.0000 1.0000
GRID 295 8.0000 64.0000 8.0000
GRID 296 7.5625 64.0000 7.5625
GRID 297 7.0000 64.0000 7.5625
GRID 298 0.0000 64.0000 8.0000
GRID 299 0.4375 64.0000 7.5625
GRID 300 0.4375 64.0000 7.0000
GRID 301 0.0000 64.5000 0.0000
GRID 302 8.0000 64.5000 0.0000
GRID 303 8.0000 64.5000 8.0000GRID 304 0.0000 64.5000 8.0000GRID 305 0.0000 64.9375 0.0000
GRID 306 8.0000 64.9375 0.0000
GRID 307 8.0000 64.9375 8.0000
GRID 308 0.0000 64.9375 8.0000
GRID 309 0.0000 67.0625 0.0000GRID 310 8.0000 67.0625 0.0000
GRID 311 8.0000 67.0625 8.0000
GRID 312 0.0000 67.0625 8.0000
GRID 313 0.0000 68.9375 0.0000
GRID 314 8.0000 68.9375 0.0000
GRID 315 8.0000 68.9375 8.0000
GRID 316 0.0000 68.9375 8.0000GRID 317 0.0000 71.0625 0.0000GRID 318 8.0000 71.0625 0.0000GRID 319 8.0000 71.0625 8.0000
GRID 320 0.0000 71.0625 8.0000GRID 321 0.0000 71.5000 0.0000
GRID 322 8.0000 71.5000 0.0000
GRID 323 8.0000 71.5000 8.0000
GRID 324 0.0000 71.5000 8.0000
GRID 325 0.0000 72.0000 0.0000GRID 326 0.4375 72.0000 0.4375GRID 327 1.0000 72.0000 0.4375
GRID 328 8.0000 72.0000 0.0000
GRID 329 7.5625 72.0000 0.4375
GRID 330 7.5625 72.0000 1.0000
GRID 331 8.0000 72.0000 8.0000
GRID 332 7.5625 72.0000 7.5625
GRID 333 7.0000 72.0000 7.5625GRID 334 0.0000 72.0000 8.0000
GRID 335 0.4375 72.0000 7.5625
GRID 336 0.4375 72.0000 7.0000
GRID 337 4.0000 36.0000 1.0E10 123456
GRID 338 0.0000 32.4640 7.5360
GRID 339 0.0000 33.3921 6.6079
GRID 340 0.0000 38.6079 1.3921GRID 341 0.0000 39.5360 0.4640GRID 342 7.5360 32.4640 8.0000GRID 343 6.6079 33.3921 8.0000
GRID 344 1.3921 38.6079 8.0000
GRID 345 0.4640 39.5360 8.0000GRID 346 8.0000 32.4640 0.4640
GRID 347 8.0000 33.3921 1.3921GRID 348 8.0000 38.6079 6.6079
GRID 349 8.0000 39.5360 7.5360GRID 350 0.4640 32.4640 0.0000
GRID 351 1.3921 33.3921 0.0000
GRID 3P2 6.6079 38.6079 0.0000
GRID 33 7.5360 39.5360 0.0000GRID 384 -4.2430 -0.7500 -4.2430GRID 355 12.2430 -0.7500 12.2430GRID 356 -4.2430 72.7500 -4.2430
GRID 357 12.2430 72.7500 12.2430GRID 358 0.0000 -0.7500 0.0000
GRID 359 8.0000 -0.7500 8.0000
GRID 360 0.0000 72.7500 0.0000GRID 361 8.0000 72.7500 8.0000$$ local coordinate systems for lumped masses$
CORD1R 900 1 354 38$
$ beam element data$
CBAR 401 801 1 2 337CBAR 402 801 2 3 337
CBAR 403 802 3 5 337
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CBAR 732 802 300 290 337
CBAR 733 803 289 301 337
CBAR 734 803 301 305 337
CBAR 735 802 305 309 337
CBAR 736 804 309 313 337
CBAR 737 802 313 317 337
CBAR 738 803 317 321 337
CBAR 739 803 321 325 337
CBAR 740 803 292 302 337
CBAR 741 803 302 306 337
CBAR 742 802 306 310 337
CBAR 743 804 310 314 337
CBAR 744 802 314 318 337
CBAR 745 803 318 322 337
CBAR 746 803 322 328 337
CBAR 747 803 295 303 337
CBAR 748 803 303 307 337
CBAR 749 802 307 311 337
CBAR 750 804 311 315 337
CBAR 751 802 315 319 337
CBAR 752 803 319 323 337
CBAR 753 803 323 331 337
CBAR 754 803 298 304 337
CBAR 755 803 304 308 337
CBAR 756 802 308 312 337
CBAR 757 804 312 316 337
CBAR 758 802 316 320 337
CBAR 759 803 320 324 337CBAR 760 803 324 334 337
CBAR 761 801 325 326 337
CBAR 762 801 326 327 337
CBAR 763 802 327 329 337
CBAR 764 801 328 329 337
CBAR 765 801 329 330 337
CBAR 766 802 330 332 337
CBAR 767 801 331 332 337
CBAR 768 801 332 333 337
CBAR 769 802 333 335 337
CBAR 770 801 334 335 337
CBAR 771 801 335 336 337
CBAR 772 802 336 326 337
CBAR 773 805 154 338 337
CBAR 774 805 338 339 337
CBAR 775 802 339 340 337
CBAR 776 805 340 341 337
CBAR 777 805 341 181 337
CBAR 778 805 151 342 337CBAR 779 805 342 343 337
CBAR 780 802 343 344 337
CBAR 781 805 344 346 337
CBAR 782 805 345 190 337
CBAR 783 805 148 346 337
CBAR 784 805 346 347 337
CBAR 785 802 347 348 337
CBAR 786 805 348 349 337CBAR 787 805 349 187 337
CBAR 788 805 145 350 337
CBAR 789 805 350 351 337
CBAR 790 802 351 352 337
CBAR 791 805 352 353 337CBAR 792 805 353 184 337
CBAR 793 806 354 358 337
CBAR 794 806 358 359 337
CBAR 795 806 359 355 337
CBAR 796 806 356 360 337
CBAR 797 806 360 361 337
CBAR 798 806 361 357 337
CBAR 799 806 358 1 337
CBAR 800 806 359 7 337
CBAR 801 806 360 325 337
CBAR 802 806 361 331 337
$ truss element data
CROD 1701 807 1 40
CROD 1702 807 4 37
CROD 1703 807 4 43
CROD 1704 807 7 40
CROD 1705 807 7 46
CRUD 1706 807 43 10
CROD 1707 807 10 37
CROD 1708 807 1 46
CROD 1709 807 37 76CRoD 1710 807 40 73
CR0OD 1711 807 40 79
CROD 1712 807 43 76
CROD 1713 807 43 82
CROD 1714 807 79 46
CROD 1715 807 46 73
CROD 1716 807 37 82
CROD 1717 807 73 112
CROD 1718 807 76 109
CRUD 1719 807 76 115
CROD 1720 807 79 112
CROD 1721 807 79 118
CROD 1722 807 115 82
CROD 1723 807 82 109
CROD 1724 807 73 118
CROD 1725 807 109 148
CROD 1726 807 112 146
CROD 1727 807 112 151
CROD 1728 807 115 146
CROD 1729 807 115 154
CROD 1730 807 151 118
CRUD 1731 807 118 145
CROD 1732 807 109 154
CROD 1733 807 181 220
CROD 1734 807 184 217
CROD 1735 807 184 223
208
CROD 1736 807 187 220
CROD 1737 807 187 226
CROD 1738 807 223 190
CROD 1739 807 190 217
CROD 1740 807 181 226
CROD 1741 807 217 256
CROD 1742 807 220 253
CROD 1743 807 220 259
CROD 1744 807 223 256
CROD 1745 807 223 262
CROD 1746 807 259 226
CROD 1747 807 226 253
CROD 1748 807 217 262
CROD 1749 807 253 292
CROD 1750 807 256 289
CROD 1751 807 256 295
CROD 1752 807 259 292
CROD 1753 807 259 298
CROD 1754 807 295 262
CROD 1755 807 262 289
CROD 1756 807 253 298
CROD 1757 807 289 328
CROD 1758 807 292 325
CROD 1759 807 292 331
CROD 1760 807 295 328
CROD 1761 807 295 334
CROD 1762 807 331 298
CROD 1763 807 298 325
CROD 1764 807 289 334
$ concentrated mass information
$..1...1...2...! ... 3... 41... ! ...5... !.
COIN2 1001 1 2.247e-4
+1001 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
COIM2 1002 4 5.617e-2
+1002 7.042e-1 7.042e-1
COIM2 1003 7 2.247e-4
+1003 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
CONI2 1004 10 2.247e-4
+1004 0.000e+0 0.000e+O
COIN2 1005 37 2.247e-4
+1005 0.0000+0 0.000e+0COIN2 1006 40 2.247e-4
+1006 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
COIM2 1007 43 2.247e-4
+1007 0.000e+0 0.0000+0
COiM2 1008 46 2.247e-4
+1008 0.000e+0 0.0000+0
COIN2 1009 73 2.247e-4
+1009 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
COHN2 1010 76 2.247e-4
+1010 0.000e+O 0.000e+0
CONM2 1011 79 2.247e-4
+1011 0.0000+0 0.000e+0
COHN2 1012 82 2.247e-4
+1012 0.0000+0 0.000e+0
COIN2 1013 109 2.247e-4
+1013 0.0000+0 0.0000+0
COIN2 1014 112 2.247e-4
+1014 0.0000+0 0.000e+0
COIM2 1015 115 2.247e-4
+1015 0.0000+0 0.000e+0
COIN2 1016 118 2.247e-4
+1016 0.000o+0 0.0000+0
COIN2 1017 145 2.247e-4
+1017 0.0000+0 0.000e+0
COIM2 1018 148 2.247e-4
+1018 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
COIM2 1019 151 2.247e-4
+1019 0.0000+0 0.000e+0
COI•2 1020 154 2.247e-4
+1020 0.000o+0 0.0000+0
CONN2 1021 181 2.247e-4
+1021 0.0000+0 0.000e+0
COIM2 1022 184 2.247e-4
+1022 0.0000+0 0.000e+0
CONM2 1023 187 2.247e-4
+1023 0.000e+0 0.0000+0
CO]N2 1024 190 2.247e-4
+1024 0.0000e+0 0.000+0
COMN2 1025 217 2.247e-4
+1025 0.000+0 0.000o+0
COIN2 102 220 2.247e-4
+1026 0.00+0 220.0000+0
CO2 107 223 2.247e-4
+1027 0.000e+0 0.0000+0
COM2 1028 226 2.247e-4
+1028 0.0000+0 0.0000+0
CORN2 1029 253 2.247e-4
+1029 0.000*+0 0.0000+0
COIN2 1030 256 2.247e-4
+1030 0.000.+0 0.000o+0
COIM2 1031 259 2.247*-4
+1031 0.000e+0 0.0000+0
CONN2 1032 262 2.247e-4
+1032 0.000o+0 0.000e+0
CONM2 1033 289 2.247e-4
+1033 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
COIM2 1034 292 2.247e-4
+1034 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
COIN2 1035 295 2.247e-4
+1035 0.000e+O 0.000e+0
CONN2 1036 298 2.247e-4
+1036 0.000e+O 0.0000+0
COINM2 1037 325 2.247e-4
+1037 0.000e+O 0.000e+0















































































+1038 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
COIN2 1039 331 2.247e-4 C1039
+1039 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
CONN2 1040 334 2.247e-4 C1040
+1040 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0COHN2 1041 354 900 2.331e-1 C1041
+1041 3.591e-1 3.591e-1 3.078e-1CONM2 1042 355 900 2.331e-1 C1042
+1042 3.591e-1 3.591e-1 3.078e-1
CONM2 1043 356 900 2.331e-1 C1043
+1043 3.591e-1 3.591e-1 3.078e-1
COIM2 1044 357 900 2.331e-1 C1044
+1044 3.591e-1 3.591e-1 3.078e-1$..1...!...2... ...3...!...4... !...5...!...6...!...7...!.. 8...!...9... 10.$
$ element section properties
$
PBAR 801 851 0.165042.270E-32.270E-34.540E-3PBAR 802 852 7.670E-24.681E-44.681E-49.363E-4
PBAR 803 851 1.503E-11.798E-31.798E-33.597E-3PBAR 804 851 1.914E-13.053E-33.053E-36.106E-3PBAR 805 851 1. 296E-11.337E-31.337E-32.674E-3
PBAR 806 853 0.36 1.080E-21.080E-22.160E-2
PROD 807 854 1.726E-3$
$ material properties
$
MATI 851 1.2E8 0.33 3.108E-3MATI 852 5.4E6 0.4999991.404E-3
MAT1 853 3.6E8 0.33 8.796E-3






C.1 coropt.c - Optimization Program Using NAS-
TRAN Sensitivity Data
* Program coropt.c - written by Mark S. Barlow
* This program takes design sensitivity data generated by
* NASTRAN and calculates optimum changes to the model to
* match model eigenvalues with those observed in a modal
* test
*




























int debugAflag = 0;
int init.flag = 0;
int statAflag = 0;
int datalag = 0;
int targetflaig = 0;
int weightflag = 0;





























for(i = 1; i # argc; ++ i)
if(!strcmp(argv[i] ,"-help"))
printf("\ncoropt [-help] -debug filel.f06 file2.dat\n\n");
printf(" -help displays this message\n");
printf(" -stat prints variable statistics\n");
printf(" -lin use linear frequency update\n");
printf(" -frac use fractional frequency update\n");
printf(" -quad use quadratic performance index\n");
printf(" -lim \#\S limits maximum change to any design variable to \#\*%%\n")
printf(" -step \#\#.\# sets the update step size (in percent)\n");
printf(" -init initialize the data only (do not optimize)\n");
printf(" -o sets the output filename (default is specified below)\n");
printf("\n filel.f06 contains the NASTRAN output (program output is called file
printf("\n file2.dat contains the target frequencies\n");
printf("\n file3.wt contains the state and variable weightings\n");
printf(" overall state weight\n");
printf(" overall variable weight\n");
printf(" individual state weights (all, in order)\n");
printf(" individual variable weights (all, in order)\n\n");
printf("Notes:\n");
printf(" Only one of '-lin' or 'frac' options may be used\n");
























step = (double) (atof(argv[i])/100);
else if((*(argv[i]+strlen(argv[i])-4) == '.') &&





else if((e(argv[i]+strlen(argv[i])-4) == I.') &&
(*(argv[i]+strlen(argv[i])-3) == 'd') &&
(e(arg9[i]+strlen(arg[i))-2) == 'a) &&
(,(argv[i]+strlen(argv[i])-1) == t '))
{
sprintf(target•1ename,"%s",argvr[i);
target fag = 1;
}

























printf("The output will be saved in as\n" ,datafilename);
outputfile = fopen(outputfilename,"r");
if(outputfile == NULL){
printf("\n\alSTRA output file is empty or unopenable.\n\n");
exit();





















printf("CorOpt Output for Ws\n",title);
sprintf(comxand,






printf("There are Ud design constraints. \n",numdscons);
dscons = (int *) malloc(numdscons * siseof(int));
if(dscons == NULL)
{
printf("\nmalloc failed for dscons!\n\n");
exit);
sprintf(command,






printf("There are %d design variables that can be changed a maximum of %.Of%.\n",
num.dvars,msaxAhange * 100.);
index = (int *) malloc(num.dscons * siseof(int));
if(index == NULL)
{








stuff[strlen(stuff) - 1]= '\0';
line = atoi(stuff);
pclose(process);
frequencies = (double *) malloc(numascons * saeof(double));
if(frequencies == NULL){
printf("\malloc failed for frequencies !\n\n");
exit();}
target-requencies = (double *) malloc(numdscons * siseof(double));
if(targetifrequenies == NULL){
printf("\lmalloc failed for target.frequencies ! \n\n");
exit();}
current-requencies = (double *) malloc(numA.scons siseof(double));
if(currentfrequencies == NULL){













printf("lDesign constraint %2d -= 12.4e\n",i+l,*(frequencies + i));
}
dvarabels = (char **) calloc(nummdvars,sisof(char ,));
if(dvarJabels == NULL)
{




"grep -i 'dvar' as",outputfilename);
process = popen(command,"r");





dvarabels[i] = (char *) calloc(strlen(stuff),siseof(char));
if(dvarlabels[i] == NULL)





printf("Design variable 8~2d: %s\n"j+1,dvarJabelsji]);}
pdose(process);
stateJabels = (char **) calloc(num.dscons,sised(char *));
if(statelabels == NULL)
{




"grep -i 'dscons' %s",outputJilename);
process = popen(command,"r");





stateJabels(i] = (char *) calloc(strlen(stuff),siseof(char));
if(stateJabels[i] == NULL)
{










for(i = 0; i # num.dscons; ++i)
facanf(targetfile,%f" ,&crap);
*(targetfrequencies + i) = crap;
215
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if(debug.fag == 1)




overallst.wt = (double *) malloc(siseof(double));
if(overallst-wt == NULL)
printf("\nmalloc failed for overallst-vt! \n\n");
exit();
}
overallvar..wt = (double *) malloc(sizeof(double));
if(overall]var-rt == NULL)
{
printf("\nmalloc failed for overall.varwt !\n\n");
exit();
}
state.wts = (double *) malloc(numdscons * siseof(double));
if(state.wts == NULL)
{
printf("\nmalloc failed for statevts!\n\n");
exit();}
variable.wts = (double *) malloc(numzdvars * siseof(double));
if(variable.wts == NULL)





for(i = 0; i # num.dscons; ++i)
*(state.wts + i) = 1.;
for(i = 0; i # num-dvars; ++i)










for(i = 0; i # numndscons; ++i)
fscanf(weight Jile,"X lf",(state.wts + i));
for(i = 0; i # numdvars; ++i)
fscanf(weightJle,"%ft",(variable-wts + i));}
/* Load in the design variables */
design.vars = (double *) calloc(numun vars * num.dscons,siseof(double));
if(design.vare == NULL)
{
printf("calloc for design variable values has failed\n");
exit();
sprintf(command,











for(i = 0; i < num.dscons; ++i)
{












printf("End of Data for Design Constraint 4d\n",i+1);
break;}
if(strcmpp(stuff,"') == 0){
if(i == num.dscons-1){if(debuge ag == 1)





last.um = new-num;if(debug.lag == 1)











printf("Design variable label and value: %8s ",stuff);





*(design.vars + numenumndscons + i) = crap;
if(debug.fla == 1)
printf(I" 12.4e\n",*(design..vars + numenumdscons + i));
Ifush(stdout);
if((j == numdvars) && (1 # numAscons-1)){
fla = 0;
if(debug.fleag == 1)
printf("End of Data for Design Constraint ~d\n"j+l);
laip(output.ile,6);
217
/ if there was no .dat file, prompt the user for the target values /
if(target ag == 0)
{
for(i = 0; i # numxA.dscons; ++i)




/* calculate the rms importance of the sensitivities ,/
if(stataeg == 1)
{
var.min = (float *) calloc(numAvars * siseof(float));
if(var.min == NULL)




var.max = (float *) calloc(numdvars * siseof(loat));
if(var.max == NULL)





var.avg = (float *) calloc(num.dvars * sieof(float));
if(var.avg == NULL)
{






rms-importance = (float *) calloc(num.dvars, siseof(float));
if(rmrsimportance == NULL)
{.







for(i = 0; i # num.dvars; ++i){
*(var.min + i) = 9999999999.;
*(var.manax + i) = 0.;
for(j = 0; j # numdscons; ++j)
{
*(rms.importance + i) += *(design.vars + i*num-scons + j) *
*(design.vars + ienum.dscons + j);
if(fabs(*(design.vars + ienum.dscons + j)) < *(var.min + i))
*(var-min + i) = fabs(.(desipgnvars + isnundscons + j));
if(fabs(,(design.vars + i*num.dscons + j)) > *(var.max + i))
*(var.max + i) = fabs(.(design-vars + i*num-ascons + j));
*(var..avg + i) += fabs(,(design.vars + i*numA.dcons + j));
218
}
*(rms-importance + i) = sqrt(*(rmsimportance + i)) / num dvars;











fprintf(datafile,"Cor0pt -- I Design Correlation and Optimization Program\n\n Program Version 1.0\n
Program Executed Xs Output Stored in %s\n\ns\n\n\n",date,datafilename,title);
fprintf(datafile,"\nOverall state weighting = %9.3e\n",*(overall.st.wt));
fprintf(dataJile,"Overall variable weighting - X9.3e\n\n",*(overallvarwt));
for(i = 0; i # num.dscons; ++i)
fprintf(dataUile,"Individual weighting for state 'X8s' = %9.3e\n",
state.labels[i],,(state.wts + i));
fprintf(dataJfile,"\n");
for(i = 0; i # numxdvars; ++i)
fprintf(datadile,"Individual weighting for variable 'X8s' = %9.3e\n",dvarlabels[i],,(variable.wts + i));
if(stat-flag == 1)
fprintf(datafile,"\n\n");
for(i = 0; i # numAdvars; ++i)
fprintf(datafile,
"Importance of 'X8s': min(I.1) - %9.3e max(J.I) - %9.3e\n avg(l.I)
= %9.3e RMS = %9.3e\n",
dvarlabels[i],,(varmnin + i),*(var.max + i),
*(varavg + i),*(rms-importance + i));
}
else if(stat.flag == -1)
fprintf(dataJile,













for(i = 0; i # numdvars; ++i)
if(flag == 0){







for(j = lower; j # upper; ++j){









/e initialise the optimisation stuff */
deltadv = (double *) calloc(num.dvanr,siseof(double));
if(deltadv == NULL)
{
printf("\ncalloc failed for delta.dv!\n\n");
exit();
}
deltal = (double *) malloc(num.dvars * siseof(double));
if(delta..1 == NULL)
{
printf("\nmalloc failed for deltal !\n\n");
exit();
}
delta2 = (double *) malloc(numxdvars * siseof(double));
if(delta.2 == NULL)
{
printf("\nmalloc failed for delta.2!\n\n");
exit();
PLstart = (float *) malloc(siseof(float));
if(PILtart == NULL)
printf("\nmalloc failed for PIstart!\n\n");
exit();
PLuew = (float *) malloc(num-dvars * 2 * sizeof(float));
if(PIlnew == NULL)
{






"Linear state update and standard performance index selected.\n");
else if(update.flag == 1)
fprintf(datafile,
"Fractional state update and standard performance index selected.\n");
else if(update.flag == 2)
fprintf(data.file,
"Linear state update and quadratic performance index selected.\n");
fprintf(datafile,"Variable changes limited to %.OfX with %.1lf~% step sizes.\n\n\n",max.change*100.,step*100.);
fprintf(datafile,"Initial Performance Index - %10.4f\n\n",*PLstart);
if(*PLstart > 999999.)
{




for(i = 0; i # num.dvars; ++i)
for(j = 0; j i numAdvars; ++j)
*(deltal + j) = *(delta&dv + j);
*(delta.2 + j) = *(delta&v + j);}
*(delta.. + i) += step;
if(fabs(e(delta1 + i))< max-change)
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perlindex(deltal ,(PI.new + i));
else
*(PIlnew + i) = 99999999.;
*(delta.2 + i) -= step;
if(fabs((delta.2 + i)) < max-change)
perfindex(delta2,(PI.new + num.dvars + i));
else
*(PInew + num.dvars + i) = 99999999.;
}
big = 999999.;
for(i = 0; i # num.dvars; ++i)
{
if(*(PLnew + i) < big)
{
big = *(PLnew + i);
where = i;
if(e(PLnew + num.dvars + i) < big)
{
big = *(PLnew + numdvars + i);







fprintf(datajile,"Design variable 'U8s' increased to % 5.3f -- ) PI = X7.4f\n",
dvarlabek[swhere],*(delta.v + where) + step,big);
*(delt.dv + where) += step;
else{
fprintf(datafile,"Design variable 'X8s' decreased to % 5.3f -- > PI =a 7.4f\n",
dvar.abels[where - num.dvars],*(deltaAv + where - num.dvars) - step,big);
*(delta.dv + where - num.dvats) -= step;
I












*(targetfrequencies + i),(*(frequencies + i) - *(targetfrequencies + i)) /
(target.frequencies + i) * 100.,
*(currentfrequencies + i),((currnmt.fequncies + i) - (targetkrequencies + i)) /

























for(i = 0; i # num.dscons; ++i)
{
if(updateflag == 2)
*PI += *(overallst.wt) * *(state.wts + i) *
(*(current-frequencies + i) - *(target.frequencies + i)) /
*(target.frequencies + i) *
(s(current-frequencies + i) - *(targetifrequencies + i)) /
*(targetfrequencies + i);
else
*PI += *(overalLst.wt) * *(state.wts + i) *
fabs(,(current.frequencies + i) - *(targetifrequencies + i)) /
*(targetfrequencies + i);
}
for(i = 0; i $ num.dvars; ++i)
{
if(update-flag == 2)
*PI += *(overalLvar.wt) * *(variable.wts +
else
*PI += *(overalLvar-wt) * *(variable.wts +
}
updatelreq(delta)
i) * (*(delta + i)) * (*(delta + i));




for(i = 0; i # numdscons; ++i)
deltafreq = 0.;
for(j = 0; j # num.dvars; ++j)
if(update.fag == 1)
deltafreq += *(design.vars + i
(1 + fabs(*(delta + j)));
else
deltaifreq += *(design.vars + i
+ jonum.dscons) * *(delta + j) /
+ j*numdscons) * *(delta + j);






* skips down skiplin # of lines in process process.name
int i,cont;
char junk;














* skips down skiplin # of lines in file lenum
int i,cont;
char junk;








C.2 guyan.c - Guyan Reduction Program
* Program guyan.c - written by Mark S. Barlow
, This program takes mass and stiffness matrix skylines
* generated by ADINA (flename.mx) and performs Guyan
, reduction on them without actually storing the entire
, matrices. The active degrees of freedom are listed
* in a file ending with a '.dof' extension. The
S resulting matrices are saved in a matlab readable file




































float sero = 0.;










for(i = 1; i 4 argc; ++ i)
{
if(!strcmp(argv[i],"-help"))
printf(I\nguyan [-help] [-debug] -rgd #8.S filel.mx file2.dof\n\n");
printf(" -help displays this message\n");
printf(" -debug displays information about program progress\n");
printf("\n f lel.mx contains the matrix skylines for reduction (must end in '.mx')\n");
printf(" -rgd *88.# rigid body mode shift applied to model (given in output)\n");
printf(" file2.dof contains the dof's to be retained (must end in '.dof')\n");
printf(" format is as follows:\n");
printf(" num retained dofa (i.e. 46) nun possible directions (i.e. 1-6)\n");














else if((*(argiJ+strien(argv[i])-4) == k.') &
(*(argyv[i+strlen(argv[i])-3) == 'd') &&(*(argv(i,+strien(argv[iJ)-2) == lo') kk(*(argv[i]+strIen(argv[i])-1) == if,))
sprintf(doffilename,"%Zs",argv[i]);
else if((*(argv[i]+strlen(argv[i])-3) == I.,) &&





























printf("\nAbout to remove rigid body mode shift (%f)... ",rgd.shift);
fflush(stdout);
for(i = 0; i i num.antries; ++i)
*(stiffne.matrix + i) -= rgd.shift * *(mass.matrix + i);
printf("done. \n");
fflush(stdout);





printf("Error opening dof file!\n\n");
exito);
fscanf(dofJile,"'4d %d",&numnmetained.dofs,&num.irections);if(debugflag == 1)
printf("\nThere are %d retained degrees of freedom and Ud directions.\n",
numretained.dofs,num.directions);
retainedaofs = (int *) malloc(num.retaineddofs * siseof(int));
if(retaineddofs == NULL)
{
printf("\rmalloc failed for retained.dofs! \n\n");
exit();
nonretaineddofs = (int *) malloc((numdof - num.retainedAofs) * siseof(int));
if(nonretained.dofs == NULL){




printf("About to read in dof information... ");
fIusah(stdout);








*(retained.ofs + i) = (junkl - 1) * num.directions + junk2 - 1;
if(debug.flag == 1)





printf("About to calculate which dof are not retained... ");
fflush(stdout);
count = 0;
while(count < numndof - numnretained-dofs)
{
for(i = 0; i f num.dof; ++i)
{
flag = 0;
for(j = 0; j $ numrxetainedAdofs; ++j)
{






*(nonretaineddofs + count) = i;
++count;}







for(i = 0; i : numdof - numnretaineddofs; ++i)
{
printf("lonretained dof: X3d\n",*(nonretained-dofs + i));}}
/*
if(debugf.ag == 1){
for(i = 0; i $ numentries; ++i)




for(i = 0; i # num.dof; ++i)
{
for(j = 0; Ji num.dof; ++j){flag = 0;
for(k = 0; k 6 num.entris; ++k){
if(((i*num.dof + j) == *(elementid + It)) II
((jnum.dof + i) == *(elementid + k)))





printf( % 7.Of ",sero);
p in r*a-
(void) time(&theclock);
printf("\•bout to load the row and column arrays...
fmush(stdout);
row = (short *) malloc(nuni.ntries * siseof(short));
if(row == NULL){
printf("\=malloc failed for row entries!\n\n");
exit();
I
col = (short *) malloc(numnentries * siseof(short));
if(col == NULL)
{
printf("\nmalloc failed for col entries!\n\n");
exit();
row-Bag = (short o) calloc(2 * num-entries,siseof(short));
if(row.lag == NULL)
{
printf("\ncalloc failed for row.flag!\n\a");
ext();






for(i = 0; i # numentries; ++i)
{
flag = 0;for(j = 0; j # num.dof; ++j)
if(i == *(diagid + j)){
flag = 1; / Bfag =
break;
if(fag == 1)
*(row + i) = count;





if element is on the diagonal */
else{
*(row + i) = count - count2 - 1;
*(col + i) = count - 1;
++count2;
if(debugAag == 1)











for(entry = 0; entry 6 numrentries; ++entry){
/s check if row is in the retained, cross, or nonretained submatrix */
flag = 0;
for(i = 0; i 6 num.retained-dofs; ++i)
{
if(,(row + entry) == *(retaineddofs + i)){
flag = 1; /* flag = 1 iff element is retained ,/
*(row.flag + 2 * entry) = 1;
*(rowflag + 2 * entry + 1) = i;
if(debug.flag == 1)
printf("Row: Entry %4d is retained (%2d) and moves to %2d (Mld)\n",
entry,*(retaineddofs + i),*(row-flag + 2 * entry + 1),
*(rowflag + 2 * entry));
break;}}
for(i = 0; i # numxdof - numretaineddofs; ++i){
if(flag • 1){
if(,(row + entry) == *(nonretaineddofs + i))
*(row-.fag + 2 * entry + 1) = i + num.retaineddofs;
if(debug.lag == 1)
printf("Row: Entry %4d is not retained (%2d) and moves to X2d (Xld)\n",
entry,*(nonretaineddofs + i),*(row.flag + 2 * entry + 1),
*(row.flag + 2 * entry));
break;}}}}
printf("\n");
for(entry = 0; entry O numxentries; ++entry){
/* check if col is in the retained, cross, or nonretained submatrix ,/
flag = 0;
for(i = 0; i 6 num.retained.dofs; ++i)
{
if(*(col + entry) == *(retained-dofs + i)){
flag = 1; /* flag = 1 iff element is retained ,/
*(coLlag + 2 * entry) = 1;
*(coLflag + 2 * entry + 1) = i;
if(debug.flag == 1)
printf("Col: Entry X4d is retained (%2d) and moves to %2d (Mld)\n",
entry,*(retained-dofs + i),*(colflag + 2 * entry + 1),




for(i = 0; i $ num.Aof - numnretaineddofs; ++i){
if(flag # 1)
{
if(*(col + entry) == *(nonretained-ofs + i))
{
*(coLtag + 2 * entry + 1) = i + num-retaineddofs;
if(debug-lag == 1)
printfQ"Col: Entry %4d is not retained (%2d) and moves to %2d (Xid)\n",
entry,*(nonretainecLdofs + i),*(colflag + 2 * entry + 1),







/. caloc matrices */(void) time(ktheclock);
printf("nbout to calloc for mass and stiffness matrices... %s",ctire(&theclock));
flush(stdout);
mass = (float *) calloc(numdof * numdof,siseof(float));
stiffness = (foat *) caloc(num-Iof * numdof,siueof(float));
if(mass == NULL){
printf("\n calloc failed for mass matrix!\n\n");
exit();
}
else if(stiffness == NULL){






printf("'nAbout to load the full matrices (partitioned)... Is",ctime(&theclock));
fflush(stdout);
for(i = 0; i 0 num.entries; ++i)
{
if((,(row.Jag + 2 * i) == 1) && (e(colflag + 2 * i) == 1)) /* retained *
if(*(rowJ.ag + 2 * i + 1) == *(coflag + 2 * i + 1)){
if(debugfag == 1)
printf("r X4d: •%2d,%2d3\n",i,*(rowJ-g + 2 * i + 1),*(coLflag + 2 * i + 1));
I
*(mass + *(row.-ag + 2 * i + 1) * num.• of + *(coLfag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(maas..matrix + i);





printf("r %4d: E%2d,%2d]\n"ji,(row.ag + 2 * i + 1),*(coflag + 2 * i + 1));
printf("r %4d: [%2d,%2d•]\nj,,*(coLJag + 2 * i + 1),*(row..fag + 2 * i + 1));
*(mass + *(row.fla + 2 * i + 1) * numdof + *(coLflag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(massmatrix + i);
*(stiffness + *(rowflag + 2 * i + 1) * numdof + *(coLflag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(stiffness.matrix + i);
*(mass + *(colfag + 2 * i + 1) * numdof + *(rowflag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(mass.matrix + i);
*(stiffness + *(colflag + 2 * i + 1) * num-dof + *(row.flag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(stifiness.matrix + i);
else if(((rowfiag + 2 * i) == 0) && (e(coLfAag + 2 * i) == 0)) /* nonretained /{
if(,(row,,ag + 2 * i + 1) == *(colflag + 2 * i + 1))
{ if(debugla == 1){
printf("n %4d: 1%2d,X2d]"\n,i,*(row-6ag + 2 * i + 1),*(coLfiag + 2 * i + 1));}
*(mass + *(row•fag + 2 * i + 1) * num.dof + *(coLflag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(mass..matrix + i);






printf("r 14d: [%2d, 2d] \n"j,*(row.flag + 2 * i + 1),*(col.flag + 2 * i + 1));
printf("r X4d: [%2d,%2d] \n",i,(coflag + 2 * i + 1),*(row.flag + 2 * i + 1));
}
*(mass + *(row fag + 2 * i + 1) * num.dof + *(colfiag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(masa.matrix + i);
*(stiffness + *(row-flag + 2 * i + 1) * num-dof + *(colflag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(stiffness.matrix + i);
*(mass + *(colflag + 2 * i + 1) * numadof + *(rowflag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(massanatrix + i);
*(stiffness + *(coLlag + 2 * i + 1) * num.dof + *(row.flag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(stiffness.matrix + i);
}}
else /* cross */
{
if(debug-flag == 1){
printf("c %4d: [%2d,%2d]\n"ý,*(row.flag + 2 * i + 1),*(col-flag + 2 * i + 1));
printf("c X4d: [%2d, 2d] \n"i,*(coLfiag + 2 * i + 1),*(row.lag + 2 * i + 1));}
*(mass + *(row flag + 2 * i + 1) * num.dof + *(coLfag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(mass.natrix + i);
*(stiffness + *(row.flag + 2 * i + 1) * numdAof + *(coLflag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(stiffness.matrix + i);
*(mass + *(colflag + 2 * i + 1) * num-dof + *(row.flag + 2 * i + 1)) =
*(mass.matrix + i);






/* perform guyan reduction (one dof at a time) */
(void) time(&theclock);
printf("\nEntering Guyan Reduction loop... %s",ctime(&theclock));
fflush(stdout);
for(count = numndof - 2; count : num.retained.dofs - 2; -- count)
{
for(i = 0; i 0 count + 1; ++i){
for(j = i; j : count + 1; ++j){
product = *(stiffness + numof*(count+1) + j) /
*(stiffness + (count+1)*num.Aof + count + 1);
*(stiffness + i*numdof + j) =
*(stiffness + i*num.dof + j) -
*(stiffness + num.dof*(count+1) + i) *
product;
*(mass + i*numndof + j) =
*(mass + i*num-dof + j) -
*(mass + numndof(count+1) + i) *
product -
*(mass + numndof*(count+1) + j) *
*(stiffness + num.dof,(count+1) + i) /
*(stiffness + (count+1)*num.dof + count + 1) +
*(stiffness + num.Aof*(count+1) + i) *
product /
*(stiffness + num.dof,(count+1) + count + 1) *
*(mass + num.dof*(count+1) + count + 1);
if(i j)
*(mass + j*num-dof + i) = *(mass + i*num.dof + j);









printf("Reduction required %ld operations\n",operations);
ffush(stdout);
/* printf("Kas\n");
for(i = 0; i # numretained.dofs; ++i){
for(j = 0; j # num.retained.dofs; ++j){
printf("% 7.3f ",*(stiffness + numdof * i + j));}
printf("\n");
/* allocate and load Maa */
Maa = (double *) calloc(num-rtained.dofs * numetained.ofs,sise• (double));
if(Mea == NULL){
printf("\ncalloc failed for Maa;\n\n");
exit();
I
for(i = 0; i # num.retained.dofs; ++i){
for(j = 0; j # num.retained-dofs; ++j){
*(Maa + i*num.retaineddof. + j) = *(masu + i*numdof + j);
}
/* allocate and load Kaa ./
Kaa = (double *) calloc(num-etainedaofs * num.retaineddofs.,iseof(double));
if(Kaa == NULL){
printf("\ncalloc failed for Kaa!\n\n");
exit();
I
for(i = 0; i # num-retaineddofs; ++i){
for(j = 0; j 0 num.retained-dofs; ++j){







































printf("About to open '%s'... ",ilename);
fiush(stdout);}








/* grep to find the number of dof 's /
***e******************************e*
sprintf(grepstr,"%Is","GLOBAL STIFFIESS IATRII");








if(debug- ag == 1)
printf("lauber of DOF's a= d\n",numdof);
rewind(file);
/***********************************/
/* allocate memory for the array ./
A*********e***********************e*
printf("About to malloc for the location array...");
fflush(stdout);








/* find out how many entries in the matriz are non-sero/
/4 e*******e*** * ****eeeee*ee.*****************
sprintf(grepstr,"'s","GLOBAL MASS NATRIXI);













/* allocate memory for the array 4/
******ee****************************e
printf("About to malloc for the matrices...");
fltush(stdout);
mass.matrix = (float *) malloc((num.entries + 5) * siseof(float));
stiffness.zntrix = (float *) mafloc((num.ntries + 5) * siseof(float));
if(massnamtrix == NULL)
{










/e load in the diagonal stuff /
/*****A****************ee+e***e/





*(diagid + i) = atoi(stuff) - 1;




printf("A\nbout to load in stiffness values... as",ctime(&theclock));
fiush(stdout);
for(i = 0; i < num.antries; ++i){
if(feof(file) NULL)













printf("\nAbout to load in mass values...
fflush(stdout);
for(i = 0; i < num-entries; ++i){if(feof(file) : NULL)
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